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CHAPTER I 

GRIERSON COMES TO WEST TEXAS 

Some soldiers in the Southwest were skilled fighters; others were 

builders. In West Texas, in I875, there was need for an army officer 

having both attributes. Such a man was Colonel Benjamin Henry Grierson 

who had demonstrated his abilities in both capacities. In I863 he had 

led one of the most brilliant and successful Union cavalry raids of the 

Civil V'sr; six years later he had been assigned the construction of Fort 

Sill, the strategic post in Indian Territory. 

Grierson's military career was long and varied, and to date little 

has appeared in print concerning his activities from 1866 when he was ap

pointed a colonel in the United States Army to I89I when he retired from 

the service. This study is based primarily on the collections of Grier

son Papers available to scholars at the Illinois State Historical Library 

and at the Newberry Library. Of especial value to this study are the 

many letters Grierson wrote to his wife who carefully preserved them. 

Only his services from 1866 to I885 will be discussed here, vlth 

the emphasis on the years I875 to 1885 while he was stationed in Texas. 

During this decade he was the commanding officer at two major garrisons 

on the frontier. Forts Concho and Davis. He was in command of the De

partment of Texas in September and October of 1883; and, except for duty 

in the field campaigning against Victorio from June to October, in 1880, 

he was engaged in improving the frontier posts, studying the reports of 

his scouts who were exploring vast areas of V.̂est Texas, and supervising 

at close hand the construction of roads and telegraph lines. 
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Exactly why Grierson was sent to Texas in I875 is uncertain. 

Since 1866 he had been stationed at various posts in the Indian Terri

tory, and when his orders came they stated only that the headquarters 

of his regiaent had been transferred to Fort Concho (near the present 

city of San Angelo, Texas). They feead: "Colonel B. w. Grierson . . . 

will proceed to and assume command of that post." Behind this terse 

order there is evidence of intrigue, and only a brief review of Grier

son 's past record can establish whether intrigue or personal competence 

was the major factor responsible for the order. 

Grierson had demonstrated his ability to organize before his ap

pointment in the regular army. His last duty as a volunteer officer in 

the Union Army, before being honorably mustered out on April 30, 1866, 

2 
was "re-organizing Cavalry at New Orleans for service in Texas," and 

his first assignment three months later when he was "appointed Colonel 

3 
of the 10th regiment of Cavalry" was likewise one of organization, for 

until July 28, 1866, the Tenth Cavalry existed in name only. It was 

Grierson's task to build a cavalry regiment of Negro soldiers, one of 

"four regiments, two of which shall be composed of colored men" author

ized under Section III of the "Act to Increase and Fix the Military 

^ Department of Texas, printed Special Orders No. I85, November 
18, 1874, in B. H. Grierson's Collected Papers, Newberry Library. Here
after, B. H. Grierson's Collected Papers in the Newberry Library will be 
cited as Grierson Papers, NL. 

U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Branch, "Brief Re
cord of General Grierson's Services during and since the Wrr . . . I86I 
to 1882," p. 2. (Microfilm copy. National Archives, Washington, D. C. 
Property of Frank Temple.) 

^ Ibid. 
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Peace Establishment of the United States."^ Grierson's standards were 

high, tnd in a year's time only eight of the required tvelve companies 

had been recruited. Many of the colored troopers were ex-slaves who 

could neither read nor write so that the biarden of clerical duties fell 

upon the white officers. Nevertheless, by I87I the regiment had earned 

the title of the "Buffalo Soldiers" from the Indians and was regarded 

as an efficient fighting force. 

By this time Grierson had proved his worth in another p^ase of 

bTiilding — the construction of Fort Sill. With his recently organized 

Tenth Cavalry, Grierson was stationed at Fort Gibson from May, 1868, to 

May, 1869, as commander of the post and the District of the Indian Ter-

ritory,' a part of the Department of the Missouri, under the ccMnmand of 

General John Pope. The Department was, in turn, a subdivision of the 

Division of the Missouri of which General Philip H. Sheridan was the COB-

mander. Frc»i Fort Gibson, Grierson scouted extensively to the west, and 

it was to him that General Sheridan turned when he decided to move his 

headquarters frcan Fort Cobb to a more suitable location. Upon Grierson's 

advice, the site for the new garrison was chosen about forty miles to 

^ As quoted by E. L. N. Glass, ed., The History of the Tenth 
Cavalry. 1866-1921 (Tucson, 1921), unnumbered page headed "The Birth of 
the Tenth Cavalry." 

^ Ibid., p. 19. 

Construction was started at Fort Sill on January 8, I869. 
Grierson probably was entered as on "Detached service" from Fort Gibson 
from January to May, I869. 

^ U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Brc-nch, "Brief 
Record of General Grierson's Services during and since the War , . . 
1861 to 1882," p. 2. 



the south at the junction of Cache and Medicine Bluff creeks, and under 

his direction Fort Sill was built. From "the tentage which they brought 

with them, much of which had been condemned,"^ Grierson began the con

strue tion of the post which is still active today. Here he remained un

til 1872, charged with the responsibility of supervising the "Kiowa, 

9 

Comanche and other Indians." So eager was he to pursue a constructive 

project that he became vulnerable to criticism; he was accused of being 

too "engrossed" in his work on the fort to exercise adequate control over 

the Indians.^^ 

The charge of being too "engrossed" in building Fort Sill pro

vides an important key to Grierson's character and future activities. 

From 1869 on, he was never engaged in a major military campaign. His re

cord shows that he preferred to build rather than to destroy, to under

stand the Indians rather than to kill them. For a military man to main

tain such an attitude took courage during a period when Indians were re

garded as savages to be removed as ruthlessly as possible from the path 

of the advancing white men. His sympathy toward the Indians had its 

counterpart in consideration for his men. To lose sight of this facet 

of Grierson's nature is to completely misunderstand the major signifi

cance of his post-Civil War career. 

Grierson's pacific and humane nature is not to be interpreted as 

8 Glass, History of the Tenth Cavalry, p. 17. 

9 U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Branch, "Brief Re
cord of General Grierson's Services during and since the War . . . 
1861 to 1882," p, 2. 

XO T.-. s. Nye, Cgybine ajQ̂  Unce (Norman, 1938), p. 151. 



a fear of fighting. On the contrary, he earned the respect of his supe

riors for his outstanding cavalry actions during the Civil War, the most 

brilliant and daring of which was his re id of I863. Leaving La Orange, 

Tennessee, on April 17, I863, he led 1,700 Union cavalry raiders the 

length of the state of Mississippi, within Confederate territory, and 

reached Baton Rouge, Louisiana, sixteen days later. His resoiircefulness 

was severely tested sinee he operated with no base of supply. Great 

quantities of enemy supplies were destroyed and "the rebels were thrown 

into consternation, their plans disconcerted JJ.n£I their forces drawn 

from points JjieBr Vicksbur£7 where they were afterwards needed. " ^ In 

recognition of this raid he was promoted to "Brigadier General of Volun-

12 

teers for gallant and distinguished service." In I867 Lieutenant Gen

eral William T, Sherman wrote of Grierson: 

. . . I assure you he was one of the most willing, ardent and 
dashing Cavalry officers I ever had, always reedy, day or night, 
against equal and superior forces; he handled his men with great 
skill, doing some of the prettiest work of the war.13 

But fighting out of Fort Sill was entirely different from raiding 

in the Civil '-ar. Now it was the Indians who were raiding, in their own 

11 U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Branch, "Synopsis 
of the Services Rendered the Government during the War by B. H. Grier
son . . .," p. 4. (Microfilm copy. National Archives, •'ashington, D. C. 
Property of Temple.) 

12 
U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Brsnch, "Brief Re

cord of General Grierson's services during the War, and since on the 
Western fnd South-western Frontier," p. 1. (Microfilm copy. National 
Archives, Washington, D. C. Property of Temple.) 

13 U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Branch, "Brief 
Sketch of General Grierson's Services, with a Few Extracts from Special 
Testimonials . . . I86I to 186^," p. 6. (Microfilm copy. National Ar
chives, Washington, D. C. Property of Temple.) 



elusive style, and it was Grierson who wcs charged with the responsibil

ity of controllinp; them. During his years st Fort Sill, the Indian raids 

into Colorado and Texas reached their climtx in frequency and ferocity. 

Grierson was no more successful in coping with the situation than any 

other officer would have been, because the Indians were officially in 

the custody of the Indian Commissioners, a ^oup of Quakers who were 

determined to administer affairs by peaceful methods rather than war

fare. Lawrie Tatum was the Indian Agent at the Fort Sill Reservation, 

and Grierson co\iLd exercise military disciplinary action only at Tatum's 

request as long as the Indians remained on the reservation. While the 

Indians were off raiding, Grierson was at liberty to punish them, but so 

extensive was the country to be patrolled that the few troops under his 

command were seldom able to overtake the Indians before they returned 

from their raids to the safety of the reservation. 

Grierson's position was attacked by the eastern newspapers, on 

the one side, which charged the army with provoking incidents whereby 

it would be justified in exterminating the Indians; and the outraged 

settlers, on the other, who accused the army of utter indifference to

ward their plight. Both General Pope, who could speak with authority 

after seven years' of experience with the Indians, and General Sherman, 

then General of the Army, came to Grierson's surport through statements 

explaining the restrictions which prohibited Grierson from takinp more 

14 
positive action. These experienced officers recognized the critical 

J. Pope, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of V,Vr, Annual Report 
(1870), kl Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pp. 8-9; Sherman to ^ey-
nolds. May 24, I87I, as quoted in Nye, Carbine and Lance, p. 172. 



situation in ̂ ich Grierson had been placed and used him as the priire 

example to inform the public of the exasperating regulations governing 

their own actions. 

In 1872 Grierson returned to Fort Gibson, retaining his command 

of the District of the Indian Territory, which included the duties of 

"removing intruders from the Cherokee, Creek and Seminole Indien reserva-

15 
tions," and policing "the country during the construction of the Vls-

16 
souri, Kansas snd Texas Railroad." 

During these years Grierson was proving his competency in handlings 

situations requiring tact and perception. Of his work Pope wrote: "Colo

nel Grierson, commanding Fort Sill, has managed his delicate and critical 

relations with the Kiowas and Comanches with good j-udgment." ' 

Possibly Grierson's inability to bring peace to the frontier was 

the reason for General Sherman's offer which relieved Grierson from duty 

in the Indian Territory; or possibly it was his recognition of the ar

duous and harassing problems under which Grierson had labored and from 

which he needed a change. In either case, Sherman offered, and Grierson 

accepted, as of January, 1874, the superintendency of the General Mounted 

U. S. Adjutant General's Office, Commission Branch, "Brief 
Record of General Grierson's Services during and since the Var . . . 
1861 to 1882," p. 3. 

16 
C. T. Foreman, "Benjamin Henry Grierson," Chronciles of 

Oklahoma. XXIV (1946), p. 212. 

'J. Pope, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Report 

(1871), 42 Cong., 2 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 44. 
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Recruiting Service at St. Louis Barracks, Missouri. ̂ ^ 

Lieutenant-General John W, Davidson assumed command of the Tenth 

Cavalry in Grierson's absence. Within the year, plans were under way 

for a major campaign against the Indians of the Southern Plains. This 

projected move in no way reflects upon Grierson's ability as a fighter 

because it resulted from a fundamental shift in policy after his de-

partTire. While Grierson had been at Fort Sill in I87I and 18?2, his 

actions had been limited by the "Quaker Policy." Now, in 1874, Lieu

tenant Samuel L. Woodward, Grierson's close associate in the Tenth 

Cavalry and a fellow-officer from at least as far back as the raid of 

1863, wrote that "under instructions from the Interior Dept." all 

"friendly" Indians were being given signed papers as proof of their at

titude, and the Indians of the region were put under the jurisdiction 

of the army. As Woodward indicated, the Indians "are virtually turned 

over to the military and Gen'l. Davidson virtually commands the Agent, 

or claims that he does, imder instructions from the Interior and War 

Depts." ̂ ^ 

While preparations for the campaign were under way. Woodward con

tinued. General Christopher C. Augur, commander of the Department of 

Texas, telegraphed Davidson information regarding the movements of the 

-I o 

Sherman to Grierson, telegram, December 27, 1872: "Do you 
want the Recruiting Detail at St. Louis?"; Grierson to Sherman, tele
gram, December 29, 1872: "I will accept the detail," in B. H. Grierson's 
Collected Papers, Illinois State Historical Library, Roll 9. (Micro
film at Texas Technological College.) 'ereafter, B, H. Grierson's 
Collected Papers in the Illinois State Historica.l Library will be cited 
as Grierson Papers, ISHL, and the appropriate roll number. 

19 Woodward to Grierson, August 8, 1874, Grierson Parers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 



troops in Texas. Augiur stated that "about the 25th inst. /August, Colo

nel Ranald S.J Mackenzie will start /toward Sill/ from Fort Concho 

with a strong column" and Lieutenant Colonel G. ?. Buell "will start 

also with a column from /Fort/ Griffin." The companies of the Tenth 

Cavalry were to "co-operate" in the action under "Gen'l. D.", and in 

20 .- -, 

addition "Gregg comes from New Mexico with a column and /Nelson A^/ 

Miles, 5th Inf., with a part of his regt. and the 6th Cavalry comes 

from the north..,. Our regiment is scattered so that, as an organiza-
21 

tion, we won't get much show." 

The "organization" had begun to deteriorate within a few months 

after Grierson had left on the recruiting detail. On May 21, 1874, Wood-

ward wrote to Grierson that he "had no personal or official difficulty 

with General Davidson" and that he did not want to criticize his com

manding officer, but that "he /Davidson/ is simply sending the regiment, 

or that part of it which he controls, to the devil as fast as he can." 

Davidson, "by his personal treatment of officers and difficulties with 

them," had alienated two of the seven companies that had been under his 

command, had one left at Fort Sill, and the other fo\u: widely scattered. 

Woodward implied that Davidson was "crazy," and the latter admitted 

having had a sunstroke which "seriously affects his brain," Woodward 

added that 

I must confess it ain't pleasant to serve under a lunatic... 
Everybody, even your former enemies in the regiment will be 
mighty glad to see you back.22 

^•^oodward was in error; he meant Lieutenant Colonel '', F. Price. 

^^Woodward to Grierson, August 8, 1874, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 

^^oodward to Grierson, May 21, 1874, Grierson Papers, IŜ rL, Roll 1 
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Reassuring as this sentiment of loyalty may have been, Grierson 

felt his imminent assignment in Texas was due less to his qualifications 

than to Sheridan's injustice. Since no conclusive evidence of a rupture 

between Grierson and Sheridan has been discovered, it is impossible to 

state positively if there was more than a strained relationship between 

the two men, or whether animosity actually existed except in Grierson's 

own mind. But that Grierson had held a grudge against Sheridan for many 

years cannot be denied. In an unusually bitter letter Grierson stated: 

"The order /assigning Grierson to duty in Texâ y emanated from Sheridan. 

It is in perfect keeping with many orders I have received from that of

ficer. " He recalled an order in I865 given "for no just cause but for 

the purpose of making a place for two of his todies. Custer and Merritt." 

In 1868 he was "ordered to Fort Gibson . . . so I would not come in con

tact with Custer whom I outranked." Now, in 1874, when Sheridan "found 

that I was about to return to the Ind. Try. at Fort Sill, he hurriedly-

issued an order directing me to proceed to Fort Concho, transferred my 

Hd. Qrs. on paper but virtually separated me from my regt."^ 

Before continuing the discussion of the evidence of a breach be

tween the two officers, it must be pointed out here, in fairness to Sheri

dan, that he and Grierson were in some instances in harmony. In I869, 

upon Sheridan's acceptance of Grierson's selection for the location of 

Fort Sill, Sheridan informed Sherman of his complete satisfaction with 

24 
the proposed site. Two years later Sheridan opposed Pope's suggestion 

•̂ Grierson to wife, June 21, I875, Grierson Papers, ISIL, Roll 1. 

24 
Nye, Carbine and Lance, p. 110. 
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that troops be concentrated to use force against the Indians. "I con

sider that the necessity for active operations against Indians in his 

/Pope's./ command . . . to be at an end." He believed the military re

sponsibility had already changed "from administering punishment to giving 

25 
protection." Grierson shared a similar view, as he was said to have 

supported the "Quaker policy," The campaign of 1874^75 proved both men 

in error, but their attitudes toward the Indians were alike. 

Then, too, in I875, Sheridan urged completing the transfer of In

dian supervision from the "Indian Bureau to the military" and repeated 

his proposal that reservations of suitable size be established for the 

Indians who would be "subject to especial rule and government." He also 

remarked that thoxigh "our people" were constrained by "the most string.-

gent laws . . . we are attempting to govern these poor wild savages with-

26 
out any power over them or any laws at all," This statement reveals 

that Sheridan was keenly aware of the position in which the Indians had 

been placed, and it is not difficult to infer that he thought the situa

tion in Texas in 1875 demanded the perception of a Grierson rather than 

the fighting ability of a Miles or a Mackenzie. 

Grierson obviously chose to overlook any possibility that Sheridan 

was selecting him on his merits. He probably did not realize how admira

bly qualified he was to command a frontier post where conditions could 

not be anticipated, but which would undoubtedly require constructive 

^Sheridan, "Report," in U. S, Secretary of V'ar, Annual Feport 
(1871), 42 Cong., 2 sess., House Ex. Doc, 1. pt. 2, p. 24. 

26 
Sheridan, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War. Annual Reix̂ rt 

(1875), 44 Cong., 1 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 577^ 
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talents such as Grierson had displayed. Grierson would have been cer

tain that Sheridan was only too well aware that his fellow-officer was 

not a West Point graduate, as most of the other officers were in whose 

company he had been since his appointment into the regular army. There 

is little doubt that Crierson, whose only training had been experience 

in the field, was regarded with some jealousy. Therefore, to send him 

to the distant frontier of Texas would effectively remove him from the 

midst of the proud West Pointers, leaving Sheridan a free hand to favor 

those whom he wo\iLd. 

Among those presumably eligible for favoritism were Davidson and, 

especially, Mackenzie. The latter had distinguished himself for his out

standing fighting on the Staked Plains against the Comanches in late 1874. 

The assumption that Davidson and Mackenzie had earlier secured the at

tention of Sheridan is corroborated by Lieutenant William H. Beck, an

other officer close to Grierson, who wrote to him that Davidson would 

remain at Fort Sill if the headquarters of the Tenth Cavalry went to 

Fort Concho. Beck further stated that 

It is also believed that it is intended to give MacKenzie every
thing. You would naturally command, were you here, and perhaps 
it was thought that you would prefer an extension to going to 
Concho, and that would leave MacKenzie the ranking man operating 
in that country.27 

Equally as uncertain as the true reason for Grierson's being or

dered to Texas was the destination of the Tenth Cavalry arising out of 

the re-sh\iffling of commands and troops after the completion of the cam

paign of 1874-75. A persistent rumor had circulated for several weeks 

^Beck to Grierson, December 13, 1874, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 9. 
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that the Tenth Cavalry would go to New Mexico. Woodward, writing some

time in December of I874 from Fort Sill, informed Grierson that the r\Bnor 

28 
still prevailed. Augur, he wrote, had communicated with Sheridan to 

state that if the regiment did not leave the department for New Mexico, 

the troops would be stationed st "Griffin, Concho, McKavett, Davis & 

Stockton." Woodward hoped "to God we leave the Departm.ent. I don't 

see much fair show for us here." 

February of I875 came, but no orders. On the 17th Woodward re

marked that 

. . • this appears to be the age of mystery, and orders and move
ments in this Department appear to be as mysterious as if we 
were in a state of civilized war. , , . I still hope we may leave 
this Department for I have no faith in Augur's professions of 
friendship. However well disposed he may be, he is swayed by 
his weak staff, consisting of two sons (one of whom is acknow
ledged almost an idiot) and a son-in-law, Russell, A pretty 
hard lay-out, take it all in all. . . . The posts of the companies 
of the 4th Cavalry /Mackenzie's/ are all designated in orders, 
but nothing is said about us, which makes me think perhaps the 
correspondence on the subject of leaving us in this department 
is stronger than you suspect. Seven companies of the 4th Cavalry 
are ordered to this post and I am told it was done on Mackenzie's 
request. 

On March 6 Woodward left for Fort Concho with the regimental band 

and official records. He believed that Davidson was well pleased at his 

departure as the move would eliminate the chance that Grierson would re

turn to the command of Sill. At the same time. Woodward feared that if 

Grierson was granted a further extension of leave, another field officer 

might take over the command at Concho. The command would "naturally 

fall to Davidson, and I would rather be in hell for the same length of 

28 
Commanding the Department of Texas which included Fort Sill. 
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time than to serve under him any longer."29 

Apparently Sheridan was anxious to move Grierson to Texas im-

30 mediately, and made known his wishes in a telegram. In the face of 

this \irgency. Augur, who would presumably be Grierson's immediate superi

or as commander of the Department of Texas, informed Grierson (eight 

days after Sheridan's order) that orders had been received to send the 

Fourth Cavalry to Sill, relieving the Tenth, and that transportation 

would probably not be available \mtil spring to move the troops to 

Concho. Moreover, since the Grierson children were ill. Augur was "pre

pared to approve of a leave . . . up to the time /the following sprin£7 
31 

should you desire it." Grierson availed himself of the leave, and by 

the time it had expired in April, General A.ugur had been replaced by 

General Edward 0. C. Ord, 

Even as Grierson was leaving St. Lo\iLs on April 17, 1875, en route 

to report at Fort Concho, he was not certain that he and his regiment 

would be quartered more than temporarily at the post. He had noted in 

the newspapers that General Sheridan was on his way to Houston to confer 

with General Ord. Grierson planned to go to Houston because 

This confab of the great captains may make a chance in the des
tination of myself & Regt. in Texas as they are now on the march 
& can be moved more promptly than any other cavalry regt. to the 
Rio Grande.32 

^Woodward to Grierson, March 4, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 

•̂  Copy of telegram forwarded to Grierson (on leave at Youngstovm, 
Ohio) by his brother, John (from Jacksonville, Illinois) in letter of 
November l6, 1874, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 9. 

-̂  Augur to Grierson, November 26, 1874, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 9. 

32 
Grierson to wife, April 17, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

file:///irgency
file:///mtil
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Grierson did not go to Houston but took the stage from Austin, 

where he left the railroad, directly to San Antonio. The stage was "jam

med full" and the road "very stony & rough" where it was not "muddy."'-' 

After an \mcomfortable ride he reached San Antonio on April 22, too late 

in the morning to rest at the hotel and too early to report to head

quarters. 

So he walked "about the strange looking City of San Antonio," 

finding it to be exactly as he had pictured it — "my mind's idea of an 

old Mexican City." He "viewed the Alamo, the main and military plaza" 

and the "houses . . . mostly small & one story except those lately 

built, remodeled or Americanized." The streets were "narrow with mostly 

stone pavements." 

When he finally did see General Ord at headquarters, he was well 

pleased that his orders read to "proceed to Fort Concho, Texas, and as-

-34 sume comnand.""^ He was delayed, however, for five days, to inspect 

property in the Quartermaster Department.-^^ While on this duty he be

came acquainted with Lieutenant Colonel S, B. Hollabird, the quarter

master, who later was instrumental in expediting supplies for Grierson's 

program of repair and improvement at the garrisons. 

-̂ 3 Innumerable word and phrase quotations of a minor nature ^111 
appear in this study. Unless so specified, all such ruotations have 
been taken from Grierson*s letters to his wife, and ere inserted to 
present Grierson's own style of wording. 

^ Department of Texas, printed Special Orders No. 75, April 22, 
1875, Grierson Papers, NL. 

35 Department of Texas, printed Special Orders No. 76, April 23, 
1875, Grierson Papers, NL. 

file:///mcomfortable
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Before leaving San Antonio, Orterson learned from a Mrs, Martin, 

who had recently been at Fort Concho, that "the regt. is generally well 

pleased with the change of station," and "that everybody in the regt. is 

anxious or 'crazy' (the word she used) to see me." Unfortunately "the 

smallpox is reputed to be very bad at Fort Stockton A Davis & everybody 

is being vaxinated at Concho,"3^ 

As Grierson eased his tall, slender frame from the stage coach, 

his officers would have noticed immediately their commander's piercing 

dark eyes, full black beard and prominent nose. Probably V̂ oodward was 

the first to shake hands with the man with the "erect carriage and reso-

••37 lute step, "̂  All of the officers would long since have learned that 

Grierson was Bh officer "of tireless energy and kindly disposition,"-̂  

T h ^ also knew that he was "of nervous temperament . . . ffix^ impetuous 

39 and vigorous speech. "-̂^ "His vocabulary was very spicy and generally 

emphasized with a hard stamp of his foot," and few "could out cxiss 

40 4l 
him." He "had a great sense of humor," and most likely started 

immediately joking with the men he had left sixteen months before. 

^ Grierson to wife, April 26, I875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 

"̂̂  Jacksonville (Illinois) T)^X\S( Jô CTftl, September 6, I9II. 
p. 7:3. 

38 R. T. Jacob, "Military Reminiscences," Chronicles of Oklahoma. 
II (1924), p. 13. 

^^ Jacksonville (Illinois) DaiLv Journal. September 6, 19II, 
p. 70. 

kn 
Mrs. Martha C. Frank to Temple, letter of January 21, 1957. 

Mrs. Frank, of Jacksonville, Illinois, is Grierson's grandniece, 

^ Mrs. Prank to Temple, letter of August 2;̂ , 1957. 



CHAPTER n 

WEST TEXAS* 1875-1880 

If Sheridan had been contriving to banish Grierson to a command 

where he could not hope to achieve further miltary glory as a fighter, 

he could not have chosen a more appropriate place. Fort Concho was well 

out on the frontier where settlement was, in I875, only a decade after 

the Civil War, extremely sparse. The nearest large centers of popiilation 

were Fort Worth, Austin, and San Antonio, about 225 miles to the east, 

and El Paso, twice as far distant to the west. North of Fort Concho 

stretched the desolate Staked Plains, still practically as uninhabited 

as they had been in 1849 when Randolph B. Marcy termed them "the great 

Zahara of North America."! To the southwest lay the arid and mountain

ous Trans-Pecos region of Texas, idiich General Ord described as wild, 

2 
rugged, inhospitable, and unknown. 

An officer less energetic than Grierson would have either resign

ed himself to his fate and performed his work in a perfunctory manner or 

clamored for a transfer to another part of the country. Grierson did 

neither} he accepted West Texas as a challenge, and devoted himself to 

the task of making the country embraced within his cammand attractive 

for peaceful settlement and development. Pride in constructive accan-

! R. B. Marcy, "Report" of an expedition from Fort Smith, Arkan
sas, to Santa Fe, New Mexico, in 1849, 31 Cong., 1 sess.. Senate Ex. 
Doc. No. 64 (Washington, D. C , I85O), p. I85. 

^ E. 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of ̂ "ar. Annual Re-
jaatt (1876), 44 Cong,, 2 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. ̂ 7 . 

17 
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plishment î as the force, evident in his letters and reports, which im

pelled him to achieve an admirable record of service to the state. 

Without delay, he started to familiarize himself with his new 

surroundings. Within a week after his arrival at Concho he had gone out 

riding with two of his officers. At a distance of about ten miles from 

the post, and nearly eneiroling it, he observed low ranges of hills, 

"not so high or beautiful as the Witchita Mountains near Fort Sill," but 

which broke the monotony of the level plain. In every direction he no

ticed that the plain was covered with "a stunted growth of mesquite tim

ber," while the Concho River banks presented a "really beautiful" scene 

of pecan trees, A few miles south of the post, at the junction of the 

Middle and South Concho Rivers, was the town of Ben Picklin where the 

San Antonio-El Paso Stage Company had its main stage station. Nearby, 

on an irrigated farm of about nine hundred acres, two or three eitter-

prising farmers raised vegetables to sell at the fort. 

In less than five years, he had acquired an intimate knowledge of 

the Trans-Pecos region, both from personal observation and from the study 

of the reports submitted by the officers who led the scouting detach

ments. In 1879 he prepared a report for departmental headquarters so 

detailed as to leave no doubt of his acuteness of observation and his 

devotion to duty. The following paragraphs summarize this report, writ

ten in longhand, and filling more than fifteen large ledger sheets,3 

The terrain near Fort Concho was "principelly open, rolling prairie 

3 
'̂  Evidently Grierson's personal copy of report; original sent to 

headquarters, Grierson Papers, NL. 
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land, covered with mesquite trees," The "few isolated peaks or low 

ranges of hills scattered over the surface of the prairie" nearby became 

more numerous toward the west, terminating "in tablelands, having a grad

ual slope for many miles, and these in txirn become more broken and rough

er in character." Southward, toward Pena Colorado, "the mountains are 

bolder in outline," Mount Ord forming "one of the most prominent peaks" 

in "a large mass of granite that rises almost perpendicularly many hun

dred feet." These mountains were low by comparison with the Guadalupes 

which "are the most conspicuous features of the landscape, as they rise 

to an altitude of more than five thousand feet above the level of the 

surrounding country." Between these two ranges was still another. 

The Apache Range /Daviei Mountain^/ covers perhaps the greatest 
amount of surface and contributes more than any other mountain 
chain towards making the country rough and picturesque. Immense 
canyons are found throughout it, extend /ing and/ apparently sever
ing the mountains in two fragments, and some of these, like Irym-
pia and Muzquiz Canyons, afford the only outlet for traffic through 
this mountainous region of western Texas. 

Between the mountains were "valleys of considerable extent, 

clothed with verdure." The eastern slopes of the Guadalupes, especially, 

presented "such a delightful appearance to the eye of the weary traveler 

, , . /thajt/ it looks like a bright oasis in a vast desert" with abundant 

grass covering "the surface of the earth with a green mantle pleasant 

to look upon." It was one of several spots in western Texas which pos

sessed "so many natural features to entice the settler to brave the perils 

of the frontier" that "it will only be a short time before . . . /it/ 

will be occupied 1:̂  sheep and cattle ranchers." 

Timber was very scarce except at isolated points. Near Pena 
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Colorado was "a large cedar grove of more than a mile square in extent 

. . . and pine timber of sufficient size for building purposes . . . and 

to pay for the expense of sawing them into lumber and shingles." Mesquite 

and hackberry, where they grew in valleys, attained "respectable dimen

sions" and constituted "the chief material used in the construction of 

stockade houses." 

There is very little timber found in western Texas growing in the 
vicinity of any military post and supplies of timber for building 
purposes are from necessity transported from the eastern and 
southern sections of the state. 

Grierson saw little prospect for the development of agriculture 

in West Texas. In the first place, the scarcity of water prevented any 

large scale raising of crops. He reported the average monthly rainfall 

during the past eight years to be 2.01 inches, and the 6O.I9 average 

per cent of hxamidity was significantly overbalanced by the 67.89 per 

cent of annual evaporation. ^̂ Vhere sufficient water for irrigation was 

available "all the small grains . . • corn, oats, wheat and barley grow 

luxuriantly and vegetables are reported to pay a handsome profit for the 

labor and time expended in their cultivation," Secondly, the soil was 

so permeated with alkali that it was "rendered unproductive." Fort 

Stockton, the nearest post west of Fort Concho, was located on Comanche 

Creek, yet in a region where "mesquite bushes seldcan attain a height of 

more than two feet" due to the quality of the soil. The alkali, on the 

other hand, appeared also as common salt both at Horsehead Crossing on 

the Pecos River and at the Salt Lakes south of Guadalupe Peak where 

"Mexican wagon trains engaged in transporting goods to the upper country 
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on their return trip usually load up with salt," 

References to water were made throughout the report. "The Pecos 

River is the largest stream in western Texas . . . and its banks are pre

cipitous, the current rapid and deep, and the water mixidy and decidedly 

purgative." Of the other large rivers, Grierson stated that the Middle 

and North Concho, as well as the Colorado, "are only rivers during the 

rainy season." Springs and pools were scattered here and there and he 

carefully recorded their locations. On the Staked Plains, to the north 

and west, "water has been found by digging about ten feet beneath the 

surface . . . a method of obtaining water , , , now employed by the 

buffalo hunters and troops engaged in scouting." Crierson was sufficient

ly informed to realize that artesian wells were not likely to be found 

anywhere near Fort Concho because the rock strata lay nearly horizontal, 

and "it is the opinion of geologists that wells of this character aren't 

successful unless the strata passed through in boring them is consider

ably inclined," 

As if to emphasize the importance of an adequate water supply in 

determining the trend and nature of the futin'e development of West Texas, 

Grierson enumerated all of the wells known to have been sunk in his dis

trict up to the time of the report. Previously there had been complete 

dependence upon pools and streams. By the end of 1879 eight wells had 

been s\mk at Ben Ficklin, the Tom Green County seat, about four miles 

south of Fort Concho. Water was urgently needed here to supply the 

stage line animals. At twenty-five feet "an abundant supply of cure 

hard water was obtained." He did not state the n\imber of wells at San 



Angelo, "a small village in the immediate vicinity of Fort Concho," but 

mentioned water having been struck at "about one hundred feet," At Cen-

tralia Stage Station, ninety miles west of Fort Concho, the stage com

pany had drilled to a depth of one hundred feet before abandoning the 

work because water in sufficient quantity had not been obtf.ined.. The 

stage company like\d.se had suspended drilling in Dog Canyon, between 

Fort Stockton and Fort Davis, for the same reason. 

In concluding this detailed report covering the advantages and 

disadvantages to settlement, particularly the economic aspects, Grier

son expressed his opinion that, everything considered, the settlers 

woxild be limited to the "raising of cattle and sheep," which would be

come "the 9hief industry . . . of this quarter of the state." Ranching, 

indeed, continues to be the principal occupation here to this day. 

In 1875. the prospect of settling West Texas was more favorable 

than at any time since the Civil War. The frontier ̂ ich had been pushed 

eastward d\a*ing the war by Indian raids on the unprotected settlements, 

in some places as much as I50 miles, was now being reoccupied by cattle

men moving out to the edge of the Staked Plains. W'ater and grass may 

have been scanty, but the cattle industry was a prime factor in the eco

nomic rehabilitation of Texas during Grierson's tour of duty in the 

western part of the state. The worst of the Indian cattle-stealing raids 

had ceased by the time Grierson arrived, as a result of the campaign of 

the previous year, yet scattered bands of cattle thieves, presumably the 

survivors of the once infamous "Comanchero trade" of the early 'seventies, 

still harassed the ranchers. Long distances and poor communication be

tween ranches enabled the Indian raiders to drive herds of cattle safely 
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out of the region before enough ranchers could assemble for effective 

pursiiit. The Texas Rangers were too few to provide adequate security 

throughout the vast exposed areas, so that Grierson, with the federal 

military forces, had ample work partially to satisfy his energetic dis

position. 

It was partly to protect the settlers from Indian incursions and 

partly to ensure the safety of the stage lines that a series of forts 

had been established along the frontier in Texas. These posts were not 

designed to withstand Indian attacks, but b\iilt to serve as quarters for 

troops in the field. They extended, in I875, from Fort Richardson, near 

Jacksboro in northern Texas, to Fort Duncan at Eagle Pass on the Fio 

Grande. Intermediate posts included Forts Griffin (near Albany), Concho 

(at San Angelo), McKavett (at the head of the San Saba River), and Clark 

(near Bracketville). In the Trans-Pecos region, not strictly in this 

chain of posts, were Fort Stockton, about I60 miles west of Fort Concho; 

Fort Davis, another sixty miles further toward the southwest; and Fort 

Qiaitman, about eighty miles below El Paso where the stage from San An

tonio first struck the Rio Grande. 

These garrisons were connected }3y military wagon roads which, 

with the cattle trails and stage routes, constituted the main arteries 

of communication through West Texas. The most used cattle trail followed 

the Middle Concho River to its head and then made straight for the Pecos 

River. The one stage route from the northeast entered the Concho doun-

try northeast of Fort Concho, crossed the Colorado River above San AngeiOy 

followed the middle Concho to its head, then west to the Pecos, and on 

through the Trans-Pecos to El Peso. Another stage route, the San Antonio-
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El Paso line, passed by way of Fort McKavett (southeast of San Angelo) 

and stopped at Fort Concho before continuing west. No railroads extend

ed into West Texas in I875, and Grierson himself had ridden the stage 

from San Antonio to Fort Concho when he reported for duty, a distance of 

225 miles requiring from 8 A. M. on April 27 to the evening of the 29th 

4 
for the trip. In the fall of I875, when Mrs. Grierson came to Texas to 

join her husband, he provided her with an ambulance, or spring wagon, 

at Denison, Texas, to make her trip more comfortable than it would have 

been by stage coach. 

To General Ord, from his headquarters of the Department of Texas 

at San Antonio, this extensive territory forming the far western section 

of his command appeared rather vague and almost hopelessly exposed. He 

was concerned with the Indians' raiding from the emptiness of the Staked 

Plains and, more especially, with similar activities along the Mexican 

border marked by the Rio Grande. He complained that not only were his 

troops prohibited from pursuing raiders into Mexico, but also that the 

two cavalry regiments in Texas, the Eighth and Tenth, were not up to 

full numerical strength. He stated blxmtly that he was unable to defend 

the country from the lOOth meridian (just east of Fort Concho) westward 

to El Paso, and from the Red River to the Rio Grande. The best that he 

could do was to protect the more important settlements in West Texas, the 

principal ranches along the Rio Grande, and the stage routes. Ord was 

4 
Grierson to wife, April 27 and 29, 1875. Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

Roll 1. 

^E. 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Report 
(1876), 44 Cong., 2 sess., House Ex. Doc.l. pt, 2, p. ^Q7. 
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irritated because the people frcxn the North found reports of the depre

dations "incredible," but he was continually informed by reliable set

tlers that Indians, presumably subdued in 1874-75, were still at large, 

and \3y 1877 their raids were increasing in proportion to the increased 

demand for land and the rising value of cattle. 

E. 0, C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Re
port (1877), 45 Song., 2 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 78. 



CHAPTER III 

Duty at Forts Concho and Davis 

Not all frontier duty was in the field. In fact, for only five 

months out of the ten years that Grierson was in Texas was he engaged in 

a serious military campaign—the Victorio War. The lesser part of the 

time Grierson was attending to matters relative to the proper maintenance 

of his garrison, day to day routine matters, essential but unexciting. 

Usually his official duties were completed by noon. The rest of the time, 

as the days dragged by, he was left to occupy himself with whatever per

sonal interests he found most pleasant. As might be expected, trivial 

incidents loomed large in his humdrum existence. They became the major 

topics of his garrison life. In his reactions to minor incidents, in 

the nature of his personal anxieties, and in his choice of leisure pur

suits is revealed the side of Grierson*s character not yet studied Ysy 

historians. 

Grierson, in his early years, was fond of music and started his 

career as a music teacher. He was a talented performer on many instru

ments, particularly the violin. Not being able to support a growing 

family as a musician, he entered the mercantile business with a partner 

in Meredosia, Illinois. He did not lose his interest in music, however, 

and wrote songs to support Abraham Lincoln and the Republican Party in 

the presidential campaign of i860. The mercantile business failed just 

before i860 because Grierson was too easy with credit, and he was for

tunate to sec\are an appointment in the volunteer service of the Union 

forces as aid-de-camp to General B, M. Prentiss. During the Civil War, 

26 
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Grierson served as a cavalry officer. He gained wide recognition, as has 

been mentioned, for his daring raid of 1863, After the war he made mili

tary service his career, largely at the insistence of his wife, who re

minded him of his failure in business and pointed to the comparative 

certainty of pay to be drawn as an army officer. 

Mrs. Alice Kirk Grierson always joined her-husband at the post 

where he was stationed as soon as comfortable quarters were available. 

She left the "Old Hcanestead" in Jacksonville, Illinois, for Fort Concho 

on September 1, 1875. Ever since June, Grierson had been making plans 

for her to be with him. He described in detail the house they would 

have, and informed her of the progress being made in repairing the cracks 

in the plaster and in whitewashing the walls. He advised her to bring 

from Jacksonville only such necessary articles as silverware, crockery, 

and bedding; and then wrote in his next letter that he would leave it en

tirely up to her judgment what to bring, Mrs, Grierson was the steady

ing influence in the family, though by no means a domineering woman. She 

handled the affairs in a practical manner, and Grierson admired her abil

ity and trusted her judgment. Grierson himself was neither extravagent 

nor fanciful, but his military duties came first, so he left household 

matters to his capable wife. He was a devoted husband, unusually fond 

and thoughtful of his family. Just before leaving for Denison, Texas, 

where he was to meet his wife with a spring wagon to make the long ride 

more comfortable, he wrote that he wanted her trip to be a "grand ad

venture ." 

There were five children in the Grierson family in 1875; two 

others had died in infancy prior to that time. Charles, the oldest. 
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graduated from West Point and served for many years under his father as 

an officer in the Tenth Cavalry. Robert, the next oldest, finished 

school in Jacksonville, and attended Michigan University for a short 

time before having to drop out due to fragile health. The two yoiongest 

sons, Benjamin, Jr. (whom his father called Harrie), and George, spent 

their early years at Fort Concho. They went swimming with the servants, 

played with the children of the other officers, made model boats, and 

cared for pet dogs and rabbits. None of the boys were strong youngsters, 

and, except for Charles, Grierson never insisted that they attend school 

at the expense of their health, ^ey became ranchers on the Grierson 

property near Fort Davis. Edith was the only daiighter. Her tragic death 

at the age of thirteen, on September 9, I878, at Fort Concho, from ty

phoid fever affected Grierson deeply. He visited her grave frequently 

and always made sure that it was kept properly. Grierson usiially refer

red to his children as his wife's "noi^ young fry," 

Although just across the river from the fort, Grierson rarely went 

to the "great city of Saint Angella's" except on business. He saw little 

to admire about the place. 

It consists of about two doz. mud and stockade buildings, or 

rather hovels. Every house in the place is a whisky shop or 
something worse. The inhabitants are mostly Mexicans & a miserable 
lot of looking people,1 
. , . the said city in reality only the place where the county 
seat is to be established. Now this whole section of the country 
is overrun with the greatest set of scoundrels that ever lived on 
the face of the earth and went unhimg, and constant murders are 
committed and robberies perpetrated. The sheriff of this county 

1 
Grierson to wife. May 4, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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is a gambler and keeps a drinking saloon in the city aforesaid. 
He is as great a rascal as any, no doubt. Altogether they have 
lively times and frequent arrests are made, and as the city is 
not provided with a jail, these rascals have to be confined in 
the guard-house. I have notified the said civil authorities 
that they must find some other place for their unwanted rascals 
who will no longer be kept and fed at the guard-house and that 
they must be provided for elsewhere.^ 

Perhaps Grierson's dislike for housing criminals in the guard

house was voiced persistently enough to arouse some action because in 

November of I875 William S. Veck, the foreman of the grand jury of Tom 

Green County, respectfully advised Judge Charles N. Howard, of the Twenty. 

Fifth Jiadicial District Court, that the county was "badly in need of a 

jail." and begged for "speedy action thereon." At the same tim.e he ex

tended "thanks to the military authorities of Fort Concho" for their co-

3 
operation. 

Everything considered Grierson was not happy with his surround

ings and voiced his disapproval, his "growl from the wilderness." He 

said that he had "yet to find the first man, woman or child who likes 

this country," and he was sure that many of the officers would resign if 

4 
they could find another occupation. 

A hasty inspection of the fort itself, two days after his arrival, 

assured him that it was in a deplorable condition. He wrote that 

In all my army experience, I have never been at a post where every
thing has been conducted in such a haphazard, loose & disjointed 

'̂ From a detached page of a letter (possibly page 3), Grierson to 
wife, April I6 (must haWe been May I6), 1875, Grierson Papers, NL, 

^Report of Tom Green County Grand Jury, November 13, I875, 
Grierson Papers, NL, 

4 
Grierson to wife, June 17, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 
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manner . . . . The records here are in very bad condition. There 
is no plan here of the post or of the building. All are out of 
repair & there seems never to have been any determined effort 
upon the part of anyone to go to the trouble to secure the authority 
or material for needed repairs .... There is not a nail or board 
at the post with which to have even a coffin made for a soldier 
in case of death , , .. It would be hard to send out, at present, 
even one serviceable 6 mule team. There is no system & no regu
larity in anything connected with the post.^ 

To Captain Nicholrs Nolan alone did Grierson give credit for having en

deavored to improve the post that was only seven years old. Grierson's 

predecessors had been either negligent or too concerned with other mat

ters to take pride in their quarters. 

On May 4 he closely inspected all of the buildings preparatory to 

making the estimates for supplies which should have been requisitioned 

three months before. The buildings and quarters were of stone construc

tion, all needed repair, and none were "so good or fine looking as those 

at Sill." Nearby he found enough "suitable stone for building purposes" 

6 

which could be "readily quarried." Within a month he had had the pris

oners pulling up the weeds on the parade ground and from the partially 

completed walks. Paths had been made in every direction over the parade 

ground which spoiled its appearance, so he determined to finish the walks 

and then require them to be used. Even the dogs were contributing to 

the untidiness of the post so, after counting fifty-one one morning ("and 

it was not a very good morning for dogs, either") digging holes in the 

parade gro\ind, he issued an order for their restraint by the officers 

who owned them. 

Grierson to wife. May 1, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Foil 1. 

^Grierson to wife. May 6, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Foil 1. 
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Late in June Inspector General Nelson H, Davis arrived at Concho. 

Grierson discussed with him plans and estimates for new buildings and 

quarters as well as improvements and repairs. General Davis approved of 

Grierson's program and wrote letters recomrr.ending it to General Ord end 
7 

to Washington. Davis felt that the new commanding officer's quarters 

and two additional officers' quarters were urgently needed since he fa

vored enlarging Fort Concho to a ten or twelve company post subsequent 

S 
to the abandonment of Forts Richardson and Griffin. 

Grierson's most urgent concern upon arrival at Fort Concho was 

the selection of his living quarters. Since officers were entitled to 

choose quarters according to rank. Colonel Grierson had preference over 

all and decided upon a building then occupied by two families. He real

ized that his arrival would "cause a good many moves" and he sympathized 

9 
with the "junior lieuts. or officers and their families." Grierson re-

> 

quested Captain Thomas Little to move, and First Lieutenant Woodward, vrho 

planned to eat and share commissary expenses with Grierson, caused Second 

Lieutenant Frederick F. Kislingbury to seek other quarters. 

Grierson had stayed with Captain and Mrs. Nolan the first couple 

of nights after he arrived, and to move ("my little flitting," he balled 

it) into his own quarters required but fifteen minutes. All he had to 

"̂ Grierson to wife, July 3 and 12, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 

o 
As of May 10, 1875, the garrison consisted of "6 cos. of my 

regt. <S the Hd. Qrs. , 10th Cav., & 2 cos, of Infty," Grierson to wife. 
May 10, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 

o 
^Grierson to wife. May 1, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Foil 1. 
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move was his ""trunk, satchel, coats J^r^ gun," along with a bed and bed

ding lent him by the Nolans and a blanket borrowed from Woodward, He fell 

heir to two chairs left by Captain Little and a "desk formerly used by 

General Merritt.^^ A bucket filled with water & an old wash basin" com

pleted Grierson's domestic furnishings, and he finished his move by walk

ing through the "gorgeous halls & rooms." The following day Woodward 

moved in, bringing with him dishes end cooking utensils so that the two 

men could prepare their own meals. 

For greater convenience Grierson purchased other articles, amount

ing to fifty dollars, from an officer departing on sick leave and from 

the Post Traders. These consisted of 

One bureau, 1 wash stand, one bowl & 1 pitcher, one toilet, painted 
tin sett, one student's lamp, one oil can A one gal. oil, one — 
one — ah, yes, one of those very necessary articles usually to be 
found in a closed up wash stand in any well arranged bed room, and 
also one doz. hens, calling one rooster a hen. 

A "fresh milch cow" was secured for one dollar a month, but he com

plained that prices were much higher than in St, Louis "as everything 

has to be hauled a long distance from the railroad." He planned to 

"fix up by degrees, as lawyers go to Heaven."^ 

Wesley Merritt, 9th Cavalry, who re-occupied Fort Davis after 
the Civil War on July 1, 1867. 

Grierson to wife. May 3, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 

^^ Ibid. 
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Grierson's quarters were "quite a distance from the office,"^3 

The building was of stone placed in a yard about 150 feet square. There 

were five rooms on the first floor (see accompanying diagram drawn from 

a detailed description in Grierson's letter of May 10, I875) and two bed

rooms and a large hall upstairs. A porch extended all the way across the 

front, Grierson, expecting his wife and children to join him at the post 

in due time, selected what he thought to b© the best, though not the 

largest, house at the post. The yard, enclosed by a stone wall, ^as 

large enough to provide space for a chicken yard end cow shed. The new 

commander planned for a carriage house next to the high rear wall. 

The first interior improvements on his quarters involved patching 

the plaster and then whitewashing, "hile this work was in progress, 

Grierson was visited early one morning by the Post Chaplain v.hose quar

ters had recently been re-plastered. 

Re held in his hand a little piece of plastering about one inch 
square which had, it seems, fallen off of one of the rooms of 
his house. He seemed to be greatly worried & annoyed. . . . I 
could hardly keep from laughing in the Chaplain's face, but 
managed to look sober as possible & manifest my sympathy for him 
in his great misfortune, , . . I merely give the particulars of 
this case as a sample of the numerous trivial things for which I 
am called upon at almost all hoiurs of the day & night.l^ 

13 Grierson mentioned haying enclosed a plan of the fort in his 
letter locating his quarters by a "little red flag," Unfortunately, 
the plan was not incorporated in the body of the letter and so is not 
inclxided with it. From present day apyearances (1958) his quarters 
would have been near the southwest corner of the parade, 

1^ Grierson to wife. May 20, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 
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By late summer there was a fence in front of his quarters which he in

tended to extend along all of the officers' quarters. The posts were 

"rough wooden ones" topped by a rail "about 4 inches square," all made 

frcMn timber cut near the river. Morning glories ran over the front 

porch, the vines of which were "thick, fresh * green . , , really beauti

ful," 

Food was not a serious concern even though Fort Concho was far 

from the sources of supply of some items, "Two meals a day is what we 

purpose eating in this hotel with an occasional lunch when we happen to 

feel h\ingry," Grierson wrote the day Woodward moved in with him. For 

dinner that night he enjoyed "good roast beef, mashed potatoes, corn, 

p>eas, tomatoes, mushrooms,pickles (cucumbers & walnuts), tea, bread & 

fresh butter & pears," These articles of food were purchased from the 

commissary which evidently stocked an appetizing variety of food. 

The streams and rivers within a short distance from the post pro

vided an abtindance of fish for those who cared to combine the business of 

securing food and the pleasure of a fishing trip. It was attractive to 

so many that Grierson observed that "all the officers and ladies here 
15 

have what may be called fishing on the brain." For those who preferred 

hunting there were antelopes and plover in abundance, as well as wild 

turkeys, 

15 
Grierson to wife. May 8, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

Grierson to wife, August l6, 1875; January 3, 1876, and many 
others, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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Holidays or special occasions were usually celebrated with elabo

rate meals. The Griersons "kept 'open hpuse'" on New Years Day, I876, 

and Mrs, Grierson wrote to her son Robert of the food that had been pre

pared, in spite of the fact that "Papa is not so much for giving parties 

as he used to be at Forts Sill and Gibson." 

Fanny, our woman, cooked eight turkeys Thursday, and boiled a 
ham; on Friday she roasted a venison ham, one of antelope, and 
also a goose. We had three fruit cakes, three marble cakes, 
two jelly cakes, and two white cakes with citron in them, be
sides biscuit, pickles, canned pears, preserved quinces, apples, 
raisins, and expensive fruit candy, coffee, tea, &c.^^ 

At a wedding celebration the previous November a breakfast had been 

served which provided "bread, butter, coffee, two kinds of salads, tur

key, ham, hot oysters, pickles, bride's cake, fruit cake, jelly cake, 

and champaigne." 

Grierson first mentioned bijying ice on his fifty-fifth birthday 

(July 8, 1881) at San Angelo. He paid sixty cents for enough to make 

"cold ice lemonade in the shade." A couple of days later he made ar

rangements to procure "ice, lemons, &c., A c , regularly from Abilene," 

the new distributing point for . . . supplies for Forts Concho, Stock

ton and Davis . . . /yherej large wagons load . . . nearly every day with 

19 
freight for these posts." On July 12, 1881, "our first lot of ice 

came . . . thro' from Abilene in less than 24 hours," This he used in 

'Mrs. Grierson to son Robert, January 3, I876, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL, Roll 1. 

^Irs. Grierson to son Robert, November 9, 1875, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL, Roll 1. 

•''̂ Galveston Daily News. May 13, 1881, p, 4:6. 
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an old ice box brought from the recently abandoned Fort Griffin. "The 

ice cost us only about 3^ per pound," Later in the month he admitted 

that "this luxury costs between 2 and 3 $ per week," but he felt that 

"the money is better expended thus than it would be if used for the pur-
20 

chase of tobacco, cigars or whiskey," 

Melons were grown locally. In August of 1881 Grierson mentioned 

21 
that he had "Just bought four good sized water-melons for one dollar," 

and a few days later "bought a nice lot of mellons this morning—water 

melons, musk-mellons and cantalopes." In the middle of the month the 

peaches on the tree near his house were ripe, and he and his son Harry 

"ate it together, or rather, ate it apart." At the same time "huck-

22 
sters" were "selling peaches about the post at 50^ per doz." 

To secure the services of household servants at Fort Concho was a 

real problem. By mid-July of I875, when Mrs. Grierson was planning to 

join her husband, Grierson informed her that no provision had been made 

for servant quarters in the house, and that "good or reliable" servants 

were almost impossible to find. He asserted that most of them were 

23 
worthless and stole from their employers to supply their friends. 

When Woodward moved in with Grierson, the former brought a member 

of the regimental band, a musician by the name of Butler, to dq the cook

ing. Grierson immediately objected to this and told Butler that nothing 

20 
Grierson to wife, July 21, 1881, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

21 
Grierson to wife, August 1, 1881, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

22 
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23 
-̂ Grierson to wife, July 15, I875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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was to interfere with his band duties. By the end of Kay, Grierson had 

hired a white man of the Tenth Infantry to start cooking upon his dis

charge from the army in the middle of the next month. "Cook no. 2 failed 

to report as promised," and the third soon proved himself "a poor insti

tution," He was aided by the butler and laundress who, between them, 

illustrated the saying that "too many cooks spoil the broth," and after 

cussing at the "grub /irtiich/ was simply abominable," Woodward and Grierson 
24 

started looking for "cook no. 4 and God knows how many more." Cook 

"no. 3" was "the most solemn looking colored individual I ever saw." At 

one meal he brushed something off the plate while serving Woodward a piece 

of pie. Upon being questioned, the cook replied that it was an ant. 

Woodward remarked that the cupboard was probably fiill of ants, and when 

the cook nodded in assent, Grierson suggested sprinkling salt on their 

25 
tails, and expected the salt-cellar would be empty by morning. 

Reference to one, Anderson, a year later, suggests that a suitablee 

26 
servant had been found at last. He also provided Grierson with a 

story. Anderson tried to raise chickens, but from an original "doz. or 

27 
two" but "two little chicks" were left. The others had fallen prey 

to marauding skunks which invaded the post in the fall of I876. One 

24 
Grierson to wife, June 23, 1875t Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

^^Grierson to wife. June 24, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

Grierson to wife, August 20, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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night Anderson chased them, "keeping at a suitable distance," and drove 

off all but one which ran under the wood pile. The next day he repaired 

the fence. Two nights earlier, "a big skunk came perambulating across 

our front porch" on his way towards a neighbor's house. "A member of the 

band, by the name of Dudley, happened to be passing he is the man who, 

besides blowing his own nose, blows the bass drum" and threw " a stone or 

club" at the skunk, 'vhether the animal was hit or not was uncertain, 

but Dudley "stirred it up so that it ran back upon the porch where it 

took up & fortified its position by evaporation or by enclosing itself 

in a circle of sweet incense," Dudley called for "re-enforcements," and 

Grierson responded, lamp in hand. But the skunk "did not scare worth a 

scent." Grierson retreated inside his "fortifications" after "one good 

sight at the monster." After a consultaion, Grierson, Anderson, and 

Dudley decided that the "skunk was complete master of the situation," 

The skunk lingered for an hour, and then "quietly withdrew" and the men 

"heard nothing more A amelled nothing more of his hightailed majesty." 

Similar letters reveal Grierson*s enjoyment in corresponding with 

his wife. On one occasion he wrote before putting his pants on in the 

morning, and another time, the orderly brought in the mail at 6 A. M. 

and Grierson, as he said, "sat in the window in my long shirt tail and 

read all private and official letters." He admitted that he rarely knew 

what he would relate when he started a letter, but he invariably wrote 

at least four pages on an average of every other day except when in the 

^ Grierson to wife, September 5, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 
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field. Although his letters frequently recorded the comings and goings 

of the companies of troops commanded by the closest of his officer 

friends, they seldom contained wearisome details. He was prone to lapse 

into doggerel and some letters were written almost entirely in an amusing, 

rhyming style. There is no hint that letter writing was a burden; in 

fact, his letters reveal his ready sense of humor by including his whim

sical accounts of incidents at the post. It is through his letters that 

Grierson betrays himself as vulnerable to the criticism implied by some 

that he was not of a nat\are to take either life or responsibility of 

the military command over-seriously. 

Every once in a while he would write nearly a whole letter in a 

sing-song style. He described a nearby prairie dog town one evening in 

such a manner. 

A wondrous city surrounds the post. 
The inhabitants are a countless host 
Who dwell in houses quaint & rare 
And build no castles in the air. 
This host, if marched in battle array. 
Might create a panic any day. 
If an enemy upon this ground encroaches. 
Or near their city or camp approaches. 
Each one at once becomes a tramper 
And to their dwellings run or scamper. 
They chatter and talk as they run away 
Perhaps about fighting another day. 
Into their holes head foremost they go 
And soon all is quiet down below. 
The last that's seen is their wagging tails 
As they disappear, this never fails. 
So soon as the danger has passed by. 
They pop out again, their heads on high. 
Kind of place their fingers to their noses. 
On their hind legs stand, in ease repose. 
They're cowards, tho', & will not fight. 
And after all, perhaps they're right; 



uo 

They're not a warlike, savage race 
Altho' they vrear hair on their face,^^ 

One \rindj and dusty afternoon, he rhymed about the weather. 

Old Hail Columbia — a happy land. 
And the 4th of July is near at hand. 
The winds are circling 'round cuite grand 
And stirring up the dust & sand. 
From the way it whirleth through the air. 
It seems we've plenty here to spare; 
And 'tis enough to make the parson swear 
As it stirs up the dandruff in his hair, 
A woman crossing over the parade. 
Sometimes in sunshine & then in shade 
I'̂ ile she steadies herself so strait and nervy 
VJhile it blows her everything topsy turvy 
It shows her to be fat, full or spare. 
As her banners flutter in the air,3G 

Pregnant women always amused Grierson. He never referred to them 

in a vulgar manner, but jested about their condition with apparent de

light. October of I876 was a particjiLarly outstanding month for maî y 

whom Grierson saw or heard about. Colonel WW R. Shafter sent "two In

dian squaws • . . these two hostiles are the grand result of captures 

during his summer's JjiS?^ campaign . . . the younger of the two has very 

decided prospects looming up in advance;" and Grierson was anxious to 

speed the captives on to Fort Griffin "before the increase or reinforce

ments are added to the sum total or total strength of the post."31 

Only a few days before, Grierson had reported to his wife that 

^ Grierson to wife. May 20, I875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

^^ Grierson to wife, Jtily 3, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

31 Grierson to wife, October 20, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 
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several of the officers* wives, Mrs, Gasman, Mji-s, Keyes, and Mrs, Mor

rison, were expecting, "as coming events are placing something more sub

stantial than shadows in front or before" the ladies. Similarly, Mrs, 

Beck was "mad as a hornet," and Mrs, Little was in the "same fix," Mrs. 

Little's colored girl servant had also "met with an accident."^^ 

Several years after the episode with the skunks, Grierson was 

awakened one night by an "unusual noise," Surmising that it must be a 

prowler outside of his window, he kept quiet, but "determined upon a 

rough and tumble fight" if necessary. Finally, he recognized the noise 

as "the tramp of animals' feet on the porch," He quickly opened the 

blinds and his "night shirt straitened out like a white flag floating to 

the breeze" as he "went thro' that window like a flash and came within 

an ace of getting hold of a donkey's tail," If he had seized "that 

burro's rear appendage," he would have "pulled it out by the roots and 

used it as a club on that assinine intruder,"33 

Such were the incidents which Grierson wrote up in his humorous 

way, both for the entertainment of his wife and for his own pleasure in 

whiling away the time at a frontier post where relief from monotony was 

contrived l?y one's wits, not provided through regular army channels, 

Grierson also enjoyed horseback riding, both as a means of es

caping from the confinement of hours spent in the office attending to 

32 Orierson to wife, October 5, 1876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 

33 Grierson to wife, July 24, 1881, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2. 
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routine matters, and as a relaxing way of learning about the new country 

where he was stationed. Soon after arriving at Concho, he rode out some 

miles from the post to acquaint himself with the terrain. One evening 

his horse "felt his oats" and Grierson let him run at full speed past 

the sutler's store, much to the amusement of his men. He returned from 

the ride just at sunset and later described the "glorious" spectacle to 

his wife. During the years at Concho, while on tours of inspection of 

his command to the west, he often combined military duty with the pleas

ure of riding off the traveled roads to explore the scenic beauty. 

It was probably both fashionable and enjoyable to ride a short 

distance from the post, "mostly in the evenings," in his carriage, 

usually accompanied by one or two of his fellow officers and their la

dies. Grierson had had his carriage brought to Concho from Fort Gibson, 

via Austin, and it had been slightly damaged. The "inside silk viindow 

curtains" were stolen en route and the "dash was broken a little," but 

he had it and the harness overhaiiled and noted "a great difference be

tween the ease of riding in it & the shaking, tTi.sting & jolting of any 

?4 
of the ambulances or buggies now at this post."^ To prevent damaging 

exposure to the s\in's heat, he had a carriage house built near the fence 

in the back yard. 

Strangely enough, in a cavalry regiment, Grierson wrote only once 

about horse racing, A race was run in June of 1875 between the horses 

of the troops of the Tenth Cavalry at Fort Concho and those of the men 

of Colonel William R, Shafter's command encamped nearby, Grierson esti-

34 
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mated that side bets boosted the main wager of $250 up over tl,000. He 

himself did not bet. Captain Theodore A. Baldwin's horse won, bringing 

35 
the pot to the Concho men who were "in high glee." 

A vow never to gamble kept Grierson from playing billiards at the 

post trader's store, though many of the officers amused themselves in 

this manner, Grierson disapproved strongly of Woodwerd's propensity for 

billiards both because he felt it set a bad example and also because Wood

ward kept late hours when playing. (Woodward was post adjutant at the 

time.) Croquet, a popular pastime at Concho, did not appeal to Grierson 

X -.1 36 
at all. He did, however, pride himself on his skill at backgammon, 

37 

checkers, and chess. After a checker game with Colonel Winston, Grier

son chuckled to his wife that he "dug up Col. Winston's 'taters for him." 

Grierson preferred "drafts or checkers" to chess, since the latter game 

required "too much time & thought to become a proficient or expert" 

player, and since "the more a person knows about chess or checkers, the 
38 

more contempt they will have for all games of chance." 

The most common forms of recreation for the officers and men were 

picnicking and dancing. Grierson objected to neither of these activities. 

The first year he was in Texas, on the Fourth of July, he relieved the 

men from duties in so far as was possible and provided transportation for 

35 
Grierson to wife, June 19, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

3%rierson to wife. May 30, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Foil 1. 

Cannot identify. Possibly the "colonel" was an "honorary title" 
bestowed upon a local character. 

^ Grierson to wife, August 28 and September 14, I876, Crierson 
Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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the families of the men at the post to go on a picnic. Unfortunately 

the event ended in a heavy rainstorm, but Grierson's contribution in the 

form of wagons protected the leftover food, the women, and children. 

The "hops," as the dances were called, were held in the mess room 

adjoining one of the barracks. Grierson, approaching fifty years of age, 

usually put in an appearance but left early without participating too 

long in the festivities, not considering himself "a person to be going 

gadding about," and preferring to amuse himself with music and books. 

On one occasion he did accept an invitation to dance at the new court

house in Ben Ficklin, A band composed of Mexicans played and all had 

"lots of fun," "We came very near," he continued, "dancing all night— 

till broad day-light—but we didn't go home with the gals in the morn

ing." Some of the girls were attractive and he informed his wife, "of 
39 

course I danced with all the pretty girls," 

As commander of the post, Grierson felt obligated to entertain 

his officers and their families, especially during the Christmas holiday 

season. The Griersons welcomed the year I876 with a New Year's Eve 

party, which a severe storm failed to spoil. The guests were brought in 

an ambulance and they had to cross puddles over a step-ladder. There 

were fifty for supper and the "dancing was as lively as if the weather 

40 
had been pleasant." The following day the Griersons "kept 'open 

house'," and the callers were treated to a wide variety of specially pre-

-̂ Ĝrierson to wife, October 29, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 

^0 
Grierson to wife, January 3, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 
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pared delicacies. After the holidays, Mrs. Grierson wrote to her son 

that she was "glad it is over" and remarked that "Papa was too." Never

theless, by the end of the sam-e year, the colonel and his wife had a 

"gay" Christmas tree and invited all the children of the garrison to en

joy it. Each child received a present as he ate "cake, apples, popcorn 
41 

balls and candy." 

Recreation was essential in maintaining morale; so was discipline. 

It is impossible, however, within the scope of this study, to assess 

completely and impartially Grierson's relationships with and treatment 

of the officers and men of his regiment. On the basis of the examina

tion of the many letters included in the Grierson papers, the colonel 

appears to have treated his men in a manner consistent with his attitude 

toward the Indians, that is, with reasoned tolerance and respect. He 

favored certain officers because of the ties of long association, like 

Woodward and Beck; others due to kinship, as in the case of Lieutenant 

William Davis, Jr., who married Mrs, Grierson's niece; and others out of 

regard for their loyalty and service, like Nolan and Robert G. Smither. 

At least two officers felt themselves grievously persecuted by Grierson. 

In Fort Davis, where Grierson made his home after retiring from the anrQr, 

he is remembered as a stern disciplinarian with a strong sense of jus

tice, but intolerant of laxity or neglect in the performance of assigned 

41 
Mrs. Grierson to son Robert, December 28, 1376, Grierson 
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tasks. The mention of a few specific incidents will provide clues to 

Grierson's q\ialities as a commanding officer. 

During the first few weeks at Fort Concho Grierson enjoyed the 

company of Captains Nolan and Theodore A. Baldwin, He was invited to 

dine with them often, and he in turn favored these men and their wives 

by taking them riding in his carriage, the most comfortable conveyance 

at the post, 

Baldwin was transferred away from Concho, but Nolan remained with 

Grierson until late in 1882. When, in I876, Grierson was called upon to 

appoint an officer to act as superintendent of recruiting at St. Louis, 

a much desired position, he considered Nolan \dio, "on account of his con

tinuous service is entitled to the detail," but acceded to Nolan's pre-

43 

ference to accompany his men into the field. Just a year later Grier

son made the type of request of Nolan which could have been made only 

between men in perfect understanding: that Nolan be lenient with the men 

who had falsely reported mutiny within Nolan's command on the "Lost Nig

ger Expedition," The same relationship persisted between the two, for 

Nolan wrote a personal letter to Grierson in 1881 asking to be relieved 

from duty at Fort Davis before the arrival of Shafter. "You know how 

disagreeable it would be for me to serve with Shafter .... I had an 

42 
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idea that you were coming here. So dear General, do whet you can for 
44 

me." 

Captain Thomas C, Lebo was also a trusted officer on intimate 

terms with Grierson, One evening, as the captain was chatting with the 

colonel on the latter's front porch, a sparrow soiled Lebo's clean shirt 

bosom. Grierson laughed in spite of himself and Lebo only muttered, 

"Damn." Lebo did not take offense at Grierson's glee because he knew 

how much his commander enjoyed a joke whether at his own expense or at 

45 
another's. 

Woodward and Smither were never neglected when Grierson appointed 

post or regimental adjutants. Countless letters to Grierson from these 

two men, who held the influential positions, kept him continually in

formed of all matters, both personal and military, which affected the 

regiment. Grierson's reliance on their opinions and reports was evi

dently implicit, but vdiether judicious and impartial or not is at least 

open to challenge. Unquestionably the close relationship between the 

three men rendered them subject to envy and suspicion by other officers 

less favorably regarded by the commanding officer. 

Two officers fell into Grierson's disfavor and eventually were 

dropped from the Tenth Cavalry. One was W. F, Buchanan, the Post Sur

geon at Fort Concho when Grierson assumed command in 1875. Before the 

44 
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surgeon was relieved from duty at Concho, several officers had become em

broiled in an affair which left no doubt but that Grierson brooked no 

undermining of his authority. The commanding officer and the post surgeon 

first met on May 11, I875, when Grierson paid his respects to his officers 

at the post. A month later, after a hunting trip, Buchanan sent Grier

son a quarter of antelope. It was during this month that Grierson was so 

concerned with obtaining materials with which to improve the quarters at 

Concho. Buchanan, on June 30, I875, addressed a memorandian to the Post 

Adjutant calling attention to the fact that windows in the barracks 

should be constructed so as to be opened from the top and that fireplaces 

should not be "entirely closed for the sake of ornamentation" at the ex

pense of proper ventilation. After reporting several other conditions 

not conducive to the health of the command, the Post Surgeon recomjnended 

"as a sanitary measure alone, the construction of at least 3 Qr 4 ad-
I 
t 

ditional buildings as Officers Quarters." Grierson, in his endorsement 

of the letter, stated that "The remarks of the Post Surgeon regarding 

the inadequacy of the Officers' Quarters at this Post, is certainly 

true." 

Ten days later, Grierson became aware that application for leaves 

of absence were being submitted with the intention of attending the Phila

delphia Centennial a year hence. Grierson intended to apply, likewise, 

and was determined, "if the powers that be refuse to grant ray request," 

to obtain a certificate from Dr. Buchanan "for sick leave," Grierson 

46 
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admitted to having "been under his care & receiving, constantly almost, 

medicine from him," though he preferred not to be placed on the sick 

* ̂ 7 
report. 

Thotti^ Grierson and Buchanan were in agreement regarding the pro

vision for additional buildings at Concho, it appears that Buchanan, 

month after month in his reports of sanitaiy conditions at the post, 

harped on the neglect of drinking water barrels, the laxity of rubbish 

disposal, and the filth of the men's privies. Finally, Grierson became 

aggravated with the surgeon's reports, and in October Grierson's en

dorsement stated that "Mai^ of the matters referred to were corrected. 

Br. Buchanan is not a competent officer to make an inspection with refer

ence to the sinks, &c •, as he is entirely deficient in the sense of 

smell." 

By this time (October of I876), the relationship between the two 

men had become seriously strained, and Buchanan was entangled in a com

plicated affair too involved and lengthy to warrant discussion in this 

study. The initial phases of the matter, i^ich had occurred the previous 

April, were mentioned neither in Buchanan's medical report of the post 

nor in Grierson*s letters to his wife. It is sufficient to state that 

Buchanan had appealed to higher authority concerning three or four dif

ferent problems, and Grierson, thoroughly provoked, was determined to 

^^Qrierson to wife, July 10, 1875. Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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prefer charges of insubordination and neglect of duty against him. 

On July 12, I876, Grierson was granted leave of absence for a 

month. Four days later. Woodward, then Post Adjutant, wrote to Grier

son that "A telegram came to notify Buchanan . . , that he would be tried 

before the court now in session in San Antonio .... You will doubtless 

be needed as a witness in Buchanan's case," Ŵ oodward continued: 

The mule that you exchanged at the Colorado with Sergeant Driscoll 
died a few miles from there, and when they arrived here, Buchanan 
heard of it and sent for Driscoll and questioned him with a view 
of getting something out of him which could reflect upon you, as 
to how far you had driven the day before, the condition of the 
mule when you turned it over, &c. From what I heard the Sergeant, 
I think, looked upon it as a dirty piece of business which might 
make trouble for him and Mr. B. did not get much satisfaction.-50 

On August 6 Woodward again wrote to Grierson that "Lacey has 

given Buchanan permission to go to Eallas" where the latter would get in 

touch with Department Headquarters at San Antonio. General Ord had re

cently been at Concho, and Captain S. R. Colladay spoke to him in regard 

to a "snub he got for his action about that court F.artial," the exact 

nature of which Woodward did not make clear, but which was, without doubt 

connected with the Buchanan affair, Ord asked for all correspondence 

^Miss Susan Miles to Temple, letter of August 5, 1958. Miss 
Miles, a resident of San A.ngelo, Texas, contributed several articles to 
the San Angelo Standard-Times. Seventieth Anniversary Edition (1954), 
and is at present preparing Mrs. Grierson's letters (donated to the San 
Angelo Historical Society by Mrs. Frank) for publication, 

^^oodward to Grierson, July I6, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
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concerning it, Lacey asked Woodward for the papers, and before sneak

ing them back, Lacey endorsed them, that is, wrote his comments on the 

papers. Woodward, by chance, saw the endorsement which he described as 

"very weak and flimsy and has several lies in it, but it is all intended 

to reflect upon your action in the matter and is a deliberate attempt 

on the part of Lacey to strike you behind your back," 

Woodward himself was evidently in an embarrassing situation too, 

because he asked Grierson to "urge upon Gen'l. Ord to take some action 

on those charges against me by Buchanan and Baldwin , , ., I don't pro

pose for those gentlemen to get away with that thing. Before Buchanan 

leaves the co\mtry I propose to give him a blast for false statements," 

Grierson arrived at Fort Concho from San Antonio on August 19. 

While in San Antonio Grierson had "had a long 5 satisfactory interview 

with Gen. Ord," Grierson "told him that I would be satisfied with his 

action whatever it might be with reference to the charges I preferred 

against Buchanan & Baldwin." By August 20 Baldwin's comoany had been 

ordered to Fort Richardson, possibly on Grierson's recommendations. 

Lieutenant Colladay, leaving Concho with Captain Lee's company for Fort 

Griffin, "came to the office to shake hands & say good-bye. I felt some 

like saying to the Lieut, that I hoped he would find his change of 

com'd'rs & station everywa;̂ ' agreeable, but did not, as I am well aware 

that he would about as soon be in Purgatory as at the same post «S- under 
52 

immediate control & command of Capt. L/ee/." 
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A week later, Grierson commented on the whole affair. He said 

that Lacey had gone "so far outside his province as to place an endorse

ment upon the papers" which he was neither called upon to do nor could 

he substantiate his statements. Grierson wrote to Department Headquarters 

a letter which would "have the effect to place these gentlemen /Lacey and 

Colladay;/ in their proper light . . . & deter them from attempting to 

make an attack upon any commanding officer again when his back was turn-

53 
ed," such action as was "only a fresh manifestation of insubordination."^ 

This closed the incident for Grierson but not for Woodward. The 

following month, the latter, while en route to a recruiting detail, was 

arrested in San Antonio to await court martial on the Baldwin charges. 

Orierson, by dropping his charges against Baldwin, "considering the 

punishment already undergone by Capt. Baldwin," automatically cleared 

54 
Woodward. After Woodward's release he had "a private interview" with 

General Ord and told him that he "was satisfied Baldwin did not want to 

be tried as it would doubtless cost him his commission." Woodward wrote 

Grierson that "Mr. Buchanan while here told an officer that he could not 

55 
prove a thing in the charges he preferred against me." 

Though many details concerning the Buchanan troubles are missing, 

"orierson to wife, August 28, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 

•^^Grierson to wife, September 23, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. By "punishment" Grierson meant the mental anxiety suffered for 
several weeks by Baldwin awaiting the possible disastrous results of the 
anticipated trial. 

wfoodward to Grierson, September 23. I876, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL, Roll 1. 



enough have been presented to infer that Grierson's position as a com

manding officer was both strong and above reproach. The affair further 

Illustrates the close connection between him and Woodward, a friendship 

which had endured since the Raid of 1863, As might be expected. It 

aroused the animosity of some other officers, in particular Captain 

George A, Armes, 

This officer wrote his memoirs and his character was partly re

vealed when he recounted that, as a youngster, after receiving a horse 

from his father, "it was not long before I had the docile animal trained 

to kick and bite almost evexyone but n^self who approached him," In his 

56 
index, Armes enumerates twenty-five arrests diuring his military career,-^ 

He was, strange to say, one of the first officers in the Tenth Cavalry, 

the captain of Company F, organiced June 21, 1667, in a regiment re

cruited "with sole regard to qualifications and meritorious services. "57 

For a period of five years, from I878 to I883, every mention of 

Armes in the Grierson Papers was detrimental. Just a casual reference 

was made to him by Captain L. H, Carpenter writing from Fort Davis on 

Auguet 30, 1878, to Grierson, The offense was not cited, but Carpenter's 

request as to what action should be taken against Armes implied trouble 

of some sort. The following April, Smither informed Grierson that he had 

^ G, A, Armes, UPS and Dovms of an Armv Officer (Washington, 
1900), pp. 16-17, 760, 

^7 John Blgelow, Jr., "Hlstorieal Sketch of the Regiment from its 
organization to April 5, I89O, the date of General Grierson»s promotion 
to Brigadier General, U, S. Angr,** typescript in U. S, War Department 
Records, National Archives, Washington, D. C. (Microfilm copy, courtesy 
of the Fort Davis Historical Society,) 
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learned "that Armes rrust be in limbo,"58 i^ November of 1879. when Grier-

son was on a road-surveying tour, he preferred to camp outside the gar

rison at Fort Stockton "as the court-martial for the trial of Capt, 

Armes is now in session here JSQ] I refused all invitations to stop in 

the Post,"^^ 

In 1881 Grierson was not as successful in avoiding Armes as he 

had been at Fort Stockton in 1879. In July of 1881, Grierson vrrote that 

the "sentence in the case of Captain Armes has been promulgated" under 

which he was sentenced to suspension "from rank and loss of half pay for 

the period of six months" with the additional provision that the sentence 

be served out at Fort Concho. Grierson at once 

telegraphed to have the station of his company changed to Fort 
Stockton . . . under the command of a field officer of the regt. 
with whom he is not acquainted to obviate trouble which will be 
liable to occur in case he comes here where there are so many 
to whom he is so unfavorably known and with some of whom he has 
already had trouble.°^ 

Despite Grierson's telegram, Armes was sent to Concho, Grierson's only 

satisfaction was in the knowledge that, idthout rank, "Armes will only 

be entitled to such quarters as are unoccupied and can not disturb any 

®̂ Smither to Grierson, April 5, 1879, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2. Smither referred to a letter from Lieutenant Calvin Esterly 
who had x<Titten that "Armes is again on the griddle." 

•̂  Grierson to wife, November 5, 1879, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2. The court-martial was trying Armes "on several charges and 
specifications, among which was the cruel treatment of his men." Gal
veston Daily News. June 18, 1881, p. 1:4. 

Roll 2. 
^° Grierson to wife, July 13, 1881, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
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officer, not even a second lieut," Lieutenant William Davis, Jr., asked 

the conmander's oldest son. Lieutenant Charles H. Grierson, to move into 

the adjoining quarters "so as to keep Capt. Armes out." 

"The renowned Capt. Armes" arrived at Concho on July 20 before 

Lieutenant Grierson could move into "the west side of the building oc

cupied by Lieut. Davis." Armes had been at the post only five days be

fore he was 

making himself a consumete bore. He sends in 2 or three foolish 
communications each day & then buttonholes the adjutant of the 
post & also the Act'g. Adjt. of the regt. at any opportunity. 
I fear I will have soon to put him in close arrest and prefer 
charges against him, unless he very soon changes his course. 
He has already broken his arrest & disobeyed orders by going 
beyond the limits assigned him. I have today notified him if 
he did so again that prompt action would be taken in the matter. 
He nearly worries the life out of Davis & Helen by continually 
ding donging his troubles into their ears.^-^ 

By August 1 Armes had moved out of the same building with Davis, but he 

continued to write his letters, much to the annoyance of Grierson who 

stated that 

If he should coB»iunlcate direct to Dept. Hd. Qrs. or higher author
ity it will be in vlolatlcm of positive orders which I have given 
him in writing. In communications he has sent in to Post Hd. Qrs. 
he shows that he has disobeyed orders, broken his arrest by going 
beyond his limits and also lied. As to what action I will take 
in the matter depends upon his future course.^2 

^^ Grierson to wife, July 25, 1881, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2, 

62 
Grierson to wife, August 1, 1881. Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
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In view of Armes' behavior, it is puzzling Mtxy Grierson wrote that he had 

•dleapproved his application for transfer to Shafter's Regt." 

Armes doubtless had met his match and decided to await the expira

tion of his sentence. Before it was up, he had been transferred to Fort 

Stockton where Smither wrote that 

He (Armes) is the quietest man at this post, never see him, and 
does not write any communications, cause imknown; but I predict 
a storm before long, as I believe him incapable of behaving him
self for any length of time.^3 

Armes was apparently with Grierson's regiment for another two years, pro

bably stationed at Fort Stockton. Finally, in September of I883, Helen 

Davis wrote to her aunt that "Me j. Armes expects to leave with his family 

this week — much to the relief of everybody — he is such a perfect nul-

64 
sance, all will rejoice when he is gone for good." 

In writing his memoirs, Armes expressed his condwnnation of Grier

son in the opening pages. 

In my case it was the determination of General Grierson and others 
to heap upojij me all the indignities possible in order that I might 
be forced to resign and make room for some one else. When it is 
found from his record that he sprang up to the position of a Major-
Oeneral from that of a common bone-rattler in a minstrel troupe 
you will appreciate the kind of characters that occasionally get 
into prominent positions."-^ 

^^ anither to Grierson, December 22, I883, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL. Roll 2, 

^^ Helen Davis te Mrs. Grierson, September 2, I883, Grierson 
Papers, ISHL, Roll 2, 

65 
Armes, UPS and Downs of an Armv Officer, p, 2, 
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Grierson's treatment of the enlisted men was similar to that 

shown the officers. In discussing Sheridan's reasons for sending Grier

son to Texas, one thoxight which might have occurred to Sheridan was not 

enumerated. Sheridan's own experience as military governor of the Fifth 

Military District (Texas and Louisiana) immediately after the Civil War 

was far from pleasant.^° Might he not have, recalling his difficulties, 

decided te send Orierson with his colored troops into a state where re

sentment of the Negroes would present Grierson with similar problems! 

The assumption here, of course, is that Sheridan was determined to ban

ish Grierson to a remote frontier and, at the same time, to confront the 

latter with any additional irritations inherent in the situation. Sheri

dan might well have concluded that to send a distinguished Yankee raider, 

in coranand of a regiment of colored soldiers, to Texas would be a certain 

method of ruining Grierson's military career, 

Grierson's attitude toward the Negroes was comparable to his feel

ing toward the Indians as evidenced in his support of the Quaker policy. 

He regarded both Negroes and Indians as human beings, deserving of res

pect as persons, of tolerance as \inderprivileged inhabitants of the Uni

ted States, and of assistance when in trouble. He stated his position 

in connection with the Negroes in testimony before the Committee on Re-

67 
construction in 1866. At this time he declared his belief that the 

Negroes could be trusted and were competent to behave acceptably in the 

^^ Cf, C. C, Rister, Border Cmnmand (Norman, 1944), pp. 23-34. 

^' U, S, Adjutant General's Office, Commission Branch, "Record 
of Services rendered the Government by B, H, Grierson in I866," pp, 222-
223. (Microfilm copy from National Archives, Washington, D, C ) 

file:///inderprivileged
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contemplated social reorganization. There is no evidence that Grierson 

ever faltered in the stand he had taken on the color issue. 

Even Armes recorded in his autobiography an incident crediting 

Grierson with defence of his troops. It occurred at Fort Leavenworth in 

I867 during a dress parade at which Armes had lined his company of Negro 

troops close to white troops. When General Hoffman ordered Ajrmes* com

pany to move farther away, "General Grierson immediately took up for the 

68 
supposed right of his darkies." 

Again, in I876, when Grierson conversed with General Ord in San 

Antonio on his return to Concho after a month's leave of absence, he was 

Informed that he would replace Shafter in command of troops scouting on 

the Staked Plains. "In order to fill the companies of the regt. to 100 

men as lately authorized by law" in case he should be sent out, Grierson 

wrote to headquarters requesting permission to detail three officers to 

recruit for the Tenth Cavalry, although he knew full well that he would 

be denied "as they do not desire to fill the colored regts. I wished, 

however, to have the application on file & on the record, as I propose 

to fortify and fight it out on the color line when the proper time 

«69 comes," 

Five years later he was given an opportunity. On January 19, 

1881, Private Hiram E, Pindar, CompaiQr F, Sixteenth Infantry, was mur-

Armes, UPS and Downs of an Armv Officer, p. 230, 

^ Grierson to wife, August 22, I876, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 
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dered without any apparent reason in San Angelo,^^ Less than two weeks 

later. Private .Uliam Watklns, Company E, Tenth Cavalry, was likewise 

wantonly murdered outside of Wilson's saloon in that city. Watklns was 

described as "a very peaceful negro" who "amused people by his songs 

and banjo-picking."'^ Even brawling San Angelo was "considerably agi

tated over the affair. "'̂ ^ 

Grierson was called upon by department headquarters to explain 

the trouble. In his detailed report he stated that Watklns had been 

murdered by a "citizen" (identified as one McCarthy, "of very gentle

manly appearance and a stranger")'^ who, running in a bewildered manner 

just after the murder toward Fort Concho, waw arrested by a post senti

nel. McCarthy was turned over to the civil authorities the following 

day, and Grierson, anticipating trouble, stationed guards about the gar

rison. Nevertheless, several Negro soldiers from both the infantry and 

cavalry companies evaded the guards at the post, went to San Angelo, 

seized Sheriff-Spears, and demanded him to surrender McCarthy. Grierson 

maintained that the soldiers had mistaken Spears for Deputy Sheriff 

Thomas who had previously murdered a Negro soldier, and had been "ar-

^ The aecount of this incident is summarized from Grierson's 
report in U, S. War Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Letters 
Sent, 1881-1884," under date of February 8, 1881, unless otherwise 
noted. (Microfilm copy from National Archives, Washington, D. C. 
Property of T«iiple,) 

'^^ Galveston Dailv News. February 2, 1881, 

^^ Ibid.. February 3, 1881, 

^̂  2244. 
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rested, released on ball, kept on dety . . . and never punished," Spears 

was immediately released when his identity was established. Four days 

later, upon completion of the examination of McCarthy, Spears called upon 

Grierson for a company of troops to prevent the rescue of McCarthy by 

"armed citizens," Grierson refused to accede to Spears' request in the 

delicate situation, maintaining that to send troops would be a "viola

tion of the law" and that such an act "would have the appearance of an 

attempt to overawe the civil authorities," Grierson did, however, sta

tion a line of guard* between San Angelo and the fort to intercept sol

diers heading for the town. Later in the day McCarthy was taken to the 

jail at Ben Picklin. On February 5 "Capt. Marsh and twenty rangers ar

rived" at San Angelo. Grierson continued his report, asserting that 

"The Captain at once came over to consult with me, and we have been co

operating to insure quiet and order and to prevent further disturbance." 

The tone of Grierson's report betrayed no great concern over the 

Watklns affair, yet he complained that citizens had always escaped 

punishment after murdering the Negro soldiers, while the latter were 

punished by the civil authorities for slight offenses. This situation, 

he insisted, made it most difficult for the officers to control the men. 

Grierson, confident that he had handled the matter properly, requested 

that a copy of his report "be furnished his Excellency Governor Roberts" 

so that the state forces might be instructed to "prevent citizens from 

murdering U, 3. soldiers." Grierson's actions may be criticized as weak, 

but he worded his report in terms which revealed his willingness to 

stand by his colored troops, 

A few months later. Second Lieutenant Henry Oisian Flipper, who 
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was the first colored cadet to graduate from West Point and who had been 

assigned to the Tenth Cavalry, was in trouble at Fort Davis "about his 

74 
money account or commissary or quartermaster." Grierson made a "strong 

appeal" to have Flipper's case examined by a Court of Inquiry, a less 

severe procedxire than the proposed court-martial. He assured Flipper of 

his "earnest sympathy" and offered to write a letter commending Flipper 

"to the leniency of the court and the reviewing authority." Flipper 

availed himself of the offer and Grierson wrote the letter, giving the 

colored officer a character reference in the most praiseworthy terms, 

and calling attention to the fact that Flipper had proved himself of 

"sterling worth" by his conduct. Grierson did not mention the outcome 

of the trial in his letters, but toward the end of the affair, in a per

sonal letter to Flipper, he wrote that he was "pleased to learn of the 

presumed favorable result" and added a few words of fatherly advice and 

caution. 

Without doubt Grierson was continually on the defensive with re

gard to the soldiers of his regiment. In 1880, John Sherman, the United 

States Marshall for New Mexico, criticized the use of Negro troops on 

the frontier, commenting that "an Indian is about as much afraid of a 

15 
negro soldier as of a milestone." In the same year, Mrs. Lilly L. 

Byrne, widow of General J, J. Byrne, bitterly upbraided Grierson for 

failure to protect her husband with an escort. She knew of the hos-

74 
Grierson to wife, August 18, 1881, Grierson Papers, JSHL, 

Roll 2, 

15 Austin Daily Statemman. August 21, 1880. 
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tility between Grierson and her husband but did "not think it would be 

carried to the extent of refusing a few negro soldiers—some of them 

probably having been slaves of mine—to protect the body of hirr. who 

was murdered on a frontier that is supposed to be protected by you, ""̂  

If Sheridan had hoped for racial complications for Grierson, he 

was gratified. Nevertheless, Grierson accepted the complete responsi

bility for his command and heartily praised the loyalty and exertions of 

his men when he at last relinquished command of his regiment on Decem

ber 1, 1888, 

Grierson's interest in the development of the Southwest was not 

entirely visionary; it was practical as well. In letters written in 
11 

1882 he revealed that he had purchased land several years before in 

both Osage Coimty, Kansas, and Crawford County. Iowa. It is evident 

that these tracts of land had been bought for speculation. 

Likewise, he had purchased lots in San Angelo both for himself 

78 
and for his Chief Musician, George A. Brenner. They were in the 

vicinity of a school house block in the city, but when they were pur

chased is not clear. In late 1882 they were worth from fifty to one hun

dred dollars apiece, and Brenner advised Grierson not to sell within six 

months as there was reason to believe "that the lots will be considerable 

"^^illy L. Byrne to Grierson, October 24. 1880, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL, Roll 2. 

"̂ "̂ Grierson to wife. May 10, May 26, and June 29, 1882, Grierson 
Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

'Brenner to Grierson, September 28, 1882, Grierson Papers. ISHL. 
Roll 2. 
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higher in that time," In view of the disparaging comments that Grierson 

had made regarding the dtlsenry of San Angelo, he certainly had no in

tention of living there, and the mere ownership of property is evidence 

of Grierson's having foreseen the profit likely to accrue from real es

tate holdings. 

In June of 1882, oely a month before the headquarters of the Tenth 

Cavalry was transferred to Fort Davis, Grierson became actively interest

ed in acquiring land near Fort Concho. Probably reflecting upon the re

cent ill health of his son Robert who was a high-strung lad like his old. 

79 
er brother Charles,'^ Grierson concluded that his three younger sons 

would never profit by the discipline of too much formal education. He 

therefore decided that sane occupation requiring a minimimi of schoolimg 

would be advisable for them. One of the boys, Harry, wanted "to go into 

the sheep business with Robert," so Grierson investigated this possibil

ity. Grierson thought that his youngest son George, then thirteen, 

"might want to take a hand in that kind of business one of these days," 

and if he did, his father would "look out for him also." 

Mrs. Grierson approved of ranching for her boys, but even before 

Grierson received her favorable reaction he had looked into the situation 

carefully. He assured his Td.fe that he would not "act hastily in the 

80 
matter," but that he was "looking out for a suitable ranch." He wanted 

^^ Grierson's trip to West Point just as Nolan left on his ill-
fated scout in 1^77 was because of Charles' nervous condition. 

80 
Grierson to wife, June 18, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
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te b ^ the "DeLong plaee" of four to five thousand acres "on the South 

Concho A about I5 to 18 miles from the post" for idiich he would need to 

borrow money from his wife's father "besides what I can raise nyself." 

Grierson was seriously interested in these plans because "There is not a 

single ranch man in this country that I can hear of who is not doing 

well and many who were a very few years ago poor are now rich," 

On June 20 Grierson was ready to h\jy 1,417 acres on the South 

Concho for $1,500. A few days before he had purchased 426 acres and was 

bargaining for an additional 804 acres. All told 2,700 acres were in

volved, located in the "northern part of DeLong's ranch" and "suitable 

for raising produce, grain, etc," Not so fertile were another 4,000 

acres of land, previously purchased, for which Grierson had "been offer

ed $1,50 per acre for some of it." Of the DeLong property Grierson re

marked "I am confident that this purchase is a good investment,"^ 

The deal for the 1,417 acres was not concluded due to the absence 

8? 
of one of the DeLong s, Grierson then decided that since the deal had 

not gone through he would "select the best land I now have for a ranch, 

and start the boys with a few thousand sheep and let them paddle their 

canoes," 3 He had received the deed for the 426 acres, however, for 

81 
Grierson to wife, June 21, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

Roll 2, 
82 

Probably either George Washington DeLong who settled on the 
South Concho in I865, or his son, Dave, who was born at Lipan Springs 
in 1866, San Angelo Standard-Times. August 29, 195'*, Section G, p. 9«1, 

^ Grierson to wife, June 23, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2. 
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which he had paid $^0, and this acreage he could already sell for $550 

84 
cash. With the money he had been able to raise, including some from 

his son Charles who had become interested,®^ Grierson had all of his land 

"near here all paid for" and could "stock a ranch quite well for a be

ginning." 

A minor incident occurred at this time when Grierson learned that 

William S. Veck, a prominent citizen of San Angelo, had "fenced up 100 

acres, more or less, belonging to me. . . . I desire to adjust this mat-

86 
ter VTith you in an amicable and satisfactory manner." Apparently, it 

was so settled because Grierson made no further reference to the diffi

culty. 

While these land deals were being negotiated, Grierson replied to 

departmental headquarters in regard to changing the station of the Tenth 

Cavalry. He advised moving the regiment, and in anticipation of such 

action, he postponed further land purchases near Fort Concho. ' Feeling 

certain of an eventual transfer, he already had begun selling off his 

land. On July 8, 1882, Grierson's fifty-sixth birthday, he wrote an exu

berant letter to his wife. He had "just sold 3 pieces or parcels of vay 

land all I had on the Main Concho" for which he made "about $1000 

84 
Grierson to wife, J\ine 21, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2, 

^ Charles Grierson to his father, June 21, 1882, Grierson 

Papers, ISHL, Roll 2, 

86 
Grierson to W, S, Veck, June 25, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

Roll 2. 

' Grierson to wife, June 30, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2, 
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clear." 

I am also about closing a sale for 1920 acres of land on 'billow 
Creek for $1500 . . . at 12 mo. well secured and with 10 percent 
interest. This sale, if consummated, will be about all profit— 
$1500—and the balance of the land I have, 1920 acres, will 
cost me less than nothing. I will endeavor to sell it too if 
possible before leaving this neck of /the/ woods, . . . I have 
not bought the DeLong place & probably will not buy any land in 
this section, but invest in a ranch in the vicinity of Davis. 

The transfer to Davis was made in the summer of 1882. Grierson 

immediately began purchasing ranch lands in the vicinity. V/ithin a year 

he had acquired a ranch in Musquiz Canyon, seven or eight miles from his 

new station. Since his wife was living there and the house needed re

pair, he hired a carpenter, a Mr. Kelley, and sent him to the ranch on 

op 

May 23, 1883, to start work,°° During the remainder of the year Grierson 

made reference to his Fort Davis holdings only twice. On October 4 he 

informed his wife that he intended to learn the price of barbed wire for 

the "farm near /the/ post." This property, very likely that on which 

Grierson lived after retiring from the army eight years later, was with

in sight of the fort to the northeast, and known as the "Orchard House," 

He had acquired, within less than a year, at least two tracts of land 

nearby. 

During the following year Grierson was still engaged in his land 

transactions. In October he sold "the 2560 acre tract of land near Van 

Horn's Flat and Mountains to James Hoban . . . for $3200,00 cash . . , 

88 
Grierson to wife. May 23, I883, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
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only $1,25 per acre . . . that I would most likely have been able to sell 

. . , inside of a year for probably $5000."®^ Nevertheless, he made 

"over $2000 by the sale," while retaining the mineral rights. Besides 

this lend Grierson also mentioned "Robert's ranch in the hills near 

Davis" which one of the officers considered "the best one that he has 

ever seen In Texas." In addition to these, Grierson wrote of "Robert's 

smaller ranch , , , up in Limpla Canyon adjoining the Mil, Reservation 

on the west." Three weeks later Grierson related that "Robert and I 

went to the ranch today A brought back a lot of vegetables. . . . I 

have turned over the ranch to Robert and he is to have one-half of the 

proceeds of the sales." 

Although a discussion of the Grierson holdings in and near Fort 

Davis would cover years beyond the scope of this study, it is appropriate 

to include two additional items. Robert, in his diary, made an entry on 

October 17, 1888, that reads: 

The Dallas paper of the l4th stated that in the Holstein Frlesian 
exhibit at the fair Grierson Bros, won 1st prize for bull 3 yrs. 
old & over; 1st prize for yearling bull; 1st & 2nd prizes for 
bulls i^er 1 year, & 1st prize without opposition for yearling 
heifer, 9<̂  

The two younger sons, Harry and George, lived at Fort Davis for 

° Grierson to wife, October 7, 1884, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2, 

^ Robert K. Grierson, "Diary," October 17, I888. This manu
script diary was lent to Temple by Mrs, Frank, 
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many years on the Orierson lands, the latter son passing away in 1952,^^ 

a few years later than his brother. Mr, Tom Granger, a resident of Port 

Davis who worked for Colonel Grierson, stated that Grierson never owned 

more than sixteen sections of land in the vicinity,9^ but Mr. Scobee, 

another resident of Port Davis, estimates that the Grierson cattle 

grazed over more than thirty sections, all land being subject to almost 

unrestricted use at the time,93 R««ains of rock fences are still visible 

on the hillsides. Possibly some of these were built ty Negro soldiers 

stationed at the post; this is thought to be true by some of the older 

townspeople at Port Davis, though Robert's diary contains many entries 

relating the fatiguing work expended in fence building by himself and 

his brothers. The fences were built primarily to establish claim to 

water sources along Limpla Creek, not necessarily to serve as property 

lines,9^ 

As the time approached (1882) when it was evident that the head

quarters of the Tenth Cavalry might be transferred away from Port Concho, 

Grierson replied to a letter from the Adjutant General of the Department 

of Texas, Thomas M, Vincent, in a manner which revealed that he had as 

much Interest in the government's land as his own. The adjutant had in-

^ Mrs. Frank to Temple, January 4, 1957. Mrs. Frank wrote that 
"The last son, George, willed the ranch to me." The land "Gen. G. 
bought little hy little, & mostly at 25(̂  an acre." 

9^ Tom Granger, interview with Temple, April 21, 1957. 

93 Barry Scobee, interview with Temple, July 6, 1958. 

^^ Tom Granger, interview with Temple, April 21, 1957. 
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quired about the advisability of replacing the sub-post of Grierson's 

Spring and another unidentified sub-post by the creation of a single 

camp nearer the railroad, on the North Concho River.95 without regard 

to any personal feeling toward the sub-post bearing his name, Orierson 

recommended that both sub-posts could be abandoned "with propriety and 

safety" since "the extensive and systematic scouting of the last two 

years quite sufficiently settled the Indian question," and "the citizens 

are sufficiently numerous and strong enough to quickly destroy or drive 

them /the JndianjJ out of the state," Orierson gave in detail the argu

ments for and against certain locations for a new sub-post, explaining 

the situation in terms of availability of water, accessibility to various 

points in West Texas, and the character of the inhabitants in the vicin

ity. To prevent speculators from acquiring tracts which would be needed 

by the military and thus adding to the expense of maintaining the post, 

Grierson remarked: 

I advised Lt, J^son Mjj Maxon, who had done a great dea^ of hard 
scouting in that vl£inltT /Srierson's SptingJ to enter /a claim foiy 
the land, and Lt, ^ . F̂ ./ Eggleston in like manner file a claim 
on a section of land occupied by the troops at the Head of the 
North Concho. If this precaution had not been taken, the govern
ment would have been dispossessed or probably made to pay exorbi
tant rent. Both of these places were entered with the express 
understanding that the government should have the rle^t of occupa
tion so long as needed for military p\arposes.96 

The unbiased recommendation indicates that, although Grierson was nego-

tiating at the same time for personal advantages, he was also mindful 

95 By this time, the Texas and Pacific Railroad extended at 
least as far west as Odessa, Texas, 

9^ Orierson to Adjutant General, Department of Texas, April 5» 
1882, Grierson Papers, NL, 
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of the best interests of the government, and was aware of the presence 

of land speculators in West Texas who were only too ready to profit at 

the expense of the federal government. 

At the conclusion of the Victorio campaign in 1880 (see Chapter V), 

it could have been predicted that Fort Concho would eventually be aban

doned and the troops moved f\u:ther west. The Concho country was too far 

east to require the presence of troops any longer. On February 7, 1881, 

four months after Victorio's death had been reported, all military dis

tricts, including the District of the Pecos which was under Grierson's 

97 
command, were abolished. In July, Grierson received a reply to his 

inquiry regarding a change of station from Adjutant General Vincent. 

Vincent wrote that he had no definite information, but that he believed 

a troop movement would soon be ordered. Grierson suspected that the 

98 
Tenth Cavalry would go to the "Dept. of Dacota," 

As much uncertainty attended this anticipated change of station 

as had surrounded the transfer from Fort Sill to Concho. Orierson wrote 

to General Sherman early in A\igust asking for information, but apparently 

Sherman could not supply an answer, because on August 25 Grierson had 

heard "nothing definite yet in regard to change of station for the regt." 

although "the San Antonio papers state that Concho & McKavett are soon 

99 
to be abandoned," On April 29, 1882, a telegram from General Augur 

" Headquarters District of the Pecos, printed General Orders 
No. 1, February 7, 1881, Grierson Papers, NL, 

08 
^ Grierson to wife, July 24, 1880, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 
99 

Grierson to wife, August 25, 1881, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2, 
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to Grierson led the latter "to presume that the Hd, Qrs. of the 10th 

100 
Cavalry will sooner or later move westward, probably to Fort Davis." 

On June 24, Vincent telegraphed that Forts McKavett and Stockton were to 

be abandoned, and Forts Concho and Davis garrisoned by the Tenth Cavalry 

and Sixteenth Infantry. Vincent also stated that "the Candg. General 

^ ^ 101 

desires to know which post you prefer for your Headquarters." Two 

days later Grierson replied that "As there is not now and probably will 

not be any need for cavalry in Texas east of the Pecos, I prefer and 

deem it best that the Headquarters of my regiment be transferred to Fort 
102 

Davis." General Augur telegraphed on July 5, 1882, that orders would 

103 

be forthcoming to effectuate the transfer. Grierson, at first, in

tended to remain with his regiment during the move, but later decided to 

proceed from Concho to Davis via Jacksonville, Illinois, there to visit 
with his wife for a few days. On October 3, 1882, "by command of General 

104 
Sherman," Grierson's leave of September 15 was "extended two months," 

105 
and he did not assume commend of Fort Davis until November 26. 

•^^^ Grierson to wife, April 30, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

^°^ Grierson to wife, June 25, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

Grierson to Vincent, telegram, June 26, 1882, repeated in 
Grierson to wife, June 27, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

•̂ 3̂ Grierson to wife, July 6, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

^^^ U. S. Adjutant General's Office, printed Special Orders 
No. 230, October 3, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

•̂ ^̂  U. S. War Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Post Re
turns, 1854-91," entry for November, 1882. (Microfilm copy. National 
Archives, Wsahington. D. C. Courtesy Fort Davis Historical Society.) 
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While Grierson was on leave. Major Anson lails was in command. 

Mills had served as Grierson's executive officer since his arrival at 

Fort Concho April U , 1879. Soon after reaching Fort Davis, he wrote 

to Grierson that "a more contented and congenial garrison I have never 

107 
seen in any po£;t. ' 

Anson Mills defies description. In his memoirs, he wrote that he 

"served with the 10th Cavalry (colored) for twelve years, and was execu

tive officer for Colonel B. H. Grierson, commanding the post . . , ^fi7 

left the details of the post and regiment entirely to me, signing only 

108 
papers which went to his superiors," In his letter. Mills first 

wrote that he intended, at Fort Davis, "to continue to administer the 

affairs of the post as you would were you here, and T find it much more 

difficult than at Concho where your customs and wishes were so well 

understood." Yet, he continued that "Everything is different here. As 

I have never seen you in ccsnmand . . . " he was at a loss as to what ac

tion to take, and concluded in the hope that Grierson would "look gently 

109 
over my short comings." Within the "congenial garrison" he reported 

that Woodward was "a most excellent Q M in most respects," but his hesi

tancy to approve of Mills' actions had aroused "a little official trou-

•̂ ^̂  A. Kills, Mv Story (2nd ed,; /.Washington, D. C , 1921), o, 18: 

•'•̂'̂  Mills to Grierson, October 1, 1882, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2, 

""•̂^ Mills, Mv Story, p. 182. 

^^^ Mills to Grierson, October 1, 1282, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2, 
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ble but I do not think it will occur again. "-̂--̂^ Woodward, in turn, 

complained of the extra work occasioned by having "debris of Ft. Stock

ton piled in upon me," and to top it off "to be afflicted with Mills, 

111 
whom I think the worst apology I ever struck." In view of Mills' 

conflicting statements, it is impossible to assess his ability. It re

flects to Grierson's credit in 1882, as it had in I875 when the last 

change of station took place, that regimental routine suffered during 

Grierson's absence as its commander. 

Mills was especially "perplexed about the construction and repairs" 

necessary at Fort Davis. Actually, this was practically Grierson's only 

concern after he arrived at Davis. With no serious Indian menace, and 

roads having been ccmipleted, there was little constructive work to 

perform except post improvement. Grierson's opinions of the garrison 

were mixed. When he was there in I878, he remarked on the beauty of the 

scenery and the coolness of the climate. He also noted that the com

manding officer's quarters were "a palace compared with our old rat trap 

at Concho that we live in," At the same time he observed that Fort Davis 

"has an appearance of being crowded into or between two hills or mounds 

and I felt some like taking hold of it and pulling it out and away from 

a position where Indians or an enemy might with ease take possession of 

^^^ Mills to Grierson, October 1, 1882. Grierson Papers, ISHL. 
Roll 2. 

^^^ Woodward to Grierson, October 10, 1882, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL, Roll 2. 
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the hilltops and fire down upon the garrison."^ 

Except for its vulnerable position, Grierson was pleased with his 

new station. Fort Davis was btdlt around a large parade ground. "Of

ficers' Row," a line of one story buildings on the west, faced the en

listed men's barracks across the parade ground. The quarters were of 

adobe, faced with plaster. The roofs of all the buildings were wood-

shingled, and each had a spacious porch in front. On the north end of 

the parade was the chapel and guard-house, while on the south, at the 

foot of Sleeping Lion Mountain, was the sutler's store. Behind the bar

racks, at some distance, were the corrals, and to the rear of the of

ficers' quarters were the post hospital and Post Surgeon's house, A few 

113 
trees grew at the post, and vines climbed over the porches. The post 

was attractive, and the climate at Fort Davis, a mile above sea level, 

was healthy. 

Two days before Grierson's arrival at Fort Davis, Mills wrote to 

departmental headquarters advising "that immediate steps be taken to se

cure from the present owners of the land," the James heirs, "an option 

say for one year for the purchase of the 6^ acres of land on which the 

post is situated, " He referred to Fort Davis as "one of the strategic 

points on oxar Mexican frontier, " He continued l̂y philosophizing that Texas 

land speclilators, hoping to capitalize on their land holdings which would 

^^^ Grierson to wife, ̂ ay 29, I878, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2, 

113 
This description is based upon examination of j^otographs 

of Fort Davis taken in the 1880's and of present-day (1958) ruins of 
the buildings. 
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be needed by the government, would naturally "gather gear by every wile 

that is justified by honor," and chided the authorities to act at once 

"remembering that 'he who will not when he might, he shall not when he 
114 

would'," 

Grierson faced the problem with greater determination than Mills. 

By March of I883, he informed Adjutant General Vincent that he had "had 

115 
several conversations with Murphy <? Son," and had "succeeded in se-

ciaring his written proposition for the sale to the government of the 
116 

STirvey adjoining and east of the Post." But Sergeant George Foster, 

Company K, Tenth Cavalry, had a lease on part of the survey, so Grierson 

ordered Foster's commanding officer to try and secure a quit claim, in 

return for suitable compensation to Foster, so that Murphy coiold trans-

117 
fer the land. 

The situation was still unresolved in August, and Grierson was 

becoming aggravated with the technicalities involved. He wrote on Au

gust 20 that the "6^ acres tract of land on which Fort Davis is situated" 

was neither "sufficient in quantity or suitable in quality for a large 

mil. post." He so advised the Adjutant General in spite of having per-

•^^^ Mills to Adjutant General, Department of Texas, November 24, 
1882. U. S. XVar Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Letters Sent," 
(Microfilm copy, National Archives, Washington, D. C. Property of Temple) 

^^^ Mr. Daniel Murphy, founder of Furphyville, now Alpine, Texas. 

11^ Grierson to Adjutant General, Department of Texas, March 14, 
1883. U. S. War Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Letters Sent." 

•̂•̂"̂  C, S. Cooper, Post Adjutant, to Commanding Officer, Company 
K, Tenth Cavalry, at Fort Rice, Texas, Kay 25, I883. U. S. War Depart
ment Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Letters Sent." 
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suaded Mr. Miarphy to sell or lease the land, and having arranged for the 

purchase of more land nearby in Limpla Canyon "which takes in all the 

running water in Limpla Creek," The negotiations for land around Fort 

Davis were urged on by the rumor that a permanent post to replace Fort 

Davis would probably be established nearer the Southern Pacific Railroad 

n 8 

either at Marfa or at Viejo Pass, Grierson was most likely responsible 

for this rumor, because several letters addressed to Vincent by Grierson, 

during the early months of I883, made reference to Grierson's recommenda

tions of Marfa and Viejo Pass, Conclusive evidence of the outcome of 

Grierson's negotiations is lacking, but since the location of Fort Davis 

remained unchanged, it is obvious that satisfactory settlements were 

made to accommodate the military requirements. 

Material at hand is too incomplete to warrant ftirther discussion 

of Grierson's activities at Fort Davis, Mrs. Grierson must have been 

either at the ranch in Musquiz Canyon or else within sight of the post 

at the "Orchard House," because the frequent letters of previous years 

do not appear in the Grierson Papers, From fragments included in the 

"Betters Sent" file of Fort Davis, it may be noted that Grierson was en

gaged in constructing a water supply system from Limpla Creek to the 

fort, and that he was keeping the saw mill, in the Davis Mountains some 

; distance from the post, running in order to supply timber for repair 

and improvement of the buildings, Drû ing September and October of I883, 

Grierson to Adjutant General, Department of Texas, January 30, 
1883. U, S. War Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Letters Sent." 
This date is wrong. It should be August 30, I883, where it would fall 
both in context and sequence in the volume of letters. 
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Grierson assumed camiand of the Department of Texas during General 

Augur's absence. No unusual incident is related in the few letters 

Grierson wrote to his wife during this brief term of command. Finally, 

on March 5, I885, in piarsuance of General Orders No. 4, issued at Head

quarters, Division of the Pacific, the Third Cavalry, stationed in 

119 
Arizona, changed places with the Tenth Cavalry. Grierson thus left 

Texas early in I885, but returned occasionally during the next six years 

until his retirement from the army in July of I89I when he took up resi

dence in Fort Davis. 

•'••'•9 Headx^uarters Division of the Pacific, printed General Orders 
No. 4, March 5, I885, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 



CHAPTER IV 

MILITAJY SCOUTING IN WEST TEXA^ 

It is doubtful if Grierson himself realized how well qualified he 

was to promote the Interests of '̂est Texas. Two months after his arriv

al in Texas he celebrated his forty-ninth birthday, not too old to engage 

in field operations as he later proved in his energetic campaign against 

Victorio in 1880, But his past record of successful negotiations with 

Indian agents and of firm resistance against those white ruffians who 

were bent on intruding upon the rightful reservation lands of the In

dians had already exhibited his preference to exercise tact and skill in 

furthering the aims of the government rather than resorting to the active 

use of weapons. Consideration for his Negro soldiers, "Grierson's Bru

nettes," ot the "Buffalo Soldiers," as attested by his high praise for 

their courage, patience, and capacity to work, stamped him as a man who 

derived greater satisfaction from building than destroying. The pride 

with which he reported his supervision of the construction of roads and 

telegraph lines evidenced more clearly than he might have admitted that 

he could have asked no more than the opportunity to contribute his share 

in the settlement and growth of that part of Texas where he eventually 

found a home and a rewarding period of retirement. 

When Grierson assumed the command of Fort Concho, he took station 

on a section of the frontier less known than that west of Fort Gibson, 

and he resumed the same type of activity at Concho that he had pursued 

earlier. He began at once to familiarize himself with the country near 

the post*. He enjoyed co»parlp£ the nearby hills and rivers with those 

78 
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in the region about Fort S U l . As if to prove that he was not resigned 

to an Indolent military career which Included no probability of active 

campaigning, he continually rode off across the Pecos to explore, at

tentive always to the possibilities for improving and shortening mili

tary roads. His long report of operations for I879 illustrates the con

fidence in his own ability to project roads where others saw no likeli

hood, 

Grierson's real achievement should be measured in terms of the 

degree to which West Texas was made sectre for development and settlement 

rather than in whatever military accomplishiRents he may have displayed. 

Yet, the two phases of his service, the peaceful and the military, are 

inseparable. Providing escorts for trail drivers, stage lines, and rail

road surveying parties; maintaining as effective measures as possible 

against Indian depredations; and cooperating with other commanding of

ficers, both of the United States and Mexico, were military responsibili

ties as essential as those required in the more spectacular Indian wars 

being waged far to the north. Without the knowledge of the country of 

his command, gained from personal observation and from the study of the 

reports of his officers on scouting duty, no great measure of success 

woiild have attended his one outstanding military campaign in West Texas, 

which finally freed the Trans-Pecos from the ravages of the Indians, 

Little was known of West Texas in 1875. Captain Marcy had skirted 

the eastern and southern edges of the Staked Plains in 1849 on a re

connaissance trip from Fort Smith, Arkansas, to Santa Fe, Chancing to 

ascend the caprock at one place, he gazed across the plains and declared 

them forever unsuitable for human habitation. In a phrase that became 
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classic he termed the Staked Plains the "great Zahara of North America,"^ 

Geographers of the day, and for the following two decades, were content 

with Marey's description. In the same year John S, Pord and Robert S. 

Neighbors traveled from San Antonio to El Paso, passing through the 

Trans-Pecos, but neither this expedition nor Mercy's was more than a 

rapid trip,, during ^ich only limited observations were possible. 

In 1872 Sergeant W. W. Wilson of Company I, Fourth Cavalry, made 

a routine scout out of Fort Concho to intercept a party of Indian rald-

2 

ers. On his return to the post he was accompanied by a prisoner whom 

he had taken. Seemingly inconsequential at the time, it proved dis

turbing to General Augur at departmental headquarters when he was in

formed in an official report of the questioning of the prisoner.3 

Polonio Ortiz, the prisoner, revealed that he was but one of scores of 

New Mexicans and Indians engaged in the infamous "Comanchero trade," a 

well-orgaiilzed system of cattle and horse stealing from the frontier 

settlers. General Augur admitted that this was his first knowledge of 

any activity centering in the Staked Plains. Colonel Mackenzie was de

tailed to investigate and reported that everything stated hy Ortiz was 

only too true. 

1 See above, page I7, 

^ U, S, War Department Records, Port Concho, Texas, "Reports of 
Scouts, I872-I88I," (Microfilm copy. National Archives, Washington, 
D. C. Property of Temple.) 

^ C. C, Awgnr, "Report," in U, 3, Secretary of War, Annual Re
port (1872), 42 Cong,, 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, pp. 55-56, 
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Despite this alarming Information little action was taken. Spo

radic scouts were continued in a desultory manner and the "Comancheros" 

were left virtually unhindered. Too often the settlers themselves were 

unwilling or reluctant to cooperate with the troops in tracking the In-
l 

dians who had stolen their stock. Mackenzie, lAlle planning his part in 

the campaign of 1874-75, made only passing mention of a "considerable 

body of Indians . , , living somer'There southwest of Mucha Que" which he 

dared not leave in his rear, but who could be controlled by a small de-
4 

tachraent of troops. It is significant, though, that Indians were known 

to inhabit the Staked Plains, but that no efforts were made between 1872 

and 1875 to explore West Texas in detail. The campaign of the latter 

year terminated with the forcing of most of the Southern Plains Indians 

onto reservations. The military authorities, however, were aware of pos

sible trouble from the Apaches in New Mexico who might raid into Texas 

as well as fr<^. such scattered bands of C(»aanches as Mackenzie had men

tioned who might still be resisting the move onto the reservations. 

These remnants of hostile Indians posed a threat to the growing 

cattle interests. It was in the early 'seventies, too, that mineral 
5 

wealth was rumored in West Texas, The prospect of cattle and mineral 

wealth, combined with transportation needs, furthered the desirability 

R, S. Mackenzie to C C. Augur, December 2, 1874, U. S, Adju
tant General's Office, Document 170 - A. G. 0. - I875. (Microfilm 
copy. National Archives, Washington, D. C. Property of Temple.) 

^ tJ, S, War Department Records, Port Davis, Texas, "Post Medical 
Record," p, 23. 

.--i-̂ -
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of railroad facilities, Grierson sensed these factors in the develop

ment of the Southwest and recognized that it must be preceded by explora

tion. He could have easily justified any extensive activity in this di-

rectlon by foreseeing the advantages that would follow to the military 

forces in the form of better communication between the frontier forts. 

His energy in scouting is therefore not surprising though he probably 

clearly realized that there would be no glory nor acclaim in its per

formance. 

Within the first two weeks after coming to Concho Grierson had 

sent out three detachments on short scouts. Their combined efforts had 

resulted in the re-capture of thirty-six head of horses and mules from 

the Indians, These scouts, like those of former years, were little more 

than patrols. They were sent out for two purposes, however. They served 

as deterrents to depredating Indians, and occasionally were successful 

in regaining stolen stock for the citizens. Although it was not until 

1878, with the creation of the District of the Pecos, that routine 

scouting was regarded seriously, the commander of the Department of Texas 

ordered two major expeditions between 1875 *nd I878, 

By the end of May (I875) approval had been received from the De

partment Commander for "one train of 25 wagons, 26 6 mule teams, citizen 

drivers" and other transportation equipment to be sent to Port Concho. 

This acquisition of property was not so much evidence of cooperation hy 

the Department as it was an indication that some movement of troops into 

the field was imminent. Grierson anticipated the command of any sizeable 

^ Grierson to wife. Hay 10, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1, 
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expedition, although he recognised the possibility of its being sent out 

under Major George W. Schofleld who had arrived at Concho on May 27,' 

Cto June 3 it was reported that one company of cavalry was on its way to 

the post from Port McKavett as well as several companies of infantry. 

Since Lieutenant-Colonel William R. Shafter of the Twenty-Fourth Infantry 

was also headed for Fort Concho, Grierson speculated that Shafter might 

command the infantry soldiers and Schofleld the cavalry troops. For the 

Q 

present, at least, Grierson would not be ordered into the field.'^ 

Grierson immediately planned a "close inspection" of both the men 

and the traaaportalon assigned to the expedition, with a careful report 

to be forwarded to departmental headquarters. Another similar inspect

ion would be made when the troops returned so that the record would show 

"who is responsible for the unservieeablenoonditlon of the command ^ e n 

Q 10 

It returns."^ He received a letter from Hollabird stating that he 

(Grierson) was to have been in command, but that Departmental Commander 

Ord had suddenly changed his mind, issued the orders, and left his head

quarters. No explanation was offered. For cavalry to go out under an 

infantry officer was "unjust & in fact a slur or insult to the field of

ficers of cavalry now in the Dept. There are three field officers in my 

^ Grierson to wife. May 30, 1875. Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

® Grierson to wife, June 3, 1875» Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

9 Grierson to wife, June 5, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll l; 

Hollabird was Departmental Quartermaster whcxn Grierson had 
assisted on the special inspection duty when he first arrived in San 
Antonio on April 22, 
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regt. . . , besides 4 of the 9th Cavalry" one of whom should have been 

given at least partial command. ^ Grierson could do no more than content 

himself with performing his orders "strictly & attentively" and making 

"it as pleasant as possible" for himself. 

Although Grierson might have preferred peaceable pursuits to com

manding an expedition which could possibly involve fighting with the In

dians, he was bitterly disappointed and highly indignant at Ord's assign

ment of Shafter. He betrayed his disappointment in writing to his wife 

that he would "carry out promptly all orders received," but added that 

"after a command once leaves this post under the direct command or control 

of any other officer . . . then I am relieved of the responsibility of 

that command at least & its loss or destruction or the loss of cavalry 

1 2 

horses or of the transportation" becomes someone else's worry.-^ He was 

reluctant to send out more than four companies of cavalry fr«n Concho 

since two of the six companies were not "fit for field service." 

Colonel Shafter arrived at Concho June 19, and Grierson invited 

him to dinner. The two officers concluded that the expedition would 

not leave before July 1 because two of the three infantry companies were 

not expected for a few days yet. On the 21st the expedition was tempo-
1*5 

rarily suspended due to trouble on the Rio Grande. -̂  At that time 

^^ Grierson to wife, June 5, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

^^ Grierson to wife, June 3, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 

^3 Grierson blamed restless "border ruffians on both sides of 
the Rio Grande" for planning a war, if possible, between the United 
States and Mexic^/. He went so far as to assert that Texas wanted war 
to "give occupation to all the surplus rebels" and to create "a valuable 
market for all their produce, cattle, etc., etc." Grierson to wife, 
June 22, 1875, Grierson Papers, NL. 
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Grierson remarked that there was "no necessity under Heaven for the move

ment as there are no Indians out to go after." 

July came and no orders for the expedition to start. Inspector 

General Nelson H. Davis arrived at Concho and concurred with Grierson 

that "sending out so much cavalry under an Infty. officer 3^il ••ry un

just" and would "report this matter officially to Washington. ""̂ ^ By July 

6 even Shafter conceded that the expedition would be a "wild goose 

chase," but that he would eventually receive orders to proceed if no

thing more than to consume the stores which had been accumulated for the 

scout at Forts Concho and Griffin. Grierson, incidenUlly, described 

Shafter's destination in terms very similar to those used by Marcy 

twenty-five years earlier. 

The whole northwest part of this state is a barren and almost 
worthless tract of country, and the staked plains where they 
purpose hunting for water and grazing country is absolutely 
worthless & will not be of any service to the government or 
ajny one else for a hundred years to come & probably never & 
certainly will never be inhabited so long as there is any good 
land or country left open for occupation. I merely mention 
these facts to show you the absurdity of sending out this 
expedition at the present time. 

He estimated it would cost "from $300,000 to $500,000,"^^ 

Besides the apparent "absurdity" of the scout, it was also a 

"never-ending bother to us, or rather, continual trouble, and a great 

^^ Grierson to wife, July 1, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 

•̂^ Grierson to wife, July 6, 1875. Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1. 
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annoyance," Upon Grierson fell the burden of most of the preparations. 

Furthermore, rations were being consumed at an alarming rate.-^^ Shafter 

aggravated the situation by requesting that the cavalry companies being 

furnished him hy Grierson be augmented to their full strength of fifty 

men each. Grierson promptly replied that he would hesitate to accede to 

Shafter's request except upon a specific order from departmental head

quarters because it would reduce the personnel at the garrison to a force 

too small "to properly guard & take care of public property at the 

post."^"^ 

On July 14 Shafter left Fort Concho. For six months he scouted 

the plains, dividing his command into detachments to cover the region 

more thoroughly. The companies of the Tenth Cavaliy were directed to do 

most of the scouting which continued until the expedition was disbanded 

on December 9 &t Fort Concho. As Grierson had predicted, little was ac

complished, Shafter reported: 

The command, as furnished me, was sufficient for the work it was 
expected to do, and I regret that so little actual damage was in
flicted on the Indians—one killed and five captured being the 
extent in that direction. Of the destruction of their supplies 
the showing is a little better, one of their largest bands losing 
everything in their camp except horses. 

Further on in the report, Shafter continued: 

The various scouts have shown how easily the plains can be tra-

Roll 1. 
^ Grierson to wife, July 9, 1875, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

^̂  D2ia. 
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versed. In almost any direction, and to all the large watering 
places there are plain wagon roads that will show for years.l^ 

If the significance of Shafter's expedition is siramed up in terms 

of the last sentence above quoted, that is, that he demonstrated that 

the plains were in reality not at all formidable and that water could 

easily be located by following well marked roads, then the scout of 

Captain Nicholas Nolan was ironical indeed. Exactly two years later to 

the day Nolan, who had accompanied Shafter, commended a scout onto the 

Staked Plains which, through a series of misfortunes, ended in the most 

p\jbllcized tragedy in the military scouting history of V;est Texas. The 

narrative of the "Lost Bigger Eacpedition" need not be repeated here;^9 

only Orierson's connection with the scout is important in this stxidy. 

Nolan, in his report, stated that the scout onto the plains was 

undertaken "in compliance with Special Orders No. 104, from Headquarters 

20 
Port Concho, Texas, July 3rd, 1877." Although the orders were given 

to Nolan at Concho, they originated at departmental headquarters; they 

were not initiated by Grierson. Moreover, Grierson was not at Concho 

either at the time of Nolan's departure or during his scout, Grierson 

had been summoned to the Military Acadeny at West Point to care for his 

^^ "Shafter's Explorations in Western Texas, 1875" (contributed 
by M, L, Criramins "from the files of the Old Records Division, Adjutant 
General's Office, Washington") West Texas Historical Association Year 
Bs2k. IX (1933). pp. 9^-95. 

^9 Nolan's report is in U, S, War Department Records, Port 
Concho, Texas, "Reports of Scouts, 1872-1881," pp. 144.163. 

20 
D2I&,, p. 144. 
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son Charles who had suddenly been taken 111,21 jjot only was Grierson 

personally relieved from all responslbiUty for Nolan's misfortune, but 

his reaction to the affair was typical of his behavior as a military of

ficer. With no attempt to evade his duty as commander of the post, he 

nevertheless emphatically stated his position. 

The report "that the command had been 86 hours without water" 

first came to Grierson's attention in notices in the St. Louis Globe-

fiftffi9ffr»t of '^eeterday," August 9, 1877. He hoped that there was "no 

tiruth in these reports," but feared the worst. 

I think it was a very injudicious move to send all the troops away 
from Fort Concho. If the matter had been left to me I should not 
have sent less than two companies out so far on the Staked Plains, 
and would have retained troops at Concho to reinforce them. Hew-
ever, the powers that be in or at Hd. Qrs,, Dept, of Texas, have 
given the orders which has resulted in taking away all the troops 
at Fort Concho, and left one company, largely made up of recruits, 
far out on the Staked Plains without any Mvpport. If there has 
been any disaster, the responsibility must rest at Dept, Hd, Qrs,, 
or with higher authority,^ 

On August 11, after Nolan had been out for a month, Grierson ac

knowledged the receipt of a letter from his wife of August 4 confirming 

the disaster. He wrote that he had "applied to Dept. Hd. Qrs, for 

authority to hire" a guide for Nolan, but he was denied in "another sam

ple of the 'penny wise & pound foolish' policy of the 'powers that be'." 

He continued with a criticism of General Ord which reflected the serious 

^ Grierson wrote to his wife from West Point on July 14. 

^^ Grierson to wife, August 10, 1877. from the "Old Homestead," 
Jacksonville, H I I B O I S , Grierson fapers, NL, 
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hostility which apparently existed within the Department of Texas and an 

Implication of Ord's ignorance of military tactics appropriate for fron-

tier conditions. 

You know . . . that Ord ordered all the troops away from Concho 
when I was absent before,23 and General Sheridan directed the 
order to be countermanded. . . . It is not very likely that 
Port Concho will be left so bare of troops again for some time 
to come. . . . I had a mind idien I heard of the troops being 
ordered away to telegraph General Ord that in my judgment it 
would not be best—or would be taking great risk to have so 
few troops at Concho; that enough was not left for even the 
protection of the women & children of the garrison. I con
cluded, however, that to do so—that is to telegraph Gen. Ord 
from here about this—^would only lead to ray getting another 
snub, as usual, whenever I suggest or request anything to Head
quarters, Dept. Texas (as the records at Concho will show).^^ 

Some of Grierson's later remarks regarding the tragedy reveal 

that personal trait which left him vulnerable to subsequent criticism 

that he was too lenient with his men to maintain necessary discipline. 

He suggested to his wife that she speak to Lt. Robert G. Smither, the 

regimental adjutant, asking him to prevail upon Nolan not to be "too 

hard on those two or three men who came in with that incorrect report." 

These men were Sergeant William L. Uables, Corporal Charles H. Gilmore, 

and Private Smith Johnson who brought the news to Fort Concho that Nolan 

25 
was lost and that his commend had mutinied. -̂  Grierson recognized that 

^ Reference not easily verified by material at hand. 

^^ Grierson to wife, August 11, 1877, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 1, 

^^ U, S, War Department Records, Fort Concho, Texas, "Reports 
of Scouts, 1872-1881," pp. 141-142. 
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Nolan might be "greatly aggravated and has much cause to feel so," but 

that "it Is far better sometimes to err on the side of leniency than to 

cause the serious punishment of soldiers when it is not abeolutely cer

tain that they should be so punished,"^ 

After 1877 the focus of military scouting operations shifted from 

the southern Staked Plains to the Trans-Pecos, The District of the 

Pecos, a sub-division of the Department of Texas, was established April 

30, 1878, Its creation was "with a view of making safe the mail-route 
* 

and settlements in Its vicinity, by forcing the Indians from that region 

and keeping them out of It,"^ Eight sub-posts were eventually built 

within the District, each located near important and familiar sources of 

water, the key points in the control of the region. The District in

cluded the vast territory extending from the Pecos River west to an In-
28 

determinate point somewhere east of Fort Bliss at El Paso. 

The creation of the District of the Pecos inspired Grierson to 

pursue his most valuable and rewarding work in West Texas, His program 

of improvements on the garrison at Port Concho was well under way, if 

not virtually completed; the expeditions against Indians in I875 and 1877, 

or the scouting operations (whichever they may have been), northward 

^^ Orierson to wife, August 21, 1877, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

Roll 1, 

^ E, 0. C, Ord, "Report," in U, S. Secretary of War, AffifflSl-Sfir 
port (1879). 46 Cong., 2 s e s s . , Hiyy«e Ex. Doc. 1 . pt. 2, p. 113. 

^ J. Pepe, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, M^jinml Repgrt 
(1879), ^ Cong,, 2 s e s s . , ffifl^liT %• ^°^- ^- P *̂ »̂ P' ®̂ * 
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onto the Staked Plains had accomplished little, and no more were contem

plated. Neither Shafter not Nolan had contributed anything worth while 

toward the safety or the development of the region they had traveled be

cause settlers were not attracted to the north of San Angelo, except 

along the railroad, for almost another decade. 

But Trans-pPecos Texas offered the immediate possibilities for un

limited ranching Interests as well as the prospect of mineral wealth, 

though little specific information was available concerning this region. 

Six months after the establishment of the District of the Pecos, Depart

mental Commander Ord was able to report, in general terms, that "the ex

plorations by scouting parties of the moimtain country west of the Pecos 

have developed, unexpectedly, well-watered and quite extensive grazing 

lands" as well as that "silver-lead, iron and copper districts have been 

discovered." A map of the area, however, was still "in preparation," 

More specific was the following remark, which Grierson could readily 

substantiate, that "the climate of these deserts /pf the Trans-Peco^/ 

is, for the most part, rigorous, and the troops are subject to extr^nes 

of heat in summer and cold in winter, with frequent privations, such as 

29 
hunger and thirst," ̂  

The years I878 and I879 were successful years for Grierson. During 

I878 he made two extended trips which took him to nearly every section 

Of West Texas, It was a year of exploration, characterized by close ob-

•'^as, 0. C, Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Re-
£2j:i (1878), 45 Cong,, 3 sess,, ^Qn^e Ex. Doc. 1. pt, 2, p, 81. 
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servation in the line of military duty and by enthusiastic discovery of 

the beauties and opportunities of the country in the way of personal ad

venture. It is significant that Trans-Pecos Texas attracted Grierson so 

irresistibly that he chose to live in Fort Davis during his declining 

years, for it must be remembered that Grierson spent his early years in 

the Mid-West, saw much of the South during the Civil War, and had been 

stationed for nearly a decade in the Indian Territory. In short, the 

Trans-Pecos proved more pleasant and satisifactory than any other section 

of the country to Grierson, a widely-traveled, experienced observer. 

Having explored West Texas in I878, Grierson assimilated his in

formation and in I879 he energetically piarsued a program for implementing 

it through the construction of wagon roads which served both military 

and social objectives at the same time. If he could not fight Indians, 

he could at least find personal reward in contributing to the develop

ment of the region within his command and thus render a satisfactory 

account to his government. 

Although the leaders of scouting parties had always been respon

sible for reporting their movements to their post commanders, beginning 

in 1878 Grierson required that the reports be more comprehensive and de

tailed than hitherto. These reports, written in longhand, apparently 

drawn up from field notes, were recorded in a volume reserved especially 

for such information. Each day away from the post was accounted for, 

probably more to provide a chronological framework to assist in the sub

sequent preparation of the report than to satisfy Grierson's suspicions 

that the men might be loafing. For he well knew that certain perils from 

yjiexpeeted Indian attacks prevented scout commanders from relaxing con-
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tinual vigilance, and from permitting the men to enjoy freedom from dis

cipline though not under his eye. Depending upon the nature of the 

scout, the reports varied in length from a partial page to thirty or more 

pages. Usually the opening remarks stated the order under which the 

scout originated, and included the detachments which made up the party. 

Likewise, the names of officers other than the one in command were listed. 

Not alweys was the purpose of the scout made clear, 

Grierson insisted upon details in the reports. Accordingly, mile

ages and directions were carefully noted. The country passed through 

was described except when hasty pursuit of Indians was essential or when 

traveling was done at night. Sources of water in any form, ooth tem

porary and permanent, were noted with accuracy since lives might depend 

upon even a scanty water supply at some future time. Grazing conditibns 

were mentioned so that a minimum of forage might be loaded onto wagons 

thereby speeding up travel. Often the reports concluded with remarks 

concerning the possibility of changing the route of a wagon road or the 

absence of adequate facilities for even a temporary scouting camp as a 

base of operations. To most of the reports was attached a map, carefully 

drawn to scale, locating prominent land formations, ranches, and sources 

of water, 

I^at might be considered typical orders under vjhich the commanding 

officers of scouting detachments operated are contained in the directive 

issued by Grierson, as commander of the District of the Pecos, through 

Lieutenant Smither, his regimental adjutant, to Captain Louis H, Carjjen-

ter, of Company N, Tenth Cavalry, Carpenter had left Fort Davis on May 

20, 1878, on an extended scout in the vicinity of the Carlssa Moiintains. 
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Grierson, during one of his tours of inspection, arrived at Carpenter's 

camp on June 3, just as the latter was leaving in pursuit of Indians re

cently reported nearby. Grierson told Carpenter not to delay his chase, 

and on the following day issued orders supplementing those originating 

30 
the scout."^ Grierson ordered Carpenter to 

scout and explore the country thoroughly in all directions within 
fifty miles of your present camp . . . the positions of all 
springs, permanent water, tanks, pools, etc., be carefully noted, 
that the hiding places and runways of depredating Indians become 
known not only to yourself but to your entire command . . . re
port such places . . . the most suitable for infantry or cavalry 
camps. . . . The importance of discovering permanent or living 
water heretofore unknown can hardly be overestimated, and it can 
only be accomplished if at all by hard work, continued scouting 
and explorations. In case . . . you come upon Indians, you will 
attack them vigorously, at all hazards, and spare neither horses 
nor men to sectre the desired results, which is the destruction 
of the Indians, or the severest punishment that can be inflicted 
upon them.31 

To illustrate the nature of the reports submitted, the following 

is an excerpt from Carpenter's long report. It is but one paragraph 

from his entry for June 4, I878, the same day that Grierson issued the 

above quoted directive. 

Marched at 3:55 A. M, before daylight and with a heavy fog. Up 
the canon N, 18** W. 1 mile; N, 65* E. 1 mile; thence N, 62** W. 1 
pile through the canon and up a h l ^ hill without discovering any 

The scout was ordered out hy Orders No, 69, dated Fort Davis, 
Texas, May 16, I878, and stayed in the field until August 29. U. S. 
War Department Records, Port Davis. Texas, "Reports of Scouts, I878-
1883," p. ^ . (Microfilm copy. National Archives, Washington, D. C. 
Property of Tem^e.) 

^^ Ibl&.. pp. 41-43. 
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sign to show that the Indians had halted in the canon. Thence 
on a high mesa and rolling country IJ, 85'̂^ E, 1^ miles. From 
this point the Sierra Prieta easterly end is N! UO^^.^J, ' The Sierra 
Blanca S, 80° W Thence Nft'jOt'i^-, .,. 

,̂ mence w. c^ E. f mile over a rolling coun
try with the Carissa Range to the right. Thence N, 25° w, 1 
mile to water in the sand bed of an arrqya. There was sufficient 
water for the animals, but the water is collected as in a 
"Tenaja" and is not permanent. The country was quite hilly and 
stunted cedar trees grew in the vicinity.32 

Another type of report was submitted by Second Lieutenant George 

Andrews, 25th Infantry, who described the procedure followed in buildinr 

the military telegraph line which connected Fort Davis with Fort Quit-

33 

man." IMder Special Orders No, 13 from District of the Pecos head

quarters, dated September 18, I878, Lieutenant Andrews, with Corporal 

J, M. Kistler of the Signal Corps and thirty enlisted men of the 25th 

Infantry left Fort Davis on September 25. For transportation the men 

were provided with two six-mule teams, two two-mule wagons, the running 

gear of an army wagon and a water wagon drawn by six mules. 

Corporal Kistler staked out about ten miles of line per day using 

a rope 211 feet long to space the location of the holes to be dug for 

the telegraph poles. Holes were d\ig by men working in pairs—one with 

a "digging bar" and the other with a "spoon shovel," -̂/here possible, 

holes were dug to a depth of four feet; when rock strata were encountered, 

stones were piled aro\md the base of the poles to keep them at least as 

-̂  The scout was ordered out by Orders No. 69, dated Fort Davis, 
Texas, May I6, I878, and stayed in the field until August 29, U, S, 
War Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Reports of Scouts, I878-
1883," p. 40 (Microfilm copy. National Archives, Washington, D. C. 
Property of Temple.) 

33 
Cf. Ibid., pp. 117-122 
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steady as if they had been sunk into the ground. 

Wooden poles, supplied by a contractor, were stacked in piles, 

twenty-five to the mile, and later distributed by a team of three or 

four men from the stripped-down army wagon. Fortunately holes were pre

pared faster than poles were supplied so that the poles could be erected 

immediately to prevent their destruction by prairie fires or their use 

for firewood by passing wagon trains. A group of four men raised the 

poles, each man performing a specific duty such as sighting the pole, 

steadying it in position, shoveling or tamping the earth. Meanwhile, 

other men had nailed on insulators, adding lightning rods to every fifth 

pole. Before stringing, the wire was uncoiled and the joints soldered 

by Kistler. Then two or three men climbed the poles to attach the wire 

to the insulators while an equal number pulled the wire taut. 

Some iron poles were used. Lieutenant Andrews was careful to 

see that each was painted on the outside and "sponged" on the inside for 

preservation, with a plug driven into the top. He preferred the iron 

poles, which weighed only seventy-five pounds, because more coiild be 

loaded onto the wagon to speed the progress and were easier to handle. 

He recomm-ended them "for long lines running through uninhabited regions." 

Working from seven in the morning until dark, except on Sundays, 

the men completed sixty miles of line by December 20 when work was sus

pended due to lack of supplies. The entire distance from Fort Davis to 

Fort Quitman on the Rio Grande, 117 miles, was staked out and 101 miles 

of holes dug. Using two coils of wire per mile, the men had brought 

two hundred coils from Fort Davis, about 30,000 pounds of wire. Two 

hundred and thirty iron poles were used in addition to the wooden poles. 
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Work was resumed In the middle of January. Less than a month later. 

Lieutenant Andrews and his party had completed ninety-nine and a half 

miles of line and eetabllshed contact with the wire running east from 

El Pa»o to Port Quitman. He estimated the distance traveled to be "at 

least 1,000 miles." 

Over this line communication was then possible across Orierson's 

mtlre command from Fort Concho on the east to El Paso, just beyond the 

limit of the mstriet of the Pecos, cm the west. The line from Barilla 

Station, about twenty miles north of Fort Davis was in use by late 1877, 

and from Barilla to Ports Stockton and Concho even earlier. 

While his troops Were in the field, Grierson himself made two 

tours of inspection in I878. On the first trip, he left Port Concho at 

2130 P,M, on May 14, aeecmpanled hy his two oldest sons, Charles and 

34 
Robert, Lieutenants Smither and Beck, and an escort. FolloNlng the 

San Antonlo-El Paso stage route, the party reached Port Stockton at 

1 P,M, on the fourth day, having covered 170 miles between the two posts. 

En route they passed several places which were becoming familiar to the 

troops of the Tenth Cavalry during their scouting trips. Among these 

were two stage stations, Johnson's and Centralla; watering spots at 

Rock Creek,^ Muetang water holes and Plat Rocks; and Camp Charlotte, a 

scouting camp forty-five miles west of Port Concho where Kiowa Creek 

34 
The narrative of this trip is based x̂ pon papers in a folder 

in the Newberry Library marked: Carpenter, L. H., "Diary of two trips 
into the up country (Texas) I878," except as noted otherwise.. Carpen
ter did not write the diary, because he was already in the Carissa 
Mountain* idiere Grierson visited his camp on June 3, l^lB. See page 
^4 above. Probably Stelther kept the diary. 
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emptied into the Middle Concho River. 

After resting a day at Port Stockton idiere he noted the "very 

fine" spring and "found the Bath-House a good institution & a bath 

therein a great luxury," Orierson procured a guide and started toward 

San Francisco Creek, sixty miles to the southeast,"^^ For the first ten 

miles the men followed an old cart trail to the point wiiere it struck 

the old Comanche Trail. This they traced for fifteen miles before it 

entered a range of mountains irtiich the guide said was impassable for 

wagons. 

The next day the route was through rough, hilly country where, on 

one occasion, it was necessary to keep the ambulance upright by using 

lariat ropes. By camping, at the headwaters of San Francisco Creek, 

Sierra de Caballo, a prominent landmark, was visible. After a two hour 

march the next morning, the wagons were left behind and the men continued 

on horseback down the creek past several deserted Indian teepees. The 

creek canyon opened to the southeast "from a mound called Buzzard's 

Roost" and from Mt. Caballo. A triple-peaked mountain due east was 

named by Grierson I A S Tree Hermanas." 

Later in the day the men climbed Mt. Caballo, a rewarding experi

ence, because from the top of the thousand-foot elevation they could see 

for a hundred miles in every direction. While enjoying the scenery, 

particular.;^ the Carmen Mountains in Mexico (acress the Rio Grande at 

BoqullXas Canyon), Grierson opened a can of corned beef and a bottle of 

35 
Grierson to wife. May 19, 1878, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 1. 
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beer. During the descent Grierson, "trying to see if he was made of 

India rubber . . . fell and bounded like a ball, but fortunately without 

injury to him-self. " 

Two days were spent in the return to Fort Stockton, during which 

Grierson took a side trip to Pena Blanco. The reason for this jaunt 

was made clear in the exuberant letter to his wife of May 25, "So far 

our journey has been quite successful and in every way satisfactory. ""̂  

He proudly claimed to have "found an excellent roadway and very direct 

between this post /Fort Stockton/ and San Francisco Creek." He asserted 

that none of the officers at Fort Stockton were familiar with the "coun

try south" but that they believed it "impassable for wagons , , , worth

less /hecansej destitute of water." Grierson then wrote that "all their 

apprehensions had no effect upon me as I had made up my mind to go. " As 

a result, he "found an excellent road for wagons and brought the distance 

down from about 70 miles to 55'** He decided at once to have Lieutenant 

M. K. Maxon thoro-ughly explore the country for a month, knowing Maxon 

as capable for that duty since the lieutenant had recently found two 

springs "on the Staked Plains between the Pecos River and the Head of 

the /^ddlej Concho," by which that "road can be considerably shortened 

. . . for all passing trains and troops." 

Without tracing the remainder of this trip which took Grierson 

westward to the Guadalupe Mountains, it is evident that Grierson was 

combining pleasure with duty in his travels. In the telegram of May 24 

36 
Grierson to wife. May 25, I878, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 
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from Fort Stockton, he notified his wife thtt he had "just returned after 

a splendid trip through beautiful country," hardly terms that an unhappy 

man vou:.d have used. At the same time he pointed with pride to his suc

cess in discovering an improved route for wagon transportation from Fort 

Stockton toward the southern limits of his command. 

Grierson made his second trip of I878 in October and November. 

In two short and two exceedingly long letters to his wife (one of nearly 

sixteen sheets written on both sides), he related his travels .which err-

braced practically the entire District of the Pecos. Since the contents 

of these letters are too comprehensive for illustrating Grierson's field 

duty in West Texas, the following paragraphs will summarize at some 

length his experiences and observations. 

On October 10, I878, Grierson arrived at Grierson's Spring.-̂ ^ On 

this trip he had gone west to Camp Charlotte (as on the previous trip en 

route to Fort Stockton) and then turned southwest to the sub-post bear

ing his name. As before, with an eye toward improving trans^rtation, 

he "made the cut-off in the road near Camp Charlotte coming out /from 

Fort Concho/ and shortened the distance fully two miles and improved 

the road," At Johnson's Station, twenty-five miles west of Concho, he 

"made another cut-off . , , getting rid of som.e very hilly, bad road, 

shortening the distance." 

Two mules "nearly played out" between Fort Concho and Grierson's 

Spring, so they were exchanged for two pack mules from the command of 

37 
Grierson to wife, October 11, I878, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

Roll 2. 
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Captain Alex S. B. Keyes who was scouting in the vicinity for Indians.^ 

Grierson, co\ad he have foreseen the trouble he was to have, would also 

have traded his "escort wagon" with the badly sprung front axle for one 

of Keyes' wagons, but he concluded to risk "going with my outfit as it 

was," Keyes accompanied Grierson as far as v;ild China Ponds, a few miles 

east of Castle Gap. Grierson found an excellent roadway from the Spring 

to Wild China Ponds, a distance of about twenty-five miles, by way of 
39 

Flat Rocks where he had been the previous May. At Wild China Ponds, 

Keyes turned back and Grierson picked up the stage road which he follow

ed through Castle Gap to Horsehead Crossing of the Pecos River. 

Rather than to cross the river at that point and "face the music 

of the bloody Pecos" with only six men besides himself, Grierson follow

ed the east bank of the river, and on October 14 camped for the night 

"at the Niagara Falls of the 'Bloody Pecos', coirimonly called 'Pecos 

Falls'." The falls were "not much to brag about" and the "moonlight 

view of the falls was somewhat darkened by immense clouds of mosquitoes." 

Sleep that night was made uncomfortable by the insects. By morning 

Grierson had "fearlessly killed what I grant (and not Gen. Grant as he 

was not present during the engagement) I judge to be about one million 

40 
of the enemy," The next night Grierson camped near "Texas Bend of the 

^ G:cierson to wife, October 23, 1878, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2, 

39 Grierson to wife, October 13, 1878, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 
40 

Grierson to wife, October 2;̂ , I878, Grierson Papers, NL, The 
remaining quotations regarding this trip are from this letter, unless 
otherwise cited. 
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Pecos" where he could see the Guadalupe Mountains "clearly outlined and 

yet beautiful as a dream of fairyland done up in pure ultramarine." 

Before camping the following night, the party had crossed the Pecos at 

Pope's Crossing, 

Independence Spring was set as the goal for the 17th and Captain 

Lebo's camp in the Guadalupes the 18th. However, when twelve or fifteen 

miles from Pope's Crossing 

We all heard something drop. Popping ray head out of the spring 
wagon and looking back, I saw the right front wheel of the 
escort wagon rolling down into a gulley at the side of the road, 
the broken axle, at the same time, punching a hole in the 
ground, while the occupants of the go-cart, or stop cart, were 
hurriedly climbing out. 

Although "the men all said the breakdown was beyond repair with the 

means available," Grierson ingeniously used two extra "lead bars" to 

strengthen the tongue of the damaged wagon. This tongue he fastened to 

the rear axle of his own wagon in such a manner as to be able to "travel 

thusly at least at a walk." 

The wagon held together for twenty miles the next day, but on the 

19th the "right hind wheel" gave way and "down went the old institution 

again," Even more imagination and determination were demanded for re

pairs after the second accident, but Grierson proved master of the 

situation. Captain Lebo, upon Grierson's arrival, took a close look at 

the patched up wagon and recommended that Grierson "have the old go-cart 

patented," Before continuing his tour of inspection, Grierson decided 
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to wait for Shannon with the wagon train.^^ From him Grierson would 

acquire "one good six-mule team and wagon" and "send the remains of the 

old chariot back to Concho." 

Meanwhile, on the 21st and 22nd, Grierson, accompanied by Captain 

Lebo, Lieutenant Read and a Dr, Ward with their orderlies and ten catalry-

men as escorts, explored "Blue or Blfck River Canyon." (Black River 

flows into the Pecos from the west, near Carlsbad Caverns.) Grierson's 

account of the trip is lengthy and reflects his awe of the beauty of 

the natural scenery. He noted the play of sunlight on the tops of the 

high, sheer canyon walls, and the river "with its beautiful, clear, pure 

water forming, as it rushes on, falls, pools and cascades" amidst a pro

fusion of wild flowers and trees with their leaves tinted in autumn 

colors among the evergreens. The "gorgeous and magnificent, grand and 

sublime scenery" was evidently more exhausting than the physical exer

tions, so "after supper, a smoke before the fire and we are ere long all 

rolled up in our blankets, and soon after sound asleep." 

The wagon train not having yet arrived, Grierson spent the 24th 

coloring the region beyond Guadalupe Peak. C^ the 26th he collected 

"several varieties of cactus, Turk's Head, star, cat's head, etc. . . . 

Ho£l a box of singular looking rocks" which he planned to send back to 

Concho for his wife and young sons. 

At 2 P.M. on the 27th Grierson left Lebo's camp and moved south 

41 
Shannon is mentioned many times hy Grierson in his letters, 

and by othor officers in their reports. He is referred to only as 
"Shannon" in every instance. Whether this was his first or last name, 
is not clean that he was a dependable wagon train master for several 
years i» certain. 
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toward Eagle Spring*. It had snovred and sleeted that morning, but just 

before leaving the camp the clouds broke away allowing the sun to shine 

on the ice-covered pine trees. "The sunlight upon them changed the 

foliage to silver and whiteness . . . and the effect tyaH very beauti

ful." Grierson crossed the salt plains south of the Guadalupes and west 

of the Deleware Mountains. He struck the Rio Grande a few miles west of 

Port Quitman, and then headed back east, passing "through that deserted 

and decidedly dilapidated old post with its whitewashed adobe walls and 

chlaineys standing like monuments or tombstones." 

Eagle Springs was an easy march on the following day. Apparent

ly Grierson traveled the stage road because he camped November 1 between 

Van Horn's Wells and El Muerto, two stations on the El Paso stage road. 

He mentioned that the scenery was new to him, so it may be inferred that 

the region between Fort Davis and Port Quitman, which he came to know so 

imtimately within the next two years, was unfamiliar to him in late I878. 

At El Muerto he met Lieutenant Andrews who was extending the military 

42 
telegraph line from Fort Davis west to that point at the time. 

After a day at Fort Davis, Grierson started "towards Pena Blanco 

by an unknown but the most direct route." As on previous occasions, he 

observed a "fine gap or roadway" which he "found in the mountains . . . 

needing but little work to make it all that could be desired," and water 

"in several places heretofore unknown." 

From Pena Blanco he made a hurried trip to the Rio Grande, strik-

42 , 
The same Lieutenant Andrews whose report appears on pp. 95-96 

above. 
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log it at a point midway between San Vincente and San Carlos. He wae 

delighted that his "strength has increased greatly; my flesh seems to be 

almost as hard as iron. I gave . . . the detachment w^ich accompanied 

me to the Rio Grande the liveliest whirl they have had for some time. 

I tired out the whole outfit, and felt hearty and well, and not at all 

tired upon JfiyJ return after a ride of nearly 200 miles, nearly all of 

the way on horseback. I find that I can stand hard work yet." 

In I878 Grierson was familiarizing himself with the territory in

cluded within the limits of his Distjrict of the Pecos. Routine tours of 

inspection of Forts Stockton and Davis, the two major posts in addition 

to Concho, were made as well as of the scouting sub-posts, Grierson 

traveled in the field sometimes in an ambulance which provided sleeping 

quarters, and other times on horseback. His escorts numbered few men, 

80 that he mxposed himself to the same dangers as the officers and de. 

tachments that he ordered out. His transportation was no better than 

that allowed to the scouting parties, and, by comparison, while in the 

field traveling, he enjoyed fewer comforts than the men stationed for 

several days or weeks at an established scouting camp. From the tone of 

his reports and letters, it is obvious that he found pleasure and satis

faction in his duty. 

Meamrtiile, in addition to the general scouting and exploring done 

hy the troops frc»n the sub-posts, shorter and more intensive scouts were 

made by detachments from time to time, such as that made by Lieutenant 

Maxon, to examine wagon road locations. Study of the detailed reports 

and maps enabled Grierson to envision the specific military require

ments of his command. In the matter of roads, especially, any improve-
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ments which benefitted the troops might conceivably attract and encour

age settlers to occupy the vast and unclaimed grazing lands of West 

Texas, 

The year 1879 was still more active for Grierson than I878 had 

been, Thoiagh the first six months were relatively undisturbed by Indian 

raids, the last half of the year provided conclusive evidence that the 

Apaches from northern Mexico and New Mexico were becoming restless. Such 

indications no doubt spurred Grierson to push toward completion all 

necessary military preparations without delay. 

Grierson's report upon the geology and topography of his District 

provides proof of his familiarity with the geography of his command. Re

finements, in the form of improved telegraph lines and wagon roads, were 

now appropriate. Accordingly, in January of I879, Grierson made plans 

with Lieutenant C. A, Tingle, supervisor of the military telegraph divi

sion in Texas, to move the telegraph line which passed across desert 

country from the head of the Concho to the more suitable direct road from 

Camp Charlotte to Pecos Station, via Grierson's Spring. By such a move, 

"a telegraph office repair station could be established at the latter 

43 point" for more effective maintenance. -̂  Grierson initiated arrangements 

for tools and supplies, and made trips, in person, during February and 

March to oversee the progress of the work. 

Considering "it very important in order to facilitate future 

43 
Grierson's pers<mal copy of his report regarding the District 

of the Pecos, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
December 31, I879, Grierson Papers, NL. 
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operations that a good wagon road be constructed from Fort Davis to Pena 

Colorado with a view of opening up the country towards the Rio Grande, 

44 
Fort Clark and Presidio del Norte," Grierson Issued orders in March 

for a company of infantry to start work on the section of the road which 

would pass through Musquiz Canyon, Upon the construction of this part 

of the route, the most difficult of any of Grierson's road-building pro

jects. Company E of the Twenty-Fifth Infantry was engaged from May 1, 

1879, to January 1, 1880,^^ 

Grierson was busy making plans for the troops for the summer 

months to come «̂̂ en he was unexpectedly summoned to Nevr York City as a 

member of the Hazen-Stanley Cotirt Martial, He appointed Lieutenant-

Colonel M. M. Blunt, the next ranking officer under his command, to take 

over during his absence frcmi Fort Concho. From March 31 until July 4, 

46 
1879, Grierson was on detached service. 

Previous to his departure, Grierson issued specific instructions 

for the work to be performed by the troops during his absence, and upon 

his return was "gratified to learn that . . . the troops in the field 

. . . had generally been as active and energetic . . . as could be ex-

44 
Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding the District 

of the Pecos, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
December 31, 1879. Grierson Papers, NL. 

^^ U. S. War Department Records, Fort Davis, Texas, "Post Re
turns, 1854-91," entry in "Record of Events" for January, 1880, 

Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding the District 
of the Pecos, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
December 31, 1879, Grierson Papers, NL, 
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pected under the circumstances." 

In August General Ord, the commander of the Department of Texas, 

conceived the ambitious project of opening a new road from Fort Clark to 

Port Davis, in effect an eastward extension of the road under construct

ion through Musquiz Canyon started by Grierson. Ord believed that, upon 

completion of the road, "quite a number of cattle ranches will be estab

lished near and north of the Rio Grande, and along the Pecos. "̂''̂  Grier

son's District of the Pecos extended east only to where the Pecos emptied 

into the Rio Grande, a point roijghly three-quarters of the way from Fort 

48 
Davis to Port Clark, yet he knew the region near the mouth of the Pecos 

to be dry, rugged, mountainous country which had been avoided by all pre

vious trail-makers. The emigrant trail, the San Antonio-El Paso stage 

road, and the Ford and Neighbors route all turned north before reaching 

the lower Pecos River, and ran east of the river before turning west on 

the Middle Concho. Grierson suspected that Ord might have to abandon 

the project, and this suspicion was confirmed in a telegram at Port Davis 

on August 3 0 . ^ 

Nevertheless, when Grierson left Fort Concho on August 18 for a 

three-week trip, he had already determined to develop, if possible, the 

^1 E. 0, C, Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of V/ar, Annual Re
port (1879), 46 Cong,. 2 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1, pt. 2, p. 91. 

UQ 

Based on a map belonging to Grierson and dra^n under his 
supervision, lent by Mrs. Prank to Temple. 

49 
Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding his field 

operations, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
September 23, I879, Grierson Papers, NL, 
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eastern section of his district. As on earlier trips, he headed first 

for Fort Stockton, He had learned from previous observation that the 

country "extending nearly 50 miles to the westward" from Port Stockton 

was like a desert and to be avoided, whereas to the south of that post 

lay a much more attractive region. It was, furthermore, in the general 

direction of where Ord had been interested in improving the transporta

tion facilities wettward from Fort Clark, so Grierson proceeded south 

from Port Stockton to concentrate his attention south and east of Fort 

Davis. 

He took the Presidio del Norte road which closely paralleled, or 

possibly even followed exactly, the old C<Mnanche Trail, ^^ere he judged 

the del Norte road would intersect that coming from Fort Davis through 

Musquiz Canyon, he stopped long enough to issue orders to a company of 

troops to start working from that point eastward. He himself turned to 

the east, laying out the route as he proceeded, and found "passes through 

hills and mountains (via Fairview Pass previously visited) JfiJa£/ an 

excellent roadway for the entire distance" to Pena Colorado,^ seven or 

eight miles southwest of present-day Marathon. When finished, the road 

from Port Davis to Pena Colorado was seventy miles long "over hard gra

vel and solid, smooth ground and well supplied with wood, water azid ex

cellent grazing which will make this road for all time to come one of 

the very best in Texas,"^ 

^ Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding his field . 
operations, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
September 23, 1879, Grierson Papers, NL, 

^^ Ibid. 
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Before leaving this area, Grierson explored the possibilities of 

a road between Pena Colorado and Presidio del Norte. He felt fairly 

confident that he could build such a road which would connect the Lower 

Escondido, a point about thirty-five miles east of Port Stockton on the 

stage road between that post and the Pecos River, with the Rio Grande by 

way of Pena Colorado, This road would shorten the route westward, if 

via Fort Stockton, as heretofore, hy fifty miles, or, if via Fort Davis, 

as formerly, by one hundred miles. 

But Grierson was anxious to return to Fort Concho. On the way, 

he hurriedly opened a road from Pena Colorado to join that which he had 

already built from Port Stockton to Pena Blanco. Further on, at a point 

"13 miles from the Pecos Station," he opened another stretch of road to 

"Grierson's Spring, free frcaa hills, but 6 to 7 miles longer in distance 

52 
than the direct road from the spring to Pecos Station." 

Early in November Grierson was back in the Pena Colorado section 

of his district. He turned his attention to the road he hoped might be 

built between there and Presidio del Norte which he had conceived two 

months before. Much to his surprise he "found this route to be all that 

could be desired, with an abundance of fine water and wood, good grazing 

, , , a perfect roadway as nature made it and which did not require any 

work whatever, strange as it may appear. "53 He was elated that, after 

^^ Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding the District 
of the Pecos, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
December 31, 1879, Grierson Papers, NL. 
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the road from Grierson's Spring to the Pecos Bridge (mentioned above) 

had been completed, "loaded trains going east will not have to pull over 

• . . hills . , . for the entire distance from Presidio del Norte to 

Concho, "̂  

With road building uppermost in his mind, Grierson could not re

sist exploring carefully the wagon road that General Ord had proposed 

and then abandoned. He s\jrveyed the two possible routes within his dis

trict, one from Pena Colorado via the head of Pena Negra Creek and 

Maxon'3 ^ring, and the other via San Francisco Creek to Meyer's Spring 

at the head of Paintid Rock Creek, The latter point was beyond the 

limits of Grierson's ooomiand; it was to the east in Colonel D, S. Stan

ly's District of the Nueces, Grierson strongly recommended the former 

route, supporting his argimient in a lengthy discussion based on his 

personal observations of topography, weather conditions, and previous 

experience in road building. The route advocated by Grierson was chosen, 

but not until after sixteen miles of road had been constructed along San 

Francisco Creek, Nearly one hundred men of the Twenty-Fifth Infantiy 

worked on the road from early December, 1879, until May 25, 1880. Later 

that year Ord reported the completion of the new road which "has reduced 

the distance to Port Davis from San Antonio to about 390 miles. "̂ ^ 

The bitter critioiaai aimed at Grierson in the eerly 'seventies 

54 
"^ Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding the District 

of the Pecos, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
December 31, 1879, Grierson Papers, NL, 

55 
E. 0, C, Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Ayig^l Ro^ 

-ggC^ (1830), 46 Cong., ^ s e s s . , House Ex. Doc. 1 . p t . 2, p , ^-^^^ 
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>*ile at Port Sill, that he was too "engrossed" in his work to control 

the Indians, had disturbed him greatly. Now, in I879, he did not delay 

in taking proper meas\u*es to avoid similar criticism. In June and July, 

upon receiving reports that Indians frcan the Fort Sill reservation, from 

Mexico, and from the Mescalero Apache Agency in New Mexico were depre

dating in Texas, Grierson quickly prepared "to hunt up and drive out the 

marauders." That he was successful is attested by General Ord's state

ment that "All Indians penetrating the country have been so hotly press

ed by the troops as to prevent their doing much damage,"^" 

But at the time Ord was subnitting his report, in October, Grier

son received word by telegram from Fort Bliss that "a large party of In

dians" were moving along the Rio Grande and were expected to enter Texas 

from Mexico near Fort Quitman and make their way north via Eagle Springs 

and the Carissa Mountains toward New Mexico. Grierson ordered Captain 

Carpenter to secure Eagle Springs and thereby deter this move by the In

dians. No sooner was this threat countered than warning was given by 

Colonel Edward Hatch, commander of the Department of New Mexico, that 

"large bands of well-armed Indians from the Mescalero Apache Agency were 

moving south" toward Texas. Grierson himself left Fort Concho on Octo

ber 27 and "on account of provisions made to meet them in this direction," 

the Indians "turned westward through the Guadalupe and Sacramento Moun

tains and passed into Mexico."5' 

^^ E, 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Re
port (1879). 46 Cong., 2 sess., H9use Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p, 90, 

^^ Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding his field 
operations, erigiaal of which was sent to deisartmental headquarters 
September 23, I879, Grierso^ Papers, NL, 
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Grierson took these precautions even though he believed that the 

area to be protected was not within his district. He had requested 

clarification, stating that heretofore he had "considered Eagle Springs 

outside of my District; it is beyond the boundary line as defined in 

General Orders No. 2 from Headquarters Department of Texas,"^ pre

sumably as set forth hy General Ord. Nevertheless, Grierson had main

tained troops in a narrow line from Fort Concho nearly to El Paso. This 

he considered ridiculous because there were such vast expanses on either 

side of this "mere line . . . virtually given up to the Indians and 

other marauders." With the Indians becoming restless, Grierson was 

vitally concerned id.th the limits of his command in order to make the 

best possible disposition of his troops. 

Colonel Hatch asserted that his Department of New Mexico was not 

involved with the defense of West Texas beyond San Elizario, twenty-five 

miles down the Rio Grande from Port Bliss. As proof he pointed to the 

letter of March 1, I878, from the headquarters of the Division of the 

Missouri, Hatch called attention to the five hundred miles of unguarded 

border extending from a station on the river "not very distant from Port 

Clark" to San Elizario which was properly in the Department of Texas "If 

the same instructions are in existence in that department that are in 

59 
force in the District of New Mexico. "-̂  

^ Grierson's personal copy of his report regarding his field 
operations, original of which was sent to departmental headquarters 
September 23, I879, Grierson Papers, NL. 

^ E, Hatch, •special Report," in U, S. Secretary of War, Annual 
RgBSEl (1879). 46 Cong,, 2 sess., Hnnye Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 87. 
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General Pepe found Hatch to be correct, and Ord to be in error. 

Aeeordlng to the "letter of the commanding general of the Division of 

the Missouri, defining these limits," Pope informed Ord that he was 

reeponsible as far west as San Elizario and requested that the "mlaap-

prehenelon which it seems has misled him in several instances . , , be 
60 

eorrected." Such an Instance would have been the issuance of General 

Orders No. 2 which had appeared peculiar to Grierson. 

Ord obviously did not comprehend the situation in V est Texas, 

Mot only was he mistaken regarding the limits of his department, but he 

also assessed the Indian problem incorrectly. In his report for I879 

he emphasized the "good order in Mexico" and the "earnest and success

ful efforts of the Mexican authorities—especially those of Generals 

Trevlno and Canales" which rendered the authorization of June 1, 1877, 

for United States troops to pursue raiders across the Rio Grande, no 

longer necessary, Ord claimed "only three murders" had occurred in 

West Texas in I879 as compared to seventeen during the previous year. 

The peaceful condition was responsible, he asserted, for diverting the 

troops to "exploring our own wild country" rather than poarsuing Indians, 

80 that scouts had marched "40,100 miles; an increase over that in last 

62 
report of 18,740 miles." 

60 
J, Pope, "Report," in U, S, Secretary of War, Annual Report. 

(1879), ^ Cong,, 2 sess,, ffftVf^ ̂ ' DoQ- 1- Pt. 2, p. 85. 
°^ "General Trevino and Miss Ord Jfiimvightor of Departmental Com

mander Orsi7 ̂ wre married, sure enough, on the 25th." It should be July 
20, I8SO, Did this forthcoming event color Ord's report? Austin Dailv 
s^giaaaatt. J^^^ 23, 1880. 

62 
S, 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U, w. Secretary of ' a r , />nnual Re

port (1379). 46 Cong., 2 s e s s . , îgŷ ŷ  Ex. Doc. 1 . pt . 2, p, 90, 93. 
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Commendable as was Ord's pride in the accomplishment within his 

department, the events of the following year belied his competency in 

evaluating one of the principal reasons for federal military forces 

being in Texas—the threat of wily Indians who were not yet convinced 

of the futility of opposing the settlement of West Texas by the White 

Man, Grierson, on the other hand, had matured in the military sense; 

he had grasped the practical necessity of controlling the Indians as a 

prerequisite to peacefiil development of the frontier. The extensive 

63 
scouting operations frcxn I875 to I88O, carried on with deliberation 

under his supervision, proved his ability to utilize the men most 

effectively. Moreover, there is every reason to believe that the 

troops of the Tenth Cavalry foiind both pleasure in their scouting and 

pride in their accomplishments. To the extent that this is true is at

tributable to Grierson's qualifications as a commander. He, himself, 

though admittedly entitled to more comfort than the others, displayed 

such energy, enthusiasm, and pride in his work that some of this spirit 

must have affected those about him. 

^^ The reports of scouts from Forts Concho and Davis alone during 
this period cover several score pages in the volumes recording these 
duties, too many pages to s"ummarize individually within the scope of 
this study. 



CHAPTER V 

The Victorio Campaign 

Although Grierson has been portrayed as an officer whose primary 

objective was the constructive development of West Texas, he did pros

ecute with energy the operations against Victorio during the sumjner 

months of 1880, This campaign, reflecting his effectiveness in counter

ing the Indian threat, suggests both the benefit of his knowledge gained 

from scouting and also his talent as a military commander. Grierson, no 

doubt, would have been satisfied never to have had to use troops against 

the Indians, In fighting Victorio, he conducted his only concentrated 

campaign against the Indians during his entire military service of a 

quarter-century in the Southwest. Since there was no escaping this 

duty, he planned and carried out his operations with the same energy 

that characterized his peaceful activities. If the campaign was dis

tasteful to him, he could have consoled himself in the realization that 

Victorio was one of the Apache marauders who was thoroughly imbued with 

the baser qualities of Indian cruelty and treachery, and who was utterly 

incapable of comprehending the V/hite Man's concept of civilization and 

unwilling to consider any form of cooperation. Since Victorio was so 

unlike any of the nobler, though possibly almost as savage, Indians that 

Grierson had known on the reservation in Indian Territory a decade ear

lier, it is probable that Grierson made every effort to conclude the 

campaign as quickly as possible to prevent its interference with his 

constructive objectives. It is likely, too, that he was fully aware 

that having to divide his attention between protecting West Texas from 

116 
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Indian raids on the one side and devoting his attention to roads and 

telegraphs, on the other, was wasteful. The Trans-Pecos could never 

progress socially as long as the threat of Indian attack prevailed. 

The Victorio affair actually started in April of 1880. At that 

time, Grierson was ordered to assist Colonel Edward Hatch in disarming 

the Mescaleros at the Apache Agency in New Mexico. These Indians were 

thought to be, even more than those from the Fort Sill reservation, 

responsible for the increasingly violent raids into ̂  est Texas. In 

pursuance of the order, Grierson left Fort Concho about March 20, 1880, 

picking up Captain A. S. B, Keyes with Companies D and E, Tenth Cavalry, 

at Grierson's Spring. Captain T. C. Lebo from Fort Davis, wita Company 

K, Tenth Cavalry, and Captain W. B. Kennedy from Fort Stockton, with 

Companies F and L, Tenth Cavalry, were to join Grierson at Pope's Cross-

1 
ing and accompany him to New Mexico. En route. Captain Lebo, on April 

7, encountered a trail, and after following it for two days, overtook a 

party of Indians, In the ensuing fight, he destroyed their camp, re-

covered some stolen stock, killed the chief, captured four squaws and 

a child, and took from the Indians a Mexican boy abducted a month before 

2 
at Presidio del Norte, 

The day for disarming the Indians was delayed several times in 

order to allow them sufficient time to assemble at the agency. The 

operation was finally effected on April l6, but nothing went accord-

Grierson to wife, March 29, 1880, Grierson Papers, NL. 

2 Grierson's report in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Report 
(1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 155. 

^ Ibid., p. 156 
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ing to plan. Most serious of the difficulties was the unexpected flight 

of "thirty to fifty Indians," half of whom, Grierson estimated, would 

join Victorio somewhere to the south and raid with him. Victorio was a 

persistent raider in the Southwest. After several years of murder and 

destruction, he was ordered onto the San Carlos reservation in Arizona, 

in April of 1879. This place he hated, so he fled to Kexico, whence he 

continued his raiding into New Mexico and western Texas, gaining con

siderable repute as a leader among the Indians. Despite Grierson's 

anticipation of future trouble with Victorio, supported now hy these 

additional warriors who had escaped before being disarmed. Colonel Hatch 

issued "General Field Orders No. 3" expressing to Grierson his "satis

faction for the prompt and efficient manner" in which he had "assisted 
4 

in the delicate duty of disarming and dismounting the Mescalero Indians." 

From that day on, for six months, Victorio harassed the combined forces 

of the Iftiited States, under Hatch and Grierson, and of Mexico, under 

General Trevino. 

Before returning to Fort Concho, Grierson spent from April 17 

until May 5 with his command scouting through the mountains of south-
5 

central New Mexico. A detachment under Lieutenant Maxon attacked a 

party of Indians during this time and killed the chief. By May 14 Grier

son was back at Concho. On that date the Austin newspaper reported the 

results of Grierson's trip: "two chiefs killed and buried, three other 

Printed order of April 17, 1880, Grierson Papers, ISHL, Roll 2. 

^ Grierson apparently was joined by T-Iaxon near the Guadalupe 
Mountains en route to New Mexico. 
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Indians shot and believed to be dead, and five squaws, two children and 

fifty horses eaptured, and one captive recovered." 

Late In May Colonel Hatch had a skirmish with Victorio's band in 
n 

Which battle the Indians reportedly "lost from 30 to 55 killed." This 

fight occurred in the midst of a period of several weeks during which 

Grierson received confusing telegraphic instructions for his guidance. 

He attributed the lack of clarity of the communications to the uncer

tainty of jurisdiction which might arise if troops from the Departm«it 

of Texas entered New Mexico, then within the Department of the Missouri. 

Finally, Grierson informed his headquarters, on June 24, that he thought 

it best to use his troops in the Trans-Pecos of Texas rather than to 

join forces with Hatch. Four days later Grierson was authorized to dis-
8 

pose of his men as he saw fit. Meanwhile, the Twenty-Fifth Infantry, 

upon which Grierson had relied heavily for road construction, was ordered 

to proceed to the Department of Dakota, thus depriving him of the ser-

9 
vices of more than four hundred men. 

To supervise the plac«iient and activities of the remaining forces, 

composed of the Tenth Cavalry and Twenty-Fota-th Infantry, Grierson left 

^ Austin Dailv Statesman. May 14, 1880. 

^ Ibid.. May 28, 1880. 

® Grierson's report In U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Report 
(1880), 46 Cong,, 3 amen., Rot̂ ee Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p, 159. 

^ E, 0, C, Ord, "Report," in U, S. Secretary of War, Annual Re
port (1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess., T̂ 9ii?e Er. Doc. 1. pt. 2, pp. 132-133. 
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Port Concho on July 10, 1880, With him he took his son Robert, a 

youth of nineteen, vho kept a joia-nal of his travels, and noted that 

"We've got a good supply of beer along—Mr. Milspaugh^e post trader/ 

gave us a doz, bottles and we had more than that before," 

Late on July 11 Grierson and his son reached Grierson's Spring. 

This sub-post was mentioned in the last chapter but not described be

cause the buildings, \mder construction since sometime in 1877, were 

not completed until shortly before Grierson's arrival in 1880. It was 

the one Important sub-post between Camp Charlotte on the Middle Concho 

and the Pecos Stage Station. One of the earliest descriptions of it 

was written by Captain W. B. Kennedy who camped there while searching 

for Geddes' Spring, a water hole reported by Lieutenant Andrew Geddes 

in 1875, but stibseqiiently lost because of Insufficiently detailed in

formation regarding its location. Kennedy wrote that "The spring is 

found to be located in a narrow cleft in the lime stone plateau and 

which drains or receives the rainfall which is caught within the cory-

don of encircling terraces idiieh are found to form a species of de-

10 
Grierson*s report in U, S. Secretary of War, Annual Report 

(1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess., House Ex. Doe, 1. pt. 2, p. 159. 

^^ Mr. Barry Scobee kindly made available a typed copy of Robert 
K. Grierson's "Journal kept on the Victorio Campaign in 1880," Mrs. 
Prank, in her letter of July 28, 1958, (to Temple) wrote that she re
gretted never having seen the Journal, but that she had heard reference 
made to it. She feared that it had been destroyed by George Grierson 
vho unfortunately did not recognize its historical value. Admittedly, 
there are slight typing errors in the copy, but the personal obsenra-
tions of Robert lose none of their value or color despite deviations 
from the original. Dates, persons, and places mentioned may be identi
fied in reliable sources, so that reasonable authenticity may be as
sumed. Hereafter cited as R. K. Grierson, "Journal." 

file:///mder
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»12 
pressed basins . . .." In simpler terms, the sub-post of Grierson's 

Spring was located in a depression in the surrounding plain, hidden 

from view until reached, and well supplied with water. 

When Grierson stopped there on July 11, there were three stone 

13 
buildings and a stable, all witJi thatched roofs. There was also a 

guard-house, of similar construction, with "two rooms each twelve feet 
14 

square in the clear." Building materials were obtained nearby, the 

lumber coming the greatest distance from Lancaster Canyon, twelve miles 

to the south. The buildings were of little protection against rain be

cause the bear grass used for the roofs became "saturated with water 

. . , and drip for days afterward so that in that respect it is worse 

15 
than beifig out of doors." Grierson, when he was there in 1879. wrote 

I am occupying a room in the House that Ideut. ^. E J Pratt 
built here. It is stone & has a thatched roof, and is quite 
comfortable . . . . Some people go to Saratoga Springs & other 
watering places. I am at present rusticating at 'Grierson's 
Springs' idiich is a famous watering place for this part of Texas. 
The water is excellent and so situated in the center of the 
plains as to be highly relished by all who visit this section. 
It is only at such places that a good cool drink of good water 
can be fully appreciated.!^ 

12 
W. B. Kennedy's report, U. S. War Department Records, Fort 

Davis, Texas, "Reports of Scouts, I878-I883," pp. 5^55^ 
•^ R. K. Grierson, "Journal." 

C. N. Gray's report, U. S. War Department Records, Fort Concho, 
Texas, "Reports of Scouts, I872-I88I," unpaged volume, entry dated May 
20, 1880. 

i< 
Mrs. Grierson to Robert, June 3, 1880, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

Roll 2. 
16 -

Grierson to wife, August 20, 1879, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2. 
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Two days later Grierson was at Fort Stockton. He was serenaded 

hy the band upon his arrival ^ and met all the officers at the garrison, 

though he preferred to "eamp back of hospital"!^ probably to avoid 

having to talk with Captain Armes who was there, again awaiting trial, 

this time for unnecessary cruelty and abuse of his men.^9 On JiQy 15, 

Grierson arrived at Port Davis vhere he was again serenaded. Robert 

noted that "It is not so desolate here as in Stockton—there are several 

blades of grass to an animal here."^ Grierson again refused quarters 

at the post, preferring to sleep in his ambulance. While at Port Davis, 

he rode over toward a camp in Musquiz Canyon, traveling over "Schooley's 

graded road about if mi. long descending into the canyon; it is a fine 

work—it is evenly graded enough for a R/^il7 R/pad/," On July 18 he 

received word from Colonel Valle in Mexico that he was pursuing Victorio 

toward Eagle SjMPings, Texas, Grierson assured the Mexican colonel of 

cooperation and informed him that four companies of cavalry were being 

sent "to reinforce the troops at certain ix)ints" with supplies "to in-

22 
elude the month of August," In support of this assurance, Grierson 

^1 Robert to his mother, July 17, 1880, Grierson Papers, ISHL. 
Roll 2, 

R. K. Grierson, "Journal." 

^^ Galveston Dailv News. June 18, 1881, p. 1:4. 

20 

Roll 2, 

20 
Robert to his mother, July 17, 1880, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 

rn 

R, K, Grierson, "Journal." Captain David Schooley had worked 
on this road. See page 107 above, 

^^ Grierson to wife, JtOy 20, 1880, Grierson Papers, NL, 
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•ent Captain P. D, Baldwin to reinforce Captain Carpenter at Vie jo Pass; 

Lieutenant Colladay to Eagle Springs; Captain Nolan to Port Quitman; and 

Captain Lebo to the Fresno, a canyon with a creek flowing through it in 

the Carissa Mountains,^ Both Grierson and Victorio knew these points 

to be strategic, that no force could enter and remain in the Trans-Pecos 

country that did not have access to them, 

Grierson left Fort Davis on July 20 and camped that night at El 

Muerto, covering the distance of thirty-five miles in eight hours. 

Robert complained a few days later that his father traveled too fast to 

permit hunting or any other amusement. The next day, with a small escort 

of "2 sergeants and 11 men," Grierson rode to Carpenter's camp in Vie jo 

Pass. On that same day, Valle, with more than five hundred troops, at

tacked Victorio and fought to an "indecisive" finish south of the Rio 

24 
Grande "about forty miles from old fort Quitman." From Vie jo Pass, on 

July 22, Grierson proceeded toward Eagle Springs. It rained most of the 

day, and Robert, in his journal, ccanplained of his horse that "it frets 

a good deal and can't walk fast, so that I had to trot nearly all the 

way, and it is anything but comfortable. If my posteriors were not of 

the best quality they certainly'd've been sore," He wrote that he 

traveled more than twenty miles in four and a half hours, 

Grierson was at Eagle Springs on July 23. Here he learned of 

^^ R, K. Orierson, "Journal." Baldwin and Colladay, mentioned 
here, are the seme officers who were involved in the Buchanan affair 
of 1876. 

^ Galveston Dailv Nî vî . July 30, 1880, p. 1:5-
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Valle's fight with Victorio of the twenty-first. General Ord reported 

that by then (July 23) "Victoria^^ has probably crossed the Rio Grande 

. . . pursued by a force of about 400 Mexiicans , , . who, it is supposed, 

will cross in pursuit of Victoria."^^ Robert, however, wrote that the 

"itio Grande ia up so that they can't cross. Papa is going to apply for 

permission to cross into Mexico." Certainly, there was more reason for 

Grierson's caution in this situation than when he had been concerned 

over the limits of his command earlier in the year. 

Ord, likewise, was apparently ignorant of the situation regard

ing the crossing of the border between Texas and Mexico because, although 

he "supposed" the Mexicans would cross the Rio Grande, a Galveston news

paper editorial writer commented that "It may appear strange that the 

Mexican authorities, having heretofore shox̂ n such a determined opposition 

to the non-observance of boundary lines . -. . should have applied for 

authority from Washington to cross into the United States." Mackenzie's 

expedition into Mexico in I87I was cited as the basis of a Mexican pro

test, but now Victorio was escaping into Texas after depredating in 

Mexico. The editorial continued by urging not only cooperation between 

Texas and Mexico in tracking down the Indians, but also reciprocity ty 

Mexico in granting permission for United States forces to enter that 

country. This editorial, probably based on information obtained from 

^^ The Apache chief's name was spelled both Victoria and Vic
torio. The form Victorio probably occurred more frequently. 

^^ Galveston Dailv News, July 24, I88O, p. 1:4, 

27 
.S2ld*. p. 2:2. 
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headquarters of the Department of Texas, indicates a lack of understand

ing by its Commander Ord as to the existing agreements between the two 

countries permitting forces to cross the border. Grierson, in t\irn, was 

hindered by lack of specific instructions from Ord in planning the dis

position, or more particularly, the concentration of his troops. 

Grierson learned from his scouts that Victorio was in the vicin

ity of Ojo del Pino, Mexico, across the river from "Ojo Caldento, be

tween this j^gle Springs/ and fort Quitman. "^ Since Fort Quitman 

woxad be nearer to the Indians, Grierson moved there on July 2 7 , ^ 

Robert wrote his journal entry for the day under the caption "Fort Quit

man (Wliat's left of it)," He took a walk through the old post with his 

father and noted that "Some of the quarters are still pretty good, though 

the windows and doors are of course all gone." Later Robert had a swim 

in the Rio Grande and "waded over into Mexico." 

While at Fort Quitman, Grierson had occasion to render aid to 

Colonel Valle, In his official report, he î rrote that "on account of 

their destitute condition, having had no food for three days, I furnish

ed Colonel Valle . . . one thousand pounds of flour, and eleven hundred 

and thirty pounds of grain."-^ This was, unfortunately, a pathetically 

28 Galveston Dailv News. July 28, 1880, p. 1:4. Probably "Ojo 
Caliente" is meant rather than "Ojo Calciento." It could not have been 
•^tween this and fort Quitman" because any point on that line would be 
quite a distance from the Rio Grande. Grierson's directions were con
fused. 

^ Grierson»s report in U. S. Secretary of V7ar, Annual Report 
(1380), 46 Cong., 3 sess., H^i^?^ Ex^ Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 159. 

^^IbU. 
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accurate commentary on the caliber of troops operating across the river 

from Grierson. Other aspects of the meeting between his father and Valle 

interested Robert. He was pleased to be able to converse with Valle and 

his officers in Spanish and French. He jotted down in his journal that 

Colonel Adolfo T. Valle spoke French and Spanish; Captain Laurlano R. 

Valdez, Spanish; Captain Antonio Lestrade, French and Spanish; and Senor 

Don Juan Terrazas, "nephew of E3t, Gov. Terrazas of Chihuahua," Spanish 

and English. Robert enumerated the articles which his father personally 

presented to Valle: "3 bottles of beer, 1 bottle lemon sugar, 1 can beef, 

1 can corn . . . 1 lb. butter, 1 lb. coffee, 1 pt. pickles," and other 

items of food. 

Victorio, without doubt well aware of Valle's lack of supplies 

and the conference of his two enemy commanders near Fort Quitman, cross

ed the Rio Grande and headed for Eagle Springs. Grierson had not over

looked this possibility. Leaving Nolan's command at Quitman, he set out 

at 1:30 P. M. on July 29 toward the springs. He camped for the night at 

Rocky Point, or Tenaja de los Palmos, a "water hole 12 or 15 mi. west of 

Eagle Springs," according to Robert, and on the stage road. En route, 

an Indian, thought to be one of Victorio's scouts, was seen at the east

ern end of Quitman Canyon. A couple of shots scared him away. To be on 

the safe side, however, Grierson sent a note by the driver of the east-

bound stage to Captain J. C Gilmore commanding at Eagle Springs, The 

reply came by the westbound stage driver that Captain C. D. Vlele, with 

his company, was on his way from Eagle Springs to meet Grierson, Short

ly after midnight, two couriers brought the news that "a large party 
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(60 or more) of Indians"-^ had already crossed the river from Mexico. 

This Information Grierson relayed to Nolan at Port Quitman, 

Except for Eagle Springs, Grierson was camped at the only other 

source of water in the vicinity. If the Indians had crossed to the 

north of the Rio Grande, they almost certainly woiad soon appear at one 

of the two watering places. He therefore determined to guard his position 

despite the fact that he and Robert, Lieutenant Beck, "one non-com

missioned officer, and five privates—tvro of whom were teamsters" com

prised his v?hole force.^ The men immediately started to forUfy their 

position, using the "w&gon, ambulance and six mJyU^J team" as part of 

their protective works, and with the available rocks soon erected "two 

first rate little forts . . . called , , . "Beck' and 'Grierson'."33 

At 4 A, M. Lieutenant Lelghton Plnley arrivfed at Rocky Point v:lth a de

tachment of fifteen men to escort Orierson to Eagle Springs. Grierson, 

having decided to oppose the Indians, ordered Finley to entrench "on the 

lower knoll of the ridge," and sent two of Finley's men to summon ell 

jE»tilable cavalry as reinforcements. After the fortifications were com

pleted, Robert lay "down in one & slept till about 7:30." 

Just after breakfast the Indians appeared "through a canyon in 

the hills S, E. of oamp." Although he was greatly outnumbered, Grier

son ordered Finley to U.ke ten men and attack them as a diversionary 

3^ R. K. Orierson, "Journal." 

3^ Grierson's report in U: S. Secretary of '-var. Annual R^j^r% 
(1880). 46 Cong,, 3 sess., Tfĝ ĝ  Ex. Doc. 1. pt, 2, pp. 159-160, 

33 
R, K. Grierson, "Journal," 
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Bianoeuver. Finley was soon surrounded, but providentially Captain Vlele 

and Lieutenant Colladay arrived at the scene of action before Grierson 

had to betray his position. Unfortunately, on the other hand, they mis

took Finley and his men for Indians, and opened fire upon him. Finley, 

in turn, assumed that the new arrivals were Indians in disguise, and 

ordered his men to retreat toward the barricade. Had not the Indians 

killed Private Martin Davis' horse,3 Grierson and his men could have 

allowed the Indians following Finley to approach within effective firing 

range, but in an effort to save the dismounted Davis, they fired at long 

range. "We then let fly from oin- fortifications at the Indians about 

300 yards off & golly," Egbert wrote, "you ought to've seen 'em turn 

tail & strike for the hills. . . . As it was the sons of guns nearly 

jumped out of their skins getting away." 

Vlele and Colladay rode ahead of their men, and idien the latter 

was dismounting to steady his aim, an Indian shot him in the leg. Vlele 

then dismounted, took aim, and killed the Indian who had wounded Colla

day. Soon the Indians fled and the troops assembled at Rocky Point to 

rest and water their horses. The Indians returned but were again re

pulsed and finally, upon Nolan's arrival just after noon, "the Indians 

became uneasy and soon fled in great haste for the Rio Grande." Robert 

continued by summing up the skirmish as follows: 

From all accounts and evidence it was the effective force of Vic
torio's command (about 100 men) that we were engaged with. It is 
remarkable how quick the Indians jump from their ponies, lie flat 

3^ E. 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Aiyiv^ Re-
^g^ (188O), 46 Cong., 3 sess., ";i?"1f T̂ - ^Qc- 1- P̂ * »̂ ?• ^^-
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on the ground and blaze away. The Indians were wonderfully sur
prised to see the troops come from both directions, and they 
concliaded it was bad medicine. 

Orierson notified his wife in a brief telegram that "̂ > had a brisk and 

successful fight yesterday with the effective force of Victorio's band 

from sixty to one hundred strong & drove them to the Rio Grande. "^^ in 

a letter the next day he wrote: 

It may seem to have been a very rash and dangerous undertaking 
to get ready to fight Victorio and his hundred Indians with 
only (at first) seven men, but I had looked the ground over 
well before going into camp, and saw clearly what a strong 
position I had, and with what ease it could be fortified. I 
decided immediately what to do, and it turned out to be the 
best thing that could possibly have been done under the cir
cumstances. If I had attempted to run away. I would never 
have forgiven myself, and myself and whole party woiild very 
likely have been killed. . . . If I had not made my stand as 
I did, Victorio and his whole outfit would have got through 
without a fight, and we woiild have had only the uncertain 
chance of pursuit,3° 

After the Indians departed, all of the troops proceeded to Eagle 

Springs where, on the following day, Robert and a companion, with com

plete unconcern for possible danger, went hunting in the nearby hills. 

He missed a black-tail deer which would have been a welcome change in 

the diet as "we are tired eating 'hog'," The Indians were desperate for 

food too, since, after having killed the westbo\ind stage driver and his 

35 Grierson to wife, telegram, August 1, 1880, Grierson Papers, 
ISHL, Roll 2, 

-̂  Griers««n to wife, August 2, 1880, Grierson Papers, ISHL, 
Roll 2. 
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passenger the night before ,37 "a mule was killed and cut up into steaks 

—this shows the Indians are hard up—other mule taken. "38 

Grierson»s success in repulsing Victorio's progress into Texas 

caused Ord to become elated, and his enthusiasm affected the press. 

Gen. Ord confidently expects to wipe out Victoria and his band. 
. . . No campaign against the international Indians has ever 
been so vigorously prosecuted as this one has been by Gen. Ord, 
on the part of the Americans, and Gen. Trevino, for the Mexicans. 
Gen. Grierson, colonel of the Tenth cavalry, colored, who is in 
command of the active forces, deserves great credit for the gal
lant stand made by him with so small a force. . . , News that 
Victoria and his Apaches are either all killed or captured, may 
be expected at any hour.39 

Grierson miscalculated his next move. He learned that Victorio 

was encamped near Bosque Bonito, Mexico, due south of Eagle Springs, and 

so informed Colonel Valle. For some peculiar reason, Valle marched away 

from the Indians, westward toward El Paso. Orierson was convinced that 

Victorio would next try to enter Texas near Bass Canyon, between the Van 

40 
Horn and Carissa Mountains. He therefore alerted his troops, and 

moved east to the Van Horn Mountains to head him off. But Victorio 

41 
"slipped throxigh west of Van Horn's the evening of August 4." 

37 »»E. C. Baker, stage driver, and Frank VJ^ant, a passenger 
/idllfA? by Indians of Victorio's band eight miles west of Eagle Springs, 
Texas. W y 31. 1880." E. 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of 
War, ^mm7, ^V^'^% (1880), 46 Cong,, 3 sess., Egy^e E?c, D9<?, \ , pt, 2, 
p, 149. 

38 R. K, Grierson, "Journal." 

^9 Galveston Dai:Vv News. August 3, I88O. p, 1:4. 

^ Grierson to wife, August 2, 1880, Grierson Papers, NL, 

•̂  Grierson's report in U. S, Secretary of War. Annual Reoor^ 
(I88O). ^ Cong,, 3 sess., Hou^ Ex. Doc. 1. pt, 2, p, I60, 
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To regain control of the situation, Grierson headed northwest 

toward the Guadalupe Mountains. In less than twenty-one hours he made 

a forced march of aixty-five miles, and arrived at Rattlesnake Springs 

ju»t before midnight on August 5. By keeping "a range of mounUins be

tween my command and the Indians," Grierson moved his forces ahead of 

the Indians and took possession of the springs, ^ Robert marched in 

the advance guard with a fellow named Toung, a telegraph operator, and 

complained that "the walking was awful—sandy, thorny, bunch grass— 

and heife and there you'd step into a hole and jar yourself. The Spanish 

dagger plants were frightening in the dark and reminded the boys of 

Indian feather headdresses. 

On August 6 the Indians were first repulsed as they moved into 

Rattlesnake Canyon about 2 P.M. by Captain Vlele with Companies C and 

0 of the Tenth Cavalry. Again the Indians were prevented from reaching 

the springs by Captain Carpenter with Companies H and B, and finally at 

4 P.M. Captain Gilmore, who was escorting the wagon train with Infantry 

and eavalry detachments, drove the Indians off toward the Carissa 

43 
Mountains, 

Grierson spent nearly a week at Rattlesnake Springs, Since he 

was not sure where the Indians were, he sent out detachments daily to 

scout the area. On August 7 he sent Captain Carpenter twenty-two miles 

northward to guard Suli*iur Springs, and he ordered Captain Nolan to 

42 «rt 

Austin Daily Statesman. August 12, 1880. 
43 

Grierson's report in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Report 
(1880). 46 Cong,, 3 sess., ff^y?^ Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. l6l. 
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scout southward through Rattlesnake Canyon toward the Carissa Mountains, 

Nolan and Lebo met near the Carissas, the latter returning from a chase 

westward into the Sierra Diablo where he had destroyed Victorio's supply 

camp "which consisted of about twenty-five head of cattle, a substitute 

for bread, made of the Maguay and other plants, berries. &c., and a 
44 

large supply of beef on pack animals," Victorio himself was eluding 

Grierson near the Van Horn Mountains at the time Lebo destroyed his 

supply camp, and Robert made it clear that Lebo met only L srr.all party 

of Victorio's forces, not his main band. On August 8 Lieutenant J, W. 

Pullman was engaged in further scouting of Rattlesnake Canyon while 

Lieutenant Finley marched twelve miles northward to guard Apache Spring. 

On the following day, Grierson with a sizeable force climbed the pre

cipitous Sierra Diablo and scouted on foot over as large an area as they 

could cover. On August 10 Nolan was again sent toward the Fresno in 

the Carissas. With the Fresno, as well as Piattlesnake, Apache, and Sul

phur Springs guarded, all sources of water in the region were protected 

against the Indians. 

Willie the Indians and troops were skirmishing near Rattlesnake 

Springs, Captain W. I. Livermore of the Signal Corps arrived at Orier

son 's camp. He had been sent out "with the view of obtaining sufficient 

information of the region embraced in the districts of the Pecos and 

Bravo to secure proper locations for the military posts" proposed by 

^ Grierson's report in U. S. Secretary of -ar, Annual Report 
(1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc, 1. pt. 2, p. l6l, 

^ Grierson received notice on July 22 of the creation within the 
southern section of his command of the District of the Bravo to be placed 
under Colonel Shafter. Grierson's report in U. S. Secretary of War, 
yVrvriL̂l Report (1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p, 159. 
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General Ord. Robert remarked that Livermore's choice of sites would 

be "after the 10" Cav. had already selected the places." Robert also 

commented that if Livermore had come in "yesterday the Indians 'd've 

scalped him. 0 I I forgot that he's baldheaded '." Livermore's wagon 

train arrived long after Grierson's supply train, both having started 

at the same time from El Muerto, and Robert noted "Yet he says he 'rush-

ed through.' This is perfectly absurd. West Point tactics and engin

eering. " 

While proceeding to Sulphur Springs, about twenty-five miles 

south of Gijiadalupe Peak, on August 10, Grierson stationed his troops 

to block ar^ attempted move northward toward New Mexico by Victorio. 

He left Captain Gilmore to guard Rattlesnake Springs, sent Captain Car

penter with two companies of cavalry to scout westward. Captain Kennedy 

with a like niamber to camp at the Guadalupes, and he himself stayed at 

47 
Sulphur Springs. This camp Robert described as "Sulphur Springs, 

Gypsum Bottom, Hellfire Flat, between the Sierra Diablo and Devilhoof 

Mountains, Dagger Co., Texas. These names themselves are diabolical 

but they do not misrepresent the place." 

Grierson's disposition of his troops had the desired results. 

The Indians, confronted by troops and denied access to water, turned 

bad; toward Mexico. Captain Nolan discovered their trail on August 11 
48 

fifteen miles west of the Fresno, and follovjed it to the Rio Grande 

^ E. 0. C. Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Annual Re
port (1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex, Doc, 1. pt. 2, p, 112. 

' Grierson's report in U, S. Secretary of War, Annual Feport 
(1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt, 2, p. l62. 

48 
Ibid. 
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Bldway between Fort Quitman and Oje Caliente,^ but Victorio had cross

ed the river a few hours before Nolan's arrival. During the retreat, 

Tlctorlo had stopped the stage and mortally wounded General J. J. Byrne, 

50 
of the Texas and Pacific Railway, on August 9. The Indians were 

moving toward the Candellaria Mountains in Mexico. 

Upon learning that Victorio had escaped into Mexico, Grierson 

proceeded west from Sulphur Springs on August I6. After rounding the 

Sierra Prieta, sixteen miles from Sulphur Springs, he turned south to

ward Eagle Springs, opening a new road west of Sierra Diablo and the 

Carissas. This road, which paralleled the one he had traveled from 

the Van Horns to Rattlesnake Springs, was never improved; Grierson 

probably meant only that he followed a route which had never been used 

before, Robert noted that on the second day out they covered only "15 

long miles" through a "hell of a country," At one point, about twenty 

miles before reaching Eagle Springs, the wagons had to make a sharp de

scent of two hundred feet, a grade too steep for wagons traveling in the 

52 
opposite direction. 

Beca\ise Grierson did not have the authority to cross into Mexico, 

^ E. 0. C, Ord, "Report," in U. S. Secretary of War, Ajynyil Re
port (1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt, 2, p, 1^, 

30 Galveston Daily News. August 26, 1880, p. 1:3. 

^ Grierson's report in U. S. Secretary of War, ^nm^X ^̂ fPfirt> 
(1880), 46 Cong,, 3 sess,, H^use Ex. Doc. 1. pt. 2, p. 162. 

R. K, Grierson, "Journal." 
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he missed an opportunity to strike a crucial blow against the Indians. 

He learned from his scouts that Victorio had suffered acutely during 

his latest foray into Texas. Many of the Indians had been wounded, 

their ponies were exhausted, and, most significent of all, they were 

avoiding well known trails in favor of passing through unfamiliar, rough, 

broken country to escape detection. They were heading westward toward 

Lake Guzman, unopposed by the Mexicans. Had Grierson had permission to 

enter Mexico, or Mackenzie's disregard for the niceties of international 

ethics and fearlessness of superior rebuke, he would have been able to 

crush Victorio with a minimum of loss to his own troops, though the 

operation would have been tedious in the middle of August, 

It was exactly at this time that Grierson's report of the dis

arming of the Mescaleros during the previous April reached the War De

partment. When his irritation at not being permitted to cross into 

Mexico must have been at its peak, he probably recalled with disgust 

that in his report he had criticized the policy of the government for 

placing the Apaches under civilian agents rather than \mder the mili

tary control which could have been exercised at Fort Stanton. He claim

ed the Mescalero Apache Agency was "virtually a supply cam.p for Vic

torio's band . . . a most remarkable manifestation of generosity on the 

part of the Indian department," While the governrrient was supporting the 

Indians through the Indian Department, the military branch was supposed 

to pursue the Indians who slipped away from the reservation to raid the 

settlements. He ended on a note of sarcasm, stating that the troops 

would "finally weary them Zthe Indian^7 ô "̂  °^^ compel their surrender, 

unless the kind friends of the marauders step in and, through their in-

file:///mder
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fluence with the interior department, save the Indians for humanity 

sake and for use in future wars." 

Grierson had obviously worn down Victorio and destroyed his con

fidence. He attributed the failure of the Mexicans to oppo§^ Victorio 

to their being withdrawn toward Chihuahua because of an imjninent revo

lution. It had become rather obvious too, that the Mexicans, consider

ing Victorio a ward of the United States, were prone to avoid provoking 

him. Grierson expected no cooperation from the Mexicans though he had 

learned that Joaquin Terrassas with a party of Chihiiahua state soldiers 

were about to move against Victorio. 

Either to extend further his observations of the Trans-Pecos or 

to satisfy Robert's anxiety to see El Paso, Grierson started for Fort 

Bliss on August 23. En route he stopped at Rocky Point where he had 

battled with the Indians three weeks before. The stone fortifications 

which he had hurriedly erected had been torn down. He "found a sort of 

wrap made of calico & red flannel" and he "stuck it away up on a dagger 
54 

bush." He left Fort Bliss on September 4 and arrived at Fort Concho 

twelve days later. In his official report of the campaign, he claimed 

to have "covered a belt of country fully fifty miles wide . . . beyond 

^^ Galveston Dailv News. August 20, I88O, p. 1:5. 

^ Colonel George W, Baylor, in a communication in answer to an 
article in an El Paso newspaper of I906, relates a different version: 
"He Jyictoriol stopped long enough to make a scare-crow on top of the 
hill. He made a dummy of dagger stalks, with arms extended, and placed 
a woman's dress on it and a sun-bonnet. This was to show his contempt 
for the General /Grierson/ not coming on the plain to fight him," "The 
Old Frontier; events of long ago," Frontier Times (Bandera, Texas), II, 
no. 11 (August, I925X p. 12. 
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the limits of my district." He stated that the Indians had been pre

vented from advancing northward through Texas and had been driven out 

of their stronghold in the Sierra Diablo, He estim.ated that there were 

"certainly thirty ̂ Ĉndianŝ ' killed and wounded, very probably fifty," 

and that they had lost heavily in supplies and animals. 

As far as Grierson was concerned the Victorio campaign had ended. 

Late in August and in early September, Victorio, or Apaches reportedly 

of Victorio's band, made scattered raids near El Paso, but that erea 

was within Colonel Hatch's and Colonel G. P. Buell's jurisdiction. Af

ter Victorio was repulsed in Rattlesnake Canyon on A.ugust 6, the Indians 

never again attacked the settlements in Texas east of El Paso in force. 

Diaring and after the campaign Grierson was attacked and criti

cized for his conduct of the operations. On August 6 General J. J. 

Byrne, who was killed on the stage coach near Fort Quitman three days 

later, wrote to Congressman J, W. Throckmorton, of Texas, that V'est 

Texas was virtually unprotected and at the mercy of "Victorio and his 

band of three hundred or four hundred Indians," Byrne intimated that 

the Indians would 

taunt and challenge the United States forces to battle, and 
defy their gallant (?) commander (Grierson), who, on their 
appearance in the country, retreats to an almost impregnable 
mountain fortress, and commences fortifying .... The people 
of this section ask you, for God's sake, to exert your influ
ence to have some other soldiers sent them besides negroes, 

55 
Grierson's report in U. S. Secretary of V.ar, Annual Report 

(1880), 46 Cong., 3 sess.. House Ex. Doc. 1. pt, 2, p. I63. 
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and another comiriander , . . anyone but Grierson or Hatch.5" 

V̂ illiam S. Veck, of San Angelo, was more vicious in his accusa

tions than Byrne. Veck so aggravated Smither that he wrote, on August 

22, to Major Thomas M. Vincent, the Adjutant General of the Department 

of Texas. Smither complained of an article which had appeared on 

August 15 and an editorial of August 18, both in the San Antonio Ex

press, which completely misrepresented Grierson's conduct of the cam

paign. Smither asserted that Judge Allen Blacker provided the misin

formation used in the article, and commented that "From knowledge of 

the habits of Judge Blacker they must either emanate from his seedy and 

alcoholic brain or they are the wild imaginations of a scared man while 

en route from El Paso." The editorial, continued Smither, was based 

upon "private advices" forwarded by William S, Veck who "has, or did 

have, a poor vagabond by the name of Henry Clay Bird to do his dirty 

57 
work in the way of letter writing, he, Veck, being unable to do it," 

In a long letter, written at the end of August to the editor of 

the Indianapolis News. Smither likewise defended Grierson against untrue 

accusations. This letter was also in reply to an article which had ap

peared in the above newspaper. Smither first recounted Grierson's 

operations against Victorio in detail, and then elaborated on specific 

charges. Qe stated that only two V/est Jointers were serving with Grier

son, "all the other officers , . . with the exception of three were ap-

56 
Letter reproduced in Alex E. Sweet and J, Armey Knox, On a 

Yjj^^.fin Mustang through Texas (London, 1884). pp, 525-526. 
57 

Smither to Vincent, August 22. 1880, Grierson Papers, NL. 
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pointed from civil life and served during the War of the Rebellion." 

This statement was Inserted, no doubt, to refute the charge that there 

were many officers with much superior training irtio were forced to comply 

with orders Issued by Grierson, with the intimation that Grierson would 

not know how to handle troops since he was not a West Point graduate. 

Doubtless many citizens of the Mid-West at the time were convinced that 

Indian fighting tactics were taught only at the Military Academy, or 

possibly, it was considered a most appropriate insult to be used by 

sniping critics. 

Smither continued hy praising the Negro soldiers who had "ex

hibited the noblest courage on more than one occasion." He was most 

likely answering a charge of moral depravity when he described the 

"Mexican ladies" of the frontier as "greasy, sallow complected, jaun

diced specimens of humanity, half starved and with a chronic expression 

of liver complaints." In regard to depredations on the settlements hy 

Victorio, Smither claimed that Grierson had confined the movements of 

the Indians "to a limited area of the most God-forsaken, desolate coun

try in the Ifelted States and when any other description of the country 

is given it is done throi:«h self-interest to sell the land too poor and 

barren to sustain an average erop of grasshoppers. There are no settle

ments near the scene of operations against Victorio, and your informant 

in this regard as well as in many other of his statements has either 

drawn upon his Imagination or received his intelligence second hand from 

some of the many gentlemen of the frontier who are rusticating out here 
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for their health and to escape the penitentiary at home."^ 

In view of Colonel Shafter's admitted failure to post a notable 

record of success in trailing and fighting Indians in I875, the letter 

which he wrote expressing sympathy for Captain Armes (the outstanding 

incompetent mentioned earlier) reveals more than a tinge of jealousy. 

Shafter wrote at the time Grierson was seeking promotion in rank, and 

Grierson had attained the support of 

the greater part of the Texas Delegation on the ground of his 
Vftluî \?l̂  seryiqe gn t^ frontier. I can hardly think it pos
sible that he does/X/claim any such thing as his only service 
in the field was for a short time on the Victorio business which 
was anything but successful.59 

The most cogent argument in support of Grierson's success is the 

fact that no further Indian depredations of significance occurred in 

West Texas after Victorio had been driven across the Rio Grande. 

Grierson's familiarity with the Trans-Pecos terrain enabled him to po

sition his troops and direct his scouts with the maximum of effective

ness, while his knowledge of water sources dictated his strategy in 

guarding every spot in advance of the approach of the Indians, Though 

he might have preferred to survey and construct roads, both his orders 

and his personal risks and energetic conduct evidenced his complete de

votion to his military responsibilities. 

5® Smither to editor of the Indianapolis News. August 30, 1880, 
Orierson Papers, NL. 

59 
Paeslmile reproduction of a letter from W. R. Shafter to G. A. 

Armes,,January 25, 1884, in Armes, UPS and Downs of an Armv Officer, 
pp, 756-75S. 

Victorio was killed hy Mexican troops commanded by Joaquin 
Terrasas in the Castillo Mountains of Mexico on October 15, I88O. 

^^lyton Daily Nâ wf. October 28, 1880, p. 1:4. 



CONCLUSION 

Grierson arrived at Port Concho before the railroads extended 

into West Texas, and while the Indians were still depredating in the 

Concho country. He left just as the frontier outlaws were finding it 

profitable to prey upon the settlers, and when mineral wealth was being 

discovered and ranches established. His ten-year stay was during the 

exact period covering the transition from a frontier wilderness, where 

the only settlements were adjacent, or relatively close, to military 

garrisons, into a widely-scattered community of ranching interests. As 

a military officer, he was responsible for the protection of the newly-

arrived settlers; as a man, he felt it his duty to use the forces at 

his ccfflimand to create and promote the social develoment of West Texas. 

His reports and maps are among the earliest and most reliable somrces 

of infonnation to appear relating to the Trans-Pecos region. 

Grierson came as a Northerner into a state whose sympathies had 

been with the South, With him he brought a regiment of Negro soldiers. 

The scarcity of a native population in sprawling West Texas favored him 

during his first years in Texas: there were too few persons to consti

tute a serious sentiment of hostility. But as the years passed, he 

could not escape becoming involved in racial and sectional ill-feelings. 

VJhlle the intercourse between the citizens of San Angelo and the sol

diers at Fort Concho was inevitable, Grierson kept such a contact at a 

miniKum by encouraging and assisting the Negroes to seek their own re

creation within the limits of the garrison, or by keeping them employed 

m constructive or protective pursuits in the field. At Fort Davis it 
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is believed that Grierson had the Negroes build fences around his prop

erty. If this alleged use of soldiers for personal benefit is true, it 

at least shows that Grierson felt that to provide some sort of occupa

tion for the troops was less likely to be dangerous than their idleness. 

An officer with less understanding and humanity would have relied upon 

arrests and severe punishment and close confinement to maintain dis

cipline . 

It is doubtful if any officer would have proven himself more 

capable than Grierson in freeing ̂ /est Texas from Indian raids. There 

is no evidence that Ranald S. Mackenzie was eminently successful in his 

operations against the Indians while he was stationed at Forts Concho 

and Clark prior to 1874; nor did William R. Shafter, by his own ad

mission, contribute to the security or development of the country by 

his expeditions onto the Staked Plains in 1875 and again in I876; nor 

were there displays of energy by other commanders comparable to Grier

son 's in the road-building program of 1879. The records do not indi

cate brilliance on the part of any commanding officer at Fort Davis 

while Grierson was at Fort Concho in any respect, not even post im-

provem.ents. 

Almost as soon as Grierson received his appointment into the 

regular army as a colonel in 1866, he started his own campaign for pro

motion in rank. He probably believed that his services in the Civil 

War and subsequent service after the war warranted such an advancement. 

Furthermore, he naturally desired the increased pay to which he would 

be entitled because of higher rank. Possibly, too, bein- a man of 

energy *nd determination, he desired the additional prestige and author-
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ity attendant upon military status above a colonelcy. Much could be 

written, based upon his "Personal File" kept in the ̂ 'ar Department 

records, concerning Grierson's range of acquaintances, both civil snd 

military, including Generals U. S. Grant, W, T. Sheman, N. A, Miles, 

George Crook, and P. H. Sheridan; Senators and Congressmen, the most 

outstanding of whom was John A. Logan; and state governors from New 

Hampshire to A-rizona, included among whom was John Ireland of Texas. 

All of these men, to a greater or less degree, were cognizant of Grier

son's accomplishments on the Southwestern frontier, and were willing to 

write, without reservation regarding his demonstrated merit, recommenda

tions for Grierson's promotion. 

His promotion came five years after he left Texas. During part 

of this time he commanded the District of New Mexico and the lepartmcnt 

of Arizona, the latter from his headquarters in Los Angeles where, to 

rank from April 3, I89O, he was appointed a brigadier-general. Three 

months later, on July 8, his sixty-fourth birthday, he was retired from 

the army. Until his death on September 3, 1911, he lived most of the 

time at Fort Davis, and spent his summers at Omena, Michigan, vjhere he 

1 
died. 

The concluding words of an article written at the time of his 

death by one of Grierson's own townspeople most fittingly evaluate his 

achievements while in Texas: 

His cavalry exploits attract by their dash and aiing and success-

1 
The data presented in this paragraph are found in the Illinois 

State Historical Society Journal. IV (October, 1911), -̂ 383. P. 389. 
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ful and valuable results, but his patience, his sound humanity, 
his honorable policy with the despised and oft cheated and des-
polled Indians, his fidelity in prursxiing paths of irksome and 
burdeneome duty—these, ^ough less shining, are more substan
tial, indications of the h^ro he was.^ 

2 
4^Qkeonrille Dailv .̂ r̂ tmr̂ i , September 6, 1911, p. 7:4, 
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